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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTION
Rationale.— Although teachers in the jtinior high schools of Philadel¬
phia are furnished with well proportioned study guides, many problems arise
that are peculiar not only to large metropolitan centers, but also are true
because of the nature of the population of this city, and the existence of
individual differences. The study guides developed for use in the Philadel¬
phia schools are based upon the assumption as is indicated by the following
statement:
In a city so diverse in groups and neighborhoods as Philadelphia,
no arbitrary limitation of curriculum should be established nor
should specific curricular materials suitable for some pupils, be
prescribed for all pupils.
...The use of English is fundamental to the whole process of
education in every classroom and in every activity regardless of the
subject matter, the department or the oiurricul\iai^
The Shaw Junior High School located at 54th Street and Warring;ton Ave¬
nue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, has an enrollment of approximately sixteen
hundred pupils. These pupils represent many different nationalities, races
and religions and come from homes of different backgrounds as far as the
econcanic, intellectual, and social levels are concerned. Generally speaking,
most pupils are from homes of average means, and some are above average eco-
nonically, socially and intellectually, viiiile some are from below average
homes. These facts in themselves do not, on the inhole, create problems nor
cause friction among the student groups. It is in their bearing upon back¬
ground as far as needs and interests that they become significant. Such
things as absences due to religious holidays are provided for by the school
I
Curriculum Office, The Use and Appreciation of English (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, 1950), p, Yl
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policies* Human dignity, the necessity of adjustment to modern democratic
life, the ccsnmon understanding among individuals, groups and nations are
justified as to their places in the course of study and in the school* As
is true in all situations, the teacher has to understand the varying abili¬
ties and backgrounds of the pupils* It is not uncommon to find the son of a
school teacher, the son of a magistrate and the son of a street cleaner ad¬
justing and cooperating in the same class group, for grouping is done ac¬
cording to an index indicated by the intelligence test, other tests of men¬
tal aptitude, ability, interests and needs, whether the student is a poten¬
tial enrolee in the vocational or the academic curriculum,and finally
alphabetically* In the seventh grade the core curriculum is used which is
made up of English, social studies and homeroom guidance, A typical class
may be composed as follows! 7A-7B forty-two pupils boys and girls, 8A-8B
thirty-five boys and girls, 9A-9B thirty-three to thirty-five boys and
girls* A majority of the pupils in each class are approximately the same
age, however, age levels are more or less uniform up to seventeen years, al¬
though in some classes there are repeaters who may remain in school until
their seventeenth birthday* In some cases they may be part-time job
holders* Since in the jimior hi^ school, especially, the teacher heeds to
understand adolescents, their interests, attitudes, abilities, similarities
and differences, much study and planning as well as evaluation must be done*
Schools have been developed and maintained for the purpose of
preserving and promoting the basic values of the society in which
they exist* In America this means that the primary purpose of the
public school is the development of effective citizens of our
American democracy - citizens who accept American ideals, who act
in accordance with the social and moral standards which charac¬
terize otir democracy* All other objectives of our schools, how¬
ever important and laudable in themselves, must be subordinate and
contributory to this primary purpose* It is important that we
help our students to become engineers, artists, lawyers, crafts¬
men, teachers, or members of other special-skill groups required
by our way of life; it is even more important that we help them
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become effective citizens who will perpetuate that way of life.
Citizenship training becomes the primary obligation of the school,
and such measures of discipline as are essential to the discharge
of that obligation become a significant integral part of all
teaching.
English serves as a form of communication both oral and written and
has its ever present bearing upon the ability to secure jobs, adjust in a
democratic society economically, and socially. Teachers, therefore, must
be able to constantly evaluate the teaching process to insure the meeting
of these basic needs. It is generally accepted that a teacher must per¬
form the functions of providing information; guidance, motivation, discip¬
lining; developing understanding and producing appreciation. A brief look
at these has been done in the above statement. Since the problem of dis¬
cipline is in its own right basic to good teaching, it is felt that more
orientation should be given. The “national teen-age problem," is greatly
felt in Philadelphia, in the schools and communities. Although the
assistant principal acts as the disciplinarian with the cooperation and ap¬
proval of the principal, it is up to the teacher, for his own welfare and the
welfare of the pupils, to maintain at all times strict discipline; any lax¬
ity is immediately seized upon by the pupils. Detentions for thirty min¬
utes after school are used by the teachers as a form of punishment, or
the pupil is sent to the office of the assistant principal who decides with
the principal whether suspension is necessary or if a more severe punishment
is necessary which may resujt even in a pupil being sent to one of the
special schools which is maintained by the Board of Education. This last
measure is taken only through the cooperation of the case worker with the
i
School District of Philadelphia, ^he Board of Public Education, Office
of the Superintendent, Administration Bulletin No. 22 (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, May 11, 1955), p. 1.
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school principal and other authorities iwho are familiar with the procedures#
Although gangs are present, no violence as such is prevalent in this school.
Here again, it is hard to determine what associations and activities the
pupils may have outside the school, "^hey, for this reason, are a threat to
the school order and discipline. For this reason, if for no other, the moti¬
vation of critical thinking and the appreciation of the aesthetic values can
not be over-estimated. It is believed that literature and social studies may
play a part in helping the pupils by increasing their moral and spiritual
perceptions and leading to a course of desirable action, if these areas are
properly taught.
Brief mention has been made of the social studios part of tfie core curri¬
culum in the school. Clarifying the role of the home room teacher or ad¬
viser should help to acquaint the reader with the inter-relatedness of the
English-social stvidies-guidance program. It is the policy of the Phila¬
delphia School System that:
In the elementary schools that have seventh and eighth grades
and in the junior high schools, orientation is the function of the
homeroom teacher or the guidance teacher.
Here again the teacher is furnished with a study or pilot guide that is
flexible in a teacher planning situation. It emphasizes the responsibility
of the school and therefore the responsibility of the teacher:
The American people have a deep and abiding faith in the general
benefioience of their schools. They look upon the school almost
as a worker of miracles. They think of organized education as the
one unfailing remedy for practically every ill to which man is
subject - be it war, vice, crime, unemployment, sickness, poverty
or injustice. Therefore the public school is looked upon as a
mi^ty bulwark of their democracy, and unquestionable democracy
depends on organized education for its preservation and betterment.
Every society, totalitarian or free, must have a system of schools
1
Curriculum Office, School as a Social Institution (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvsinia, 1952), p. S.
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and special institutions for developing the young.
A glance at the pupils self-appraisal profile chart shows the relation¬
ship between the JSnglish and social studies for on these is placed the re¬
sults of tests in map and graph reading which is basic to the understanding
and interpretation of the materials Tidiich the pupils will use. These data
serve as an index to the individual needs and abilities to be considered in
setting up records and collecting valid criteria. It is left to the discretion
of the teacher as to how she will useethe time and material in these two
courses, since the pupils remain with the adviser for two consecutive periods.
The first period is designated English and the second period social studies.
Due to the hetrogeneity of the school population needs and interests
vary so widely that successful teaching depends to a great extent upon tea¬
cher initiative and insight into contemporary adolescent problems, needs and
interests, a knowledge of human growth and development, possession of valid
foresight as to the limitations of the group as a whole and finally as indi¬
viduals. Therefore, there is a need to collect data and develop valid
criteria which with the aid of the study guides and class room observation
may be applied to the teaching-learning situation with a minimum loss of
time and effort.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study was to
develop a set of profiles representative of the varying types of pupils
found in the Shaw Junior High School.
Limitations of Study.— Considerable interest has bean shown in the study
of adolescent needs, interests and behavior growth problems. Most, if not
all, currioultam guides have been developed on the assumption of certain norms
with regard to adolescent problems, interests, needs, and behavior. The
_
Curriculum Office, op. cit., p. 1.
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question arises then, is there "a proper balance in curriculum planning and
in teaching, between the significant facts about the individual pupil and the
significant facts about the group?” Within this scope lies the nucleus of
the limitations of this study. It must bo understood that these ten cases,
due to selection procedures, school population and other evident factors, in
no way is to be regarded as a fair representation of the typos of pupils
found in the junior higjh school.
Purposes of the Study.— The purposes of this study were:
1. To develop case studies from which ideas could be derived for
use as a possible approach to the understanding of the indi¬
vidual
2. To understand more about the individual since some of the
problems described here apply or lead to some techniques that
can be used as a basis for arriving at our educational objec¬
tives
Definition of Terms.— ^he definitions used here are characterized in the
following statements:
1. "Evaluation” as used in this study refers to estimating the worth
of theteaching process or method.
2. "Process” as used in this study refers to a series of actions,
motions or operations definitely leading to some results; the act of
proceeding.
3. "Criteria” as used in this study refers to a standard by which any¬
thing is tried in forming a correct judgment respecting it.
4. "Valid” as used in this study refers to being founded on truth or fact
capable of being justified, supported or defended.
Locale of Study.— This study was concerned with the pupils of the Shaw
Junior Hi^ School, 54th Street and Warrington Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, is located in the western section of the city, and in
school district one. These pupils live either in the district or are en¬
rolled by special permission from other districts.
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Period of Study.— This study was conducted during the 1955-1956 school
term.
Method of Study.-- The case study method was used in this study.
Procedure.— The procedural steps used in carrying on this study were:
1. The literature related to the problem was revleTired, summarised and
presented in the thesis.
2. The cases were selected and studied during the fall terra 1955
and 1956, and represent some of the types of pupils found in this junior
high school. Bach pupil represented here has at some time been in working
contact with the observeri either in an advisory or class situation. This ■
influenced the selection because the observer felt that this acquaintance
would aid in the interpretation of activities under observation. Two pu¬
pils have been selected from each grade section with the exception of 7i.,
which was done because of the shortness of time that the pupils in 7A had
been in the school, three from 7B, and none from the 9B- the graduating
class. Due to the fact that the observer was interested in natural reac¬
tions they were not aware that they were being obseirved for any reason other
than that of a pupil in his or her daily surroundings. Neither their bright¬
ness, scholastic promise, imusual behavior nor their interest in being ob¬
served has influenced their being selected. The observer was aware that
many others may have made a more colorful study. Their names are fictitious
for evident reasons, but all information is true as gathered from the sources
mentioned.
3. In preparing the case descriptions only those kinds of data that could
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ba obtained in this public school situation have been used, and were ob¬
tained from these sources;
Autobiographies




Individual pockets containing records (including those from
the elementary schools)
Health records
Observations made in ’’report-card-conferences” with parents
Profile charts
Scores from city tests
The procedures used in obtaining the autobiographies are presented with
the case to which they refer.
Behavior descriptions by teachers were obtained either during conferen¬
ces with the teachers concerned or from comments made on the records. There
were no set methods or procedures followed in these conferences with teachers.
Sometimes they were held in the classrooms or teachers' lounge when free
periods were available, by chance meeting in the halls, by special effort on
the part of the writer in seeking out a teacher in order to obtain or clarify
information, and often in the teachers’ lunch room. Any personal observation
on the part of a teacher is e:xpressed as such, and as such, it must be remem¬
bered, that the teacher observed the pupil in the midst of the school surround¬
ings, but it is felt that each teacher gave opinions as unbiased as was pos¬
sible, whether with high or low regard for the pupils behavior.
The cumulative records were studied, as well as the profile charts, but
since they are standard in most schools they need little explanation.
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During the term in inhich these cases were studied a ’’New Progress Report"
was in use for the Philadelphia Schools. This report was based upon the fol¬
lowing facts which were cited for the information of each teacher in the
system!
"The subject matter mark is cumulative. Rating for behavior marks and
work habits will not necessarily be cumulative, but will be based upon the
nature of the individual case."
1. When giving a rating in subject matter the teacher considers those
outcomes which are unique to the particular subject. These out¬
comes are judged according to the objectives set up in the curri¬
culum guides. The teacher also considers the scores that have
been obtained in the city tests. The teacher also bears in mind
whether or not the ability of the child enables him to compete
with the rest of the children in the class.
2. When rating behavior the teacher considers whether the child enga¬
ges in or refrains from engaging in those activities which
detract from classroom work. In addition to this, respect for
authority, class officers, acceptance of authority, respect for
school regulations, and honesty are considered.
3. When assigning a rating in work habits, the teacher considers
those oiitcomes which are not unique to any subject and which
are common to all subjects. These elements enter into this
rating also; coming to class periods for work and on time, keep¬
ing surroundings neat, performii^ special activities above idiat
is required, and working well within the prescribed directions.
Test scores were used as keys or indices in locating or determining points
of departure by the teacher in planning for the pupils. In this study they
10
were shown as vital factors that the investigator felt that had to be taken
into consideration if the study was to be seen in the clearest possible
light. In this study the scores for grades five and six were reported as
standard scores, which were defined as follows:
A standard score designates position with respect to the total
distribvrfcion and range of scores, ^distribution is made on a bell¬
shaped curve and changes with the grade. A standard score is con- ^
sidered accurate within one unit above or below the number obtained.
Those scores in grades seven and eight have been expressed as relative
scores and which are defined as:
Relative scores are designed to represent the complete
spread of abilities within a standard population. This
population includes all persons of^secondary school age
whether in school or out of it...."
Again in the ninth grade tests scores were reported as relative scores.
In any case where there was xmusual behavior on the part of a pupil
the counselor for that pupil was contacted. The information gathered from
this source was studied with the other records and reported with the case
description.
Summary of Related Literature.— The related literature pertinent to
this study has brought to focus points of view from educators and scholars
who have been interested in problems closely related to the one studied
here. These points of view have served as pilots in the pursuance of the
development and identification of: (a) Case studies, (b) Analyzing criteria,
(c) Adolescent problems and (d) Improving the teaching process.
Case Studies.— Points of view and methods vary, but the place of the
Helen C. Bailey, Associate Superintendent and W. Walker Cheney Director
of Educational Research, "An Explanation of Standard Scores,” (School Dis¬
trict of Philadelphia, Department of Superintenca, 1955), p. 2.
2
John G. Cunningham, Special Assistant, Division of Educational Research,
’'Organizing a Testing Program for the Secondary Schools,” (School District of
Philadelphia, 1955), p. 5.
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case study has been justified in the educational prograjm.
Rothney observed:
In most courses, classes, committees and study groups,
the time oomes^when theory needs to be focused by getting
down to cases.
Good, Barr, and Scates concur with Rothney in the following statement;
The public school, faced with the problem of mass education,
have only gradually come to recognize the necessity for case
studies for individual pupils. The needs of the obviously exceptional
child, the blind, the deaf and the seriously mentally defective, hav'
been recognized as well as those of the truant. Until recently,
and even now a majority of school districts, the other so called
"normal” have been assumed to bo homogenious, yet the recognition of
the useful case study technique in avoiding economic waste, in
reducing retardation and maladjustment in school progress, and
preventing misc|rriage in vocational preparation and guidance is
gaining ground.
Realizing that a wide span of knowledge is necessary for the purposes
of evaluation and prospective planning in the teaching of adolescents,
Kettlekamp had this to say;
Schools sure giving more and more attention to analyzing pupil
difficulties. They need specific information as to the pupil's
academic progress and his social adjustment if they are to offer
him help of a constructive natxrre. For this reason they are
using devices such as case studies for evaluation purposes.*^
In reference to the case study Cabot and Kahl agreed on this assumption;
... A case must be real in the sense that the reported inter¬
actions between the people in it have actually occurred. The de¬
scription of it should be brief but detailed, presenting verbatim
conversation and sufficient background material to establish the
social contex within which interactions took place.'
1
John W. M. Rothney, The High School Student; A Book of Cases (New York,
1953), p. vii.
2
Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, Douglas Scates, The Methodology of Educa¬
tional Research (New York, 1941), p. 566.
3
Gilbert C. Kettlekamp, Teaching Adolescents (Boston, 1954), p. 464.
Hugh Cabot and Joseph A. Kahl, Human Relations, Concepts and Cases in
Concrete Social Science (Cambridge, Mass., 1953), p. xxiii.
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Havighurst and Taba regard the case study from this point, ”... The
study of individuals must, therefore, be combined with some procedure for
generalization of the findings and for their application to future situa-
tions.
Shed’fer and Shoben, outline the case study method of studying children
in this statement:
Case history data comes from a person’s reports of his ovra past,
from reports which other people give about him, and from direct
observations of home and community influences. The chief sources
of information are interviews, not only with the client, but also
with parents, other members of the family, employers, teachers, and
associates. Records obtained from schools, social agencies, and
courts are used when they are relevant and available....*
Barr, Davis and Johnson, valued the case study method in this statement:
The case study is potentially the most valuable method known
for obtaining a true and comprehensive picture of individuality.
It makes possible a senthesis of many different types of data and
may include the effects of many elusive personal factors in draw¬
ing educational inferences. It seeks to reveal processes and the
interrelationships among factors that condition these processes.
Not only for the educator is the case study valuable but also for many
others it is also recommended for use as Smith infers;
The case study is the moat concrete method of individual diag¬
nosis; it is the best method of studying the whole child and of
helping him when he needs help most. Such studies are of great
value to the family Physician,^the social worker, the juvenile
court judge, and the educator.^
Analyzing Criteria.— Witty and Kopel have served to pilot the gathering
of data by this statement:
1
Robert J. Eavighurst and Hilda Taba, Adolescent Character and Personality
(New York, 1949), p. 115.
2
Laxirance Frederic Shaffer and ^dward Joseph Shoben, Jr. The Psychology
of Adjustment (New York, 1956), p. 494.
3
Arvill S. Barr, Robert A, Cayig and Palmer 0. Johnson^ Educational Re-
search and Appraisal (New York, 1963), pp. 188-9.
4
Henry Lester Smith, ^ucational Research, Principles and Practices
(Bloomington, Ind., 1944)7''|)'i '1T!5,
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...Such manifold and diverse information is needed if one
vrishes to \mderstand the subtle, complex, and infinitely varied
problems of children. Since behavior is constantly changing,
as mere pictures of present conditions is inadequate; valid
description of the organism involves a dynamic portrayal of an
individual as he behaves, a moving changing picture. Nor does
the accumulation of a mass of data assure understanding, for
life is reflected in organized patterns of behavior, therefore
the data must be organized, related and interpreted in a
meaningful sequence.^
Averiil, -who discussed the strong, as well as, the weak points of the
case study method noted the following values:
....Still, in competent hands, and used discretely, the case-
study method has distinct values that neither the cross-section
nor the retest method has, because of the tendency of the former
to obsecure individuals and of the latter to be slow in yielding
returns.^
This statement by Stephen concerning class room research is applicable
in this situation because of its implications toward validity:
Probably the most important aspect of action research as a way
of improving class room teaching has to do with the attention
given to getting evidence or facts. As most of us try to improve
our daily work, we take action on the basis of hurried and ^ften
superficial identification of ovur problems, and the effects of our
actions are often evaluated carelessly and unsystematically.'^
Rothney, vho in the study of twenty-six high school pupils in four Wis¬
consin schools had this to say vrihich motivated much thinking and guided the
study:
There are of course some general interest patterns....These
common patterns do exist but it is in the observation of the
differences of their depth and stability and the timing of their
changes of emphasis and influence on behavior of specific
individuals that the worker with the individual students will
find clues for effective work with each.
1
Paul Witty and bavid Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process (New York,
1939), p. 236.
2
Lawrence A. Averill, Adolescence A Study in the Teen Years (Boston,
1936), p, 39.
2Cory M. Stephen, "Action Research and the Class Room Teacher," National
Education Journal, XLIII (February, 1954), 2.
4
John W. M, H. Rothney, op. oit., p. 258.
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Cabot and Kahl, produced in the mind of the observer a point that was
ever present in the selection of cases and in the collection of data in this
statement:
No analysis should be included to indicate why things happened
as they did, unless such an analysis is made by some character
in the case whose relation to the social situation is evident. Nor
should a case be written to illustrate any particular theory, but,
by presenting the complexity of the original situation, exemplify,
like life itself many theories.
Adolescent Problems.— Unique is the role pjayed by the adolescent in
our society today. Many and TOried are the opinions and points of view held
by laymen and authorities alike. Some of these are summarized in this survey,
and many were consulted during this study.
Averill, observes that it is unfortunate that so many poorly endcwed
young persons are struggling to adjust themselves in the average secondary
2
schools....
In discussing the normals and the deviates of the adolescent groups Cole,
added this note of warning:
IVhen adolescents are confronted with a situation to which
they cannot adjust, when Uiey suffer from tension and frustration,
they show emotional reactions, some of which may be outside the
bounds or normality.^
Martin and Stendler, have made the following statement in re^rd to the
category of the adolescent in our society:
...In our society boys and girls pass through a period idiich may
extend to eighteen years or longer when they are no longer considered
to be children but are not yet considered to be adults. This period
is recognised as one of imrest, explosiveness and rebellion.. ..Yet
in many societies adolescence does not bring turbulent behavior.^
1 ——
Hugh Cabot and Joseph A. Kahl, op. oit., p. xxiii.
2
Lawrence A. Averill, op. cit., p. 281.
5
Luella Cole, Psychology of the Adolescent (New York, 1948), p. 206.
Vi lliam B. Martin and Celia B. Stendler, Child Development: The Growing
Up Process (New York, 1953), p. 163.
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Trends toward the preparation of adolescents for active participation
as a useful oitisen in a democratic society ere viewed by John and Doretha
Crawford from this angle:
The school ability index of most boys and girls is average,
but that is not bad it is goodV Teens in this range can be very
successful and happy in specialized courses in vocational high
schools. Sometimes these same Teens find considerable difficulty
with advanced courses in science, math and foreign languages. Best
success comes to boys end ^rls in practical courses not heavily
loaded with technical theory....This kind of vocational preparation
leads to healthy, happy adult lives that are richly satisfying and
financially rewarding
Along the same lines. Bell has a different point of view that has a
definite relationship to the above and is significant to the class room
teacher:
There still remains, however, the substantial number of young
people for idiom the present school programs have little or no
appeal. Their dropping out of school at undesirably low levels
is the result, not so much of economic necessity, as of sheer in¬
difference. For them, the obvious solution is the develojanent of
school programs that are more realistically adapted to their needs
Seidman, in his Readings on the Adolescent,” has this to say concerning
the college student idiich is also applicable to this situation of adoles¬
cent education:
The relationship of the teachers and the students seems to be
one in which the control and power of the teachers are recognized
by both groups. This condition has raised some questions here about
the kind of experience the students are receiving in democratic
living. In addition to the power aspect the teachers themselves
are generally concerned with personal, friendly relations with
students. The fact that the students do not seem to perceive this
interest of the teachers appears to be a barrier to the developnent
of shared friendly relations.''
1
John Crawford and Doretha Crawford, Teens,...How to Meet Your Problems
(New York, 1953), p, 25.
2
Howard M. Beil^ "A Study of the Conditions and Attitudes of Young People
in Maryland Between the Ages of Sixteen and Twenty-foia*,” American Youth
Commission (Washington, 1938), p. 38.
Jerome Seidman, The Adolescents, A Book of Readings (New York, 1953), p.
597
lb
In referring to the interests of adolescents. Graze stresses the im¬
portance of the teacher and parents in understanoing the adolescent, in
this statement:
•«»,No parent of teacner who aspires to understand the bahavior
and peisonality of adolescents can afford to neglect the information
that is available in this field.#..The age of adolescence is often
referred to as the age of varied and peculiar interests. It is nor¬
mal for the adolescent to develop a wider variety of interest than tne
child, for his word is so much larger, his contacts more numerous,
and his social needs much greater. I'hus, the adolescents will not
seem peculiar if we are able to view them from the adolescent's
point of view.'^
The teacher will do well to Iceep in mind these principles as outlined
by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, in the de¬
velopment of a more effective prograiri for early adolescents:
1. ProvLdion is made for pupils to assume increasing respon-
siblity for making decisions involving both individual and group
actions, and for carrying out plans for implementing these decisions.
2. Pupils increasingly share in the determination of the
goals to be achieved by each learning activity, and in the making
of plane to achieve these goals.
3. Pupils increasingly participate in the process of evaluating
both individual and group growth toward recognized and accepted goals.
U. Learning activities appropriate to the interests, abilities
and needs of all young adolescents xjithin the area sei*ved by the
school are included in the program.
5. The programs provide appropriate activities to make it
possible for each pupil to experience success.
6. The community in which the school operates is utilized as a
laboratory to prcstiote more effective learning.
7. The program makes it possible for pupils to gain understand¬
ing of varying value systems of different socioeconomic class groups,
and to develop a more consistent value of their own.
8. The program provides activities designed to help young
adolescents deal with problems that are unique to their own age group.
In determining whether there is a distinct psychology of adolescent
motivation or whetner there are needs and motives of particular significance
1
Wendell W. Graze, Adolescent Psychology and Development (New Yoric,
19B3), p. Ill3.
2
Association for Supervision and Gurriculum Development, "Developing
Programs for Young Adolescents," Florida Education Association, N.E.A.
(Washington, 195U,), pp. U,3j8,7,8,9.
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to the development and experience of youth, Schneider observed that;
...In the stictist sense of the term it would be incorrect
to say that this is a distinct dynamic psychology of adolescence,
because of the fundamental principle that the transition from
childhood to adolescence is gradual* and not sudden or complete.
The ripening of the sex urge the very extensice changes in interests,
the development of attitudes, and similar changes, considerably
alters the motivating pictva*e... .Moreover some of these motivating
factors, even though appearing in children, are deeper significance
for the conduct of youth, and these implications must be taken inbo
account
Peter F. Oliva points out:
Gregariousness and the sense of belonging are needs which are
critical at the adolescent level. The overwhelming desire to be
one of the crowd can cause maladjustment. The desire for new ex¬
periences and adventure is a prevalent phenomena with adolescent
pupils and can lead to behavior difficulties.*.. His teacher can
help to satisfy his need of affection, approval and seciu'ity....
And the school can provide outlets for excess energy and talents
not brought out in the academic phases of the curriculvm through
extracurricular activities...There has been emphasis given in re¬
cent years to the effect of the group on individual behavior.
Studies have shown that the group has a pronovinced effect on indi¬
vidual development. Group leadership, then, becomes a fundamental
part of the teacher’s task....
In reference to changes in the adolescent problem, McNasser -observed,
in pointing out that the adolescent peer group has become more important
than over before, they are more prone to express resentment, more fearless
in the class room, at home and in public places, there is a tendency toward
wanting to stay in school longer, the lid on impulsive expression is not
so tight anymore, and can be seen in party styles, drinking and easier show
of resentment. He cautioned;
Although young people with or without us will find their way of
life and somehow manage the problems of social living in their times.
1
Alexander A. Schneider, op. oit., p. 171.
2
Peter F. Oliva, The Educational Digest, Bulletin of the National Asso¬
ciation of Secondary School Principals, Causes of Beha-yior Problems. Bul¬
letin No. 8, National Education Association, 1956.
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it is probably better for their otmi health and that of society
that they do this with us*"^
Campanella, speaks of the challenge of the gifted adolescent to the
teacher, and the inability of many teachers to accept the true concept:
Too frequently the teacher feels that since the pupil may be
an adolescent, he should have an enriched curriculum. But what
is enrichment to some educators? More reading, more creative
projects. Such will not move the rapid learners much above the
level of the mediocrity.
It should be the teacher's responsibility to arouse in him his
intellectual reasoning power, to help him make judgments, see re¬
lationships, causes and effects, and thus produce concommitant
learning which will sharpen the faculty of intellect. To enable
the student to think objectively should be the crux of the curri-
culiim....
Martin and Stendler made this observation in regard to the category of
the adolescent in our society*
...In our society boys and girls pass through a period which
may emtend to eighteen years or longer when they are no longer
considered to be children but are not yet considered to be adults.
This period is recognized as one of unrest, explisiveness and re¬
bellion. .. .Yet in many societies adolescence does not bring tur¬
bulent behavior.”
Improving the Teaching Process.— Dr. Hoyer, Superintendent of Philadel¬
phia Schools has expressed in the bulletin on Discipline for Constructive
Citizenship, a goal to be striven for by each class room teacher, and it
guided the observer in seeking points of view for this section of the re¬
lated lit eratu re »
From our program of citizenship training we anticipate two out¬
comes. Ultimately we expect a more intelligence effective citizenry,
through whose contributions the American way of life will be strength¬
ened and improved. This outcome we can neither await nor evaluate.
We may be sure, however, that if such a citizenry is being developed
1 ~
Donald McNasser, The Educational Digest, California Journal of Secondary
Education, The Changing Character of Adolescence, Bulletin No. 9 (National
Education Association, 1956).
Thomas C. Campanella, "Rapid Learner: A Psychological and Philosophical
Approach,"Education Vol. IJCXVI, No. 2 (October, 1955)
3 Z i'
William *. Martin and ^elia B. Stendler, jO£. cit., p. 163.
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we shall see immediate evidence of better civic attitudes, and as
a consequence, better student conduct in school and out*...^
Havighurst, along the same line confirms that:
•..If the individual fits into the life of the school, if he
strives for the goals set up explicitly by the school, his repu¬
tation for character will be high. If he does not conform to the
school standards pr subscribe to school ideologies his reputation
for character will be low.^
Averill, spoke strongly and in no uncertain terms for an indivualised
educative process, and viewed the adolescent in the jvuiior high school from
this angle. In the junior hi^ school, these dull pupils have a difficult
time of it, since traditionally the -^lerican secondeury school is essentially
3
an academic institution, maintained primarily for capable minds.
Gruber and Beatty, in their discussion of evaluation in the secondary
school provided a guiding factor concerning student activities:
The philosophy of the school determines in a large measure the
type of evaluative program the school must set up. The philosophy
is based upon the needs of the individual and the need of the
society of viaich the school is a part. In this way the school aids
in the improvement of the society.^
Grim and Michaelis advised the student teacher, and this can be applied
to the case of the experienced teacher as well:
...Evaluation can serve either to promote or to prevent pupil
learning, the whole appraisal program needs to be rooted in the
ciu*riculum; this can be accomplished by relating the program
directly to the objectives of the school....It should never be an
end in itself, but always a means to the attainment of the desired
pupi1 behavior
1 ;
Louis P. Hoyer, "Discipline for Constructive Citisenship," School
District of Philswielphia, SuHetinNo. 2 (Philadelphia, 1956), p, 7.
2 *7’
R. <J» Havighurst and H. Taba, op. cit., o. 52.
3
Lawerance A, ■^arill, ££. oit», p. 310.
4
Frederick G. Gruber and Thomas C, Beatty, Secondary iichool Activities
(New York, 1940), p. 279.
6
Paul Grim and John Michaelis, The Student Teacher in the Secondary
School (New York, 1953), p. 425.
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Speaking of content in the core class in junior high school, Noar, had
this to say about needs:
In all areas of the curriculum, as teachers move from the tra¬
ditional toward the modern, they have problems out of vhich grow
common needs. They have to; (l) develop content in the class room
with the help of their pupils instead of getting it out of the
courses of study; (2) devise many ways of proceeding from one learn¬
ing experience to the next, realizing that a,logical basis is not
the only or even the best way to determine sequence; (3) use many
and varied learning experiences, knowing that reading is the most
abstract and the most difficult way to learn for large numbers of
children.
Although all the teachers in all the areas need help with these
problems, the core teacher has the greatest need.^
In connection with the core and an integral part is t&e teacher-coun¬
selor role. The importance of this is pointed out by Little and Chapman,
in the treatment of the home room as is summarized in the statement below:
The home-room teacher-counselor is uniquely situated for the
business of gathering information and data about each of his pupils.
Not only does he utilize tests of various kinds, but he also ob¬
serves each pupil in his home room, and he systematically records
his observations, to be checked and refined by succeeding observa¬
tions. He used various devices to discover the personal and social
problems which tend to worry his own pupils, and he compares his
findings with those of other home room teachers and with the find¬
ings of which other guidance workers in the school.*^
In regard to the collecting of valid data Smith, Standley and Hughes,
made this observation:
Before eduiation can attempt to guide pupils in the adjustment
of their problems, or undertake to advise them regarding desirable
needed avenues of development, it seams only natural that educators
should try to know pupils as intimately as possible. Logically,
the first step in guidance is that of collecting and interpreting
information about pupils."^
j—.
Gertrude Noar, The Jimior High School-Today and tomorrow (New York,
1953), p. 157.
2
Wilson Little and ■^. L. ^hapman. Developmental Guidance in the Secondary
School (New York, 1953), pp. 319-20.
3
Maurice M. Smith, L. L. Standley and Cecil L. Hughes, Junior Hi^ School
Education (New York, 1942), p. 134.
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Noar goes further in this statement to seemingly tie togehter the
problem which confronts the teacher;
If, then, the scope of the program is to include that content
which is most closely related to the needs of the children in the
class room, its determination will depend upon the following con¬
ditions; (l) finding the real interests and concerns of a group of
students; (2) identifying student needs in relation to the culture
of which they are a mrt; (3) making sure that the teacher plays his
appropriate role; (4) keeping track of the units of work.^
Rothney warns;
...You will have observed some of the methods that can be used
to learn about them that each will be provided with the bast
possible circumstances for his development and that each will find
enough satisfaction in his progress ^hat preserverance and con¬
tentment in his work will be likely.
Zachery and Lighty, in the study of emotion and conduct of the adol¬
escent made this statement in regards to the ideal toward which adoles¬
cent training is directed;
A democratic society holds the individual in respect. It
affords substantial opportunity for personal differences in in¬
tellectual and emotional self realization....For the purpose of
education it is significant that in such a culture the claims
of the individual and of the society be corapatiable.
Thorndike and Hagen, strengthened in this statement, the trend toward
intensive study of pupil behavior as a method of evaluation to improve the
teaching process;
Evaluation of pupil performance in a school must take account
of the characteristics of the pupil population. Schools, communi¬
ties, even regions differ in economic even cultural level of the
population served....Though special study and remedial activities
may be possible for only part of the children in a class, the
1
Gertrude Noar, op. oit., p. 159.
2
John W. M. Rothney, op. cit., p. xii#
5
Carolina B. Zachery and Margaret Lighty, "Emotion and Conduct in
Adolescence," Commission on Secondary School Curriculum. (New York, 1940),
p. 1.
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school and the teacher have the responsibility of knowing every
child as well as possible so as to provide the best possible
guidance for him in his present school activities and plans for
the future.#.
A thought producing point of view which should serve as a guide for
method introspection on the part of the teacher came from Gray in this
statement:
Perhaps the greatest cause for emotional tension school is
"goose-stepping,” or regimentation. All children are poured
through the same mould, given the same course, treated in the
same way. This discourages originality and promotes submerged
resentment. Perhaps the most basic principle of the progressive
education movement is that of individualized education. The
mass production methods of the average American school goom are
undoubtedly the worst aspect of oiir educational system.
Hall, in speaking of adolescent problems with regard to the lack of
recognition of the general abnormalities of adolescents made this statement:
...Another cause of the hitherto inadequate recognition of the
general abnormalities of adolescence is that its sexual and certain
few salient nervous phenomena, which alone have a copious literature,
have absorbed attention to the neglect of the other and far more
numerous symptom groups peculiar to this age.'^
Fenton in speaking of the importance of the interview, with reference to
school counselor has pointed out a guiging fact that the teacher will do well
to consider in her relationship with the individuals:
...The essence of interpretation is an impersonal objective
study of the child and his point of view, without reference to any
preconceived adultor social standards. The child’s attitudes, even
if mistaken, are significant as data and help in the realization of
the basis of his problem....^
1
Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Mea3\irement and Evaluation in
Psychology end Education (Uew York, 1955), pp. 291-93.
2
J. Stanley Gray, Psychology Applied to Human Affairs (New York, 1963),
p. 5.
3
G. Stanley Hall, Adolescence (New York, 1924), p. 238.
4
Norma Fenton, The Counselor’s Interview with the Student (Stanford
University, California, 1943), p. 29.
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This statement by Schorling was chosen because of its valuable illumi¬
nation along the lines of defining growth, and may be applied to the teacher
as well as, the pupil:
•••So today we say that education is growth. Our attention is
focused not on what a pupil is, but wn what he has experienced and
on what he may become. A teacher operating with the growth concept
interprets the pupil's responses, achievement, and behavior in terms
of the history of the organism and the present level of development;
ho thinks in terms of individual patterns, needs, and social re¬
quirements; ho takas many factors into account iiriien he uses the
phrase the "whole child"; he recognizes that the personality is to
no extent the resultant of strong social forces; he places the em¬
phasis on process rather than product; and finally he strives to
become a specialist in human relationships. But guidance to be
effective must be given direction, and so it has coma about that
guidance is not only one of the important fvinctions of the teacher
bub is in fact the essence of all good teaching.
This statement by Barr, Davis and Johnson, has points that are both
directive for and supportive of the case study method in the class room;
Sooner or later the educative process must get down to the
individual pupil. His particular qualities, considered in re¬
lation to the social, physical, biological sotting in inrtiich they
are found will determine his needs and ultimately the objectives
of education... .The case study method provides one method for ‘
assessing some of the personal factors in pupil growth and
achievement.
1
Raleigh Schorling, Student Teaching (New York, 1949), pp. 29-31.
2
Arvil Barr, Robert A. Davis and Palmer 0* Johnson, cit., pp.
222-3.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statoment»— The data presented in this chapter were
analyzed and interpreted in an effort to provide a basis for formulating
conclusions pertinent to the purposes of this study stated in Chapter I.
These data were presented in a manner to further the purpose for which
this research was made and are presented below in two parts:
1. To develop case studies from which ideas could be derived
for use as a possible approach to the understanding of the
individual.
2. To understand more about these individuals since some of the
problems described here apply or lead to some techniques that
can be used as a basis for arriving at educational objectives.
The ten cases presented here selected by methods described in Chapter I,
the information that will serve to introduce them is presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1
THE TEN CASES; THE NAMES GIVM THM FOR THE PURPOSE OF
THIS STUDY, AND THEIR AGES AND GRADES
Name Sex Date of Birth Grade Age
•‘WILBUR'* Male May 24, 1942 7A 13
•'SERENA'' Female February 2, 1943 7B 12
"FLOSSIE" Female May 25, 1943 7B 12
"MICHAEL" Male February 1, 1943 7B 12
"BILL" Male July 7, 1942 8A 13
"SARAH" Female January 2, 1943 8A 12
"RUTHIE" Female February 16, 1942 8B 13
"VTILLIB" Mala October 17, 1939 8B 16
"MARILYN" Female July 9, 1941 9A 14





Nerna Sex Age Grade Height Weight He alth
’^WILBUR" Male 13 7A 66 3/4" 1211bs . Good
General Charaoteriatios.— When '*Wilbur'' entered elementary school he
had many points against him which posed problems for his teachers. ^ the
time he reached junior high school these had been minimized to the point
that he was not placed in a special group, but was placed in a group as
near his own level as possible.
His dark brovna hair and small brown eyes gave a baby-like appearance to
his face. One still got the feeling that the dependence upon his mother
which he exibited in the early school years still had not entirely dis¬
appeared. Part of the report from the clinic read: "He realized his in¬
ability to produce and his feelings of uneasiness have exaggerated his dis-
traotability"... .In addition to this observation he had poor visual dis¬
crimination and hearing; therefore it was advised that things be made very
clear to him.
When he entered junior high school he was still reporting to the clinic
(discussed in the report from his counselor). During a report-card confer¬
ence with his mother it was noted that she seemed a bit skeptical that "Wilbur"
was adjusting favorably to the school, and asked that he be observed as close¬
ly as possible. At the end of the first term a note was received compli¬
menting the teachers and counselors in this junior high school for the very
satisfactory adjustment that *^Yilbur" exhibited during his visit to the
clinic. Since the teacher was aware of the existing situation, and realizing
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that any emotional situation to which he was exposed might impede his pro¬
gress, everyeffort was made (of which he was not aware), to help him feel
,t!hat he was an iii5)ortant and contributing member of the groi;^). Herns
very cooperative and even eager to do his part* Many times his hand was
raised to volunteer information or to express himself on any issues or
questions that the class was discussing at that time. He had at all times,
made an effort to prepare his assignments, wiiich for the most part were not
below the level of his peers; hovrever it was evident often that he had re¬
ceived help from home.
Although he did not seem to prefer any particular member cf the group as
a special “pal,” he seemed to accept ail of his classmates in a friendly
manner*, and the group accepted him in the same way.
Counselor's Comments
As a result of conferences with “Wilbur's” counselor, by the observer,
she suTiimarizes his case in the foUoicLng notification:
“Wilbur” came to us from the School in September with
statement that he attends Child Guidance Clinic and recently has
been at Philadelphia General Hospital Psychiatric Clinic, He
suffers emotional blocking which results from over-strict upbring¬
ing and inferiority complex. Individual psychs were previously
given showing 65 I,Q, in I5I4.8 and 70 in 1951* He also had hearing
loss.
We arranged for a report from Child Guidance and Philadelphia
General, and a new psychological was requested at the recommenda¬
tion of Dr, of Philadelphia, General Dr, also sug¬
gested that he be considered for vocational education when possible.
Miss i)f Child Guidance Clinic siad that boy received
treatment in 1950* According to their test they felt that he had
intelligence in low noimal and that rrouble in learning ms due
to emotional conflict. His parents would not accept 0,B, place¬
ment as recommended ty our psychological. There was much pressure
from home for accomplishment beyond iiis ability and boy seemed quite
emotionally immature.
Counselor gave the boy supportive counseling on a weekly basis
during the first semester at Shaw, seems happy and is having good
behavior and working well up to capacity.
Individual psych of January 30, 1956 gives full scale I,Q.-85,
Performance - 97 and Verbal 77* They found improveiaent in
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Rorschach Evaluation, and good prognostic signs for counseling
and psychotherapy. Boy relates well. They recommended adjustment
teaching in reading and modified courses of study. There was
some signs of sibling rivalry in feelings toward older sister.
As a result of this test we arranged for boy to get remedial
reading and are seeing him occasionally. His adjustment at
Shaw continues to be good.
Test Data, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests,— Along with the other
records of ’’Wilbur's” school progress to date, came certain data that the
observer felt was necessary in this study, in order that a clearer picture
of him could be seen in relationship to the other problems pertinent to
him.
This figure shows his achievement for the first term in the Shaw
Junior High School, It will be noted that ”Wilbur”, obtained only two
scores that were on the average level. Locating information in 5B and Maps
and Graphs in 5A, while in 6B and 6A there ¥ras a trend toward the below
average level; however since one was only two points below the average
they would not have considered too serious as far as the teacher was con¬
cerned.
Many times a teacher is helped with an acquaintance of the likes and dis¬
likes of a pupil and, scmo insight into the personality of the child can be
gained by looking at the activities that he engages in of his own free will.
Figure 3, page 29, on “ACTIVITIES” which follows are these things, as far as
his first tern in this school is concerned exactly as Wilbur listed them.
Summary,— From the counselor's comment one can readily see that "Wilbur”
might have represented a challenge to the guidance-teacher or adviser and
others working closely with him. The data from the Self -Appraisal Chart,
indicated that there might have been special areas which might have proved to
be ones of difficulty for him as far as achievement in the class room was
concerned. But, a look at his report card for the first term in junior high
school indicated possibilities of adjustment, not only in behavior but also
































































"WILBUR’S" APTITUDES AND INTERESTS
FIRST TERM





















Art B A A A A A A A A
Drawing
Mechanical C B B C A A D A A
English C C B D C B D C B
Health
Education D D C C C A C C B
Mathematics D C B C B B C C B
Music A A A A A A
Physical
Education C B B C B A
Science D D D c C C C C C
Social
Studies B B A B A A B A A
Library B B B B B
Adviser's Eating B A B A A A







Things I Like to do-
Hobbies, etc. Number Pointing
Things I Can do Well Play Ukulele
Favorite Subject Social Studies
Subjects Rated "A"
School Clubs Junior Forum
Electric Wiring
Other School Activities
Activities out of School Big Brothers Club
in work habits and even in subject matter. "V^ilbur would never have been
able to obtain an "A", one only receives an "A" if his I.Q. shows possi¬
bilities of "exceptional" performances and other conditions are favorable.
Since his I.Q. score places him in a group of the low-normal as far as
intelligence is concerned the most to be expected was a probable "B". In
social studies the type of activity to which he was subjected along with
the other members of his group, the teacher felt that ha was working not
only above his expected capacity, but also above that above the other




Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"SERENA" Female 12 7B 61-1” 89 lbs. Good
General Charaoteristios»— "Serena” with close-out curling blonde hair
and quizzical expression impressed one and at the same time caused the ob-
serrer to wonder what went on in her seldom expressed thoughts* As a 7A
pupil the teacher was often wondering if her big blue eyes approved of what
they saw in the group that made up her classmates or merely tolerated them.
This manner of quietness characterized her at the time of this study; how¬
ever it has been established that she accepted the group without feelings
or deep emotions of like or dislike. Her assignments were prepared with
evident care and any duty assigned her to work alone or with other members
of the group, were performed with equal care and interest. Her activities
in and out of school seemed to point to the quieter things. The fact that
she had not been elected to any class office might be due to the lack of
aggressiveness on her part, since most of the members of this group were ra¬
ther aggresive and seemed to crave any activity which would give them special
recognition. She never seemed to mind this at all, but was very cooperative
in any activity. Although it is possible that she could have done a better
joh, in many oases, than those elected were able to do.
Although "Serena" did not volunteer at first, when called upon she made
wall organized and worthwhile contributions to class discussions without shy¬
ness (which her manner would lead one to expect). As she became more accus¬
tomed to the group and the teacher her hands was often raised to volunteer
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some bit of information or to contribute to the discussion.
Autobiography.— Many times it is advantageous to allow pupils to tell
about themselves in their ovm words. When ”Serena*s'* teacher asked the
class to write an autobiography with the points in mind that appear below,
she wrote the following exactly as it appears;
1. Date and place of birth
2. Family (number of members and economic level)
3. An outstanding event in my life
4. Pet peeve
5. Hobby
6. What I want to be
I was born in Philadelphia on February second 1943.
My family consists of mother, father and sister.
My father works at the R.C.A, in Camden N.J., mdiile my sister
is fourtean'“and goes to Shaw also. I have many aunts and uncles,
but most of them are my great aunts and uncles.
My mother's father and mother are both dead, and my father's
mother is dead but his father is still living.
Our grandfather is eighty-one years old, and works for the B
and 0 Railroad.
My families finaoial standing is average.
An outstanding event in my life is when we wont to Virginia.
This trip was very exiting and enjoyable.
One of my pet peeves is when my sister is constantly asking
to borrow ray things.
One of my hobbies is sewing.
When I graduate from high school I would like to become a
secretary.
Test Data, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests.— "Serena's” group was
a "D" group but "Serena's” potentialities were favorable. Coming into Junior
high she had a score in Locating Information, vdiich placed her in the very
high group and all other scores with the exception of Reading, in 7A and Arith¬
metic Problems, in 7B which were average. These would guide the teacher in
evaluation and insight as to what might be expected of her by way of academic
achievement.
Her report card shows steady progress which was expected, and in some
oases there seemed to be the tendency to work above the expected capacity.







































































SBRSNA'S” APTITUDES AND INTEKBSTS


















Art A A A A A A A A A
Bnglish B A A A A A A A A
Pood Instruction B B B B A A A A A
Health
Education A A A A A A A A A
Mathematics C A A B A A B A A
Music B B B B A A
Physical
Education B B A B A A
Science A A A B A A B B B






A A A A A
Fig. 5.- "Serena" report card for the period of this study
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Activities#-- On the chart below appears **Serena’s*' choice of activities
in and out of school as she expressed them, also, are her preferences as to
subjects in school# These choices told to a certain extent something of
what she was like when not occupied with the regular classroom duties#
Like the pupil herself there seemed to have been a prevailing quietness and
orderliness about these activities#
Activities 7A 7B















Subjects Rated "A” Science
Art





Activities out of School Baby Sit Baby Sit
Fig# 6#- "Serena's” Activities
Summary#— The report card for the period of this study showed that "Sere¬
na would be "meritoriaas” on the honor roll for the term# This bespoke the
geberal impression that she had given during the period of observation# She
accepted and was accepted by the class group and the teachers as well# By the
standards and ideals of the philosophy of the school system she had made a
start toward the place she would occupy in a democratic society# Maybe never
becoming famous in the sense of a celebrity, but making contributions to it




Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight He alth
"FLOSSIS" Female 12 7B 59i" 80 lbs. Good
General Characteristics*— "Flossie", is one of a set of twins. Her en¬
trance into the classroom can best be described as "breathless," for she
seemed to never be able to get where she was going fast enough* She was of
a reddish brown complexion, with long brown plaits of hair that swung back
and forth as she rushed through not only her school day, but seemingly all
other activities. She, although, appropriately dressed never gave the
appearance of being well groomed.
Although her score of mental ability was slightly higher than that of her
twin sister, she seemed most of the time, to be content to follow her twin’s
lead in their daily activities. She talked less than that of her twin, but
this by no means, is to indicate that "Flossie" was the "quiet type." Both
had the desire to be always the center of attention, and if seemingly de¬
prived of the opportunity (such as the right to run errands, wash the black¬
boards and other class privileges) became very hurt and often "Flossie"
would pout for a long time, and oven shed tears. This same attitude was
taken not only toward the teacher but also toward the classmates. On many
occasions classmates have received notes from both or one of them, informing
them that they were angry with them for some secret reason which they would
not divulge. While other members of the class did not seemingly dislike
them they more or less looked upon them with an attitude of passive toleration.
In giving oral reports "Flossie," was never well organized and the
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slightest criticism from a member of the class was answered either by a
vengeful look or remark. She was well aware of the advantage of being close
friends with the seemingly more prosperous or outstanding members of the
group. Their friendships were sought throughout the school day, and a de¬
finite effort was made to form sifter-school friendly relations. Although
at times disagreeable, even with her twin sister her mood could change in¬
stantly, in a very immature manner.
In talking with ’’Flossie’s" mother one gets the impression that she
failed only because she had not made an effort to do. On one occasion she
had not passed in mathematics at the end of the first report period, her
mother informed the teacher that she was able to do it, and that any coopera¬
tion that the teacher needed she would be glad to give, it was indicated
that pressure would be brought to bear from home. TIVhether this was done
or not the mark was much improved thereafter. The observer had the impres¬
sion that for some reason there had not been enough stimulation to bring
about the maturity t&iat "Flossie" needed to reach the average of her group.
One teacher remarked, "the twins would make wonderful tea party ladies Tirtien
they grew up, but any other role was doubtful."
Autobiography.— When "Flossie" was asked to tell about herself with the
listed points in mind, she wrote in the exact manner as appears below:
1. Date and place of birth
E. Family (number and economic level)
3. An outstanding event in my life
4. Pet peeve
5. Hobby
6. What I want to be
My Autobiography
I was born in the Pennsylvania hospital on May twenty-third in
the year of nineteen-forty throe. My father at Proctor and Schwartz
making boxes, then he comes home and goes to his Real Estate office
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and work* My mother works as a crossing guard at streets and
Avenue. I ha-ve three grandfather's and nO grandmothers.
I have twelve aunts and forty cousins (both sexes). I have a twin
sister who's name is and an eight year old brother who name
is but nicknamed for short. My family and I get along
very well. Our background is very good, but since I have a large
family I can't explain it. Ifftien I grow up I want to be a nurse.
We are not rich nor poor but average. The moat outstanding event
is when my cousin was born in Lancaster in the state of
Pennsylvania. She is fun to play with, she learned to say hi at the
age of three months. My hobby is dancing, I hope you enjoyed my
"story of my life.", for I have tried to make it exciting; because
I know you love read.
Test J^ata, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests.— On the test of mental
ability, "Flossie" showed a score of 107 and on the aptitude tests out of
seven scores there w as one score on the high level, which was within one
point of the average level or interval. In Locating Information, in 5B, and
in Maps and Graphs, inSA were scores below the average. English, mathe¬
matics and social studies pointed up the weak points. Indicated by her
mother was the fact that she was not applying herself to the task. "Flossie"
for some reason seemed to live in a "dream world” most of the time in class.
Many times she had made no effort to prepare assignments or if they had been
prepared she absent-mindedly left them at home or lost them while moving
around the building. This in part would account for the low marks in work
habits. The philosophy of the school brings close relationship between work
habits and grades. If work is carelessly done or if there has to be pressure
brought to boar upon a pupil for assignments the pupil receives a grade that
reflects this in the work habits mark, which is in turn reflected in the mark
for subject matter. Many days her cooking or sewing folder had been left
behind, which was somewhat indicative of the irresponsible way in which
she prepared herself for school.
Activities.— It is interesting that "Flossie" chose mathematics twice
as a favorite subject, when it was the subject in which she seemed to have
Flossie’s” aptitudes and interestsH- OT


























































'FLOSSIE’S" APTITUDES AND INTERESTS





















Art A A B A A B A B B
English C C C B B B B C C
Food Instruc¬
tion B B B B B B B B B
Health Educa¬
tion A A A A A A A A A
Mathematics C B C D A A C A A
Music B B B B B B
Physical
Education B B A B A A
Science A A A B B B B B B
Social Studies C C C B B B C C C
Library B B B C C
Adviser's
Ratings C C B C c c
Fig. 8.- This is "Flossie's” report card for the period of this study
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Activities 7A 7B

























Subjects Rated "A" Science






Other School Activities Class Business
Manager
Activities out of School None None
Fig, 9,- "Flossie's” activities
the greatest difficulty. She was rather pleased to be elected class business
manager because for "Flossie" this meant two things^ her classmates had high
regard for her and her ability and there was nothing she liked better than to
walk around the corridors "on business." Out of sdiool she never seemed to
have any particular responsibilities that would add to her training in accept¬
ing them. If "Flossie" had the possibilities of high achievement, present po¬
tentialities ware doubtful.
Summary.-- Although "Flossie", was passing as far as her report card was
concerned, there seemed to be a lag between her capabilities and her achievement.
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If education means anything at all it means that one is able to adjust him¬
self and adapt himself to not only his surroundings, but also to the people
with isrhom he must work and live. It was noticeable among the classmates that
there seemed to be a problem of immaturity with "Flossie." How could a tea¬
cher help in this matter? Ififhat was the basic problem? How could it best
be solved for the good of "Flossie" and for the benefit of the group? These
were the questions uppermost in the mind of the observer.
TABLE 5
"MICHAHL"
Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"MICHAEL" Male 12 7B 6li" 89 lbs. Good
General Characteristics.— "Michael," with his light brown eyes and
black hair which was neatly groomed into small waves, gave the appearance of
a well bred and cared for lad. He was very attractive, axid was the only
son of his mother and had a yoimger half-sister who was the child of both
his mother and step-father. During a report card conference with his mother
it was evident that good looks, and appearance were a part of the family's
way of life. The observer was aware of great concern on the part of this
mother for the welfare of her son. At times it seemed, that there was ten¬
sion between the step-father and the son." At times his step-father is not
too nice to him, end he seems to think that I do too much for "Michael." I
don't know what I will do if ’•Michael doesn't finish sohool'."his mother said,
desparingly. She also asked the teacher if she thought she was doing too
much for her son. At this time "Michael" had taken home a report card that
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was not satisfactory, to which his mother attributed the fact that he never
seemed to have home work to do unless she made him show her his assignment
book and even then it was written so illegibly that she could not under¬
stand it. His mother had made it possible for him to take dancing lessons
to provide another outlet for him, as she expressed it, as well as swimming
lessons. She also explained that he was not allowed to watch television
until his assignments were done, or allowed to go out to play. Sq intense
was her interest that she would take the time to visit the library to seek
information that would help him in preparing his assignments.
How did "Michael” react to this? He seemed to take it all very calmly.
He was well accepted by the group, and even sought out by others outside
his group and age level, this had not evidently, given him feeling of super¬
iority or of inferiority.
Test ^ata, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests.— Using the scores ob¬
tained by "Michael" on the city tests as indices, would seem to indicate
that he was capable of at least an average emount of achievement. There was
evidently no need for him to fall below the level of his group. Three out of
seven of his Aptitude Scores fell within one point of the average for the
grade level, ^ince these scores fell within one point of the average they
were not too serious as far as the teacher was concerned, because of the in¬
terval used, and because his I.Q. score placed him within the average group.
On the report shown here the "merely passing marks" in English for the
part of the period and the one in science, thirteen weeks, were brought up to
passing by the end of the term. There was great improvement in his behavior
in art class at the end of the term in comparison with the one at the end of
thirteen weeks. It will be noted that marks in behavior and in work habits
are not necessarily cumulative while those in subject matter are cumulative.









































Persuasive Artistic Literary Musical Socialerv ce Clerical
”MICHA1L'S” APTITUDE AND INTERESTS
Seven Weeks Th irteen Aeeks Term
Subjects Subject Work Be- Subject Work Be- Subject Work Be-
Habits havior Habits havior Habits havior
Art B B C C C (E) B B B
Engli sb D B B C B B B B C
Health
Education C C C B A A A A A
Mathematic s C C C C C C B B B
Music C C C A C C
Physical
Education A A A A A A
Science C C D D C C C B A
Shop C C C C B D B B C
Library B C C C c
Adviser * s
Rating B C B C C c
Fig. 11,- This is "Michael's” report card for the period-of this study
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Behavior and work habits marks also indicated, in this case, that much time
was spent in the classrooms in activities that were not favorable.
Activities»— "Michael's” activities in and out of school have been
slightly indicated above. It was interesting that he would list cooking as
one of the things that he felt that he did well. At the adolescent stage
many boys are very conscious of any activity that might soxind in the least
feminine. There seemed to be a definite relationship between the two sub¬
jects that he chose in 7A as those best liked and the marks received in these
Activities j 7A 7B
Things I Like to Do- Swln Sports
Hobbies, etc. Playing ball T.V.
Games School
Things I Can do tboII Play Football Sports
'booking
Favorite "Subjects Gym Math
Subjects Rated "a"
Social Studies Gym
School Clubs Junior Forum
Leaders
Leaders
Other School Activities Class hanker
Activities out of School Alan's hoytg Club
Fig. IE.- ’'Michael’s" activities
subjects. Again in 7B he chose as the best liked subject mathematics, and gym,
and at the end of the report period he had raised his average in this subject.
Summary»— VShat effect did the mother's great concern have on this boy?
How much help did he actually need from his parents with his assignment? How
did his step-father's attitude affect him, and what was the relationship
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between this and his activities in the classroom? These were the questions
that his teachers and his adviser asked herself. If the answer was found
what could be done about this in the routine of the everyday classroom?
TABLE 6
"BILL"
Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"BILL" Male 13 8A 64" 121 lbs. Good
Genea*al Characteristics.— A.lthough the group of which "Bill" was a mem¬
ber was not "exceptional" scholastically, the majo rity of this group was
conscientious and took their school work very seriously, ^his boy with
naturally wavy-blonde hair and large blue eyes, could, when he wished to do
so, be very productive, cooperative and creative in his class work. He seemed
happy and well adjusted, but there were times, however, when one wondered if
his low murmurs to members of the group that proved to be annoying, were
"cover-ups" for some feeling (Maybe inferiority). He was always neat in
khaki trousers (which quite a few of the boys wore to school) and sport shirts.
As stated above "Bill" could produce good work if encouraged to do so.
When complimented for a well written imaginative campaign speech in social
studies class, he a few days later approached the teacher and asked if she
thought he really had any talent for writing. Before this event he had been
rather lazy about preparing his assignments, although he made sound and worth¬
while contributions to the class discussions and other activities. After this
there was a definite improvement in his class work, and assignments were more
or less prepared. He talked frequently to his classmates during the class, but
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he was never impudent when reprimanded.
Autobiography»— In response to the following questions by his ikiglish
teacher, '’Bill," wrote the folloYdng as his autobiography:
1. Father and mother's occupation
2. Quality you admire most in either of your parents
3. ^o your parents usually give you what you ask for?
(TMhat procedure do you use - just ask?, nag for few
weeks, know parents' decision is final)
4. Names and ages of sisters and brothers
5. What annoys you most at home?
6. How do you spend most of your time at home? read,
watch T.V. - talk - hobly
7. Would you like to be somebody else? Who? millionaire,
president, fame, principal, (secret ambition, favorite
day dream)
8. At present what do you think you might be? Why choose this?
9. Do you like or dislike school? Why?10,How would you prefer to spend your English period?
1- Mother- waitress
2. My mother is very understanding with me and she tries to teach
me discipline.
3- When I ask my mother for something she usually says yes but,
when she's says no it's not brought up again.
4- ''Harry" -9
5- My brother- he will pester me to see a certain T.V. Show
and I say no, he turns it on and I get hollered at for
turning it back
6- playing Sports
7- No I'd rather be myself
8- electrician- I like to work with electrical experiments
and they make good money a good future in it,
9- I like school because if there wasn’t any there would be no
world, and while you are going to school they are training
you for your better life,10-Reading - because I love to read and itepasses time.
Test Data, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests.— A look at the scores
obtained by "Bill" on the city tests showed that out of eleven scores nine
were on the high level two were on the very high level, and an I.Q. that show¬
ed capabilities above the normal. The report card on the other hand showed
very little, if any relationship to it. The fact that he was out of school
a large number of days, of course, had its bearing, but there must have been
an explanation for this behavior since he was in good health, and no other





































'BILL'S" APTITUDES AND INTERESTS
Subjects
















Art A A A A B B B B C
Drawing
Mechanical C C C C B C D C C
English B B B B B B B B B
Health
Education C C C C B B C C B
Mathematics s C E C C E B C E
Music B B B B B B
Physical
Education B A A B A A
Science E C B C C C C C C
Shop D D D C C c
Social
1
E E B C B B c C c
Studies
Adviser's
Rating C C B B B B




problems were evident to warrant his being absent* The fact that he had
”B's” in mathematics and social studies meant that he made no effort to do
the work; because with his apparent ability and capabilities, "Bill” should
have earned ”A*s" in both these subjects* A "C" for a person with lower
intelligence and ability would have been a satisfactory grade* According
to the policies of grading in this school "Bill" could not have received a
"D" in subject matter for "D's" were given only in cases where there was
low ability and the pupil had done the very best of which he was capable of
doing*
Activities*— "Bill's" activities in and out of school showed nothing
unusual for a boy of his age and general make-up* He seemed to be interested
in the more active sports and made some contributions to the home comfort*
Since there was no father living it was probably necessary that he perform
certain chores* This accounts for the fact that he wrote "working around
the house" as one of his out of school activities, found in Figure 15, page 52*
Summary*—There were times when "Bill" expressed disgust with himself for
not working up to his capacity after he had been talked to about his lack of
effort* Was this a mere adolescent problem, or were there other factors that
caused him to loose interest in his school work? There was no evidence of a
desire to participate in adolescent or juvenile adverse activities on the
part of "Bill*” Although talkative often, he was mannerly and well behaved
otheirwise in and around school* In his autobiography there seemed to be great
respect for his mother and only living parent. What then, was his problem?
How couldihe teacher reach him? What could be done about it? These were the
questions that were in the mind of the observer who saw him in the midst of a
class of approximately thirty-five other classmates with varying problems*
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Activities 7A 7B 8A
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Favorite Subject Math Gym English








Activities Sports Baseball Play Football
Work Around
the House
Fig. 15.- "Bill's” activities
TABLE 7
"SARAH"
Name Sex Age Grade He ight Weight Health
"SARAH" Female 12 8A 64" 76 lbs, Good
General Characteristics.-- Poise, self-control, and pleasantness at all
times described the manner in which "Sarah" went about her school day. -^s one
teacher described her, "she is the kind of pupil that I would like to have in
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my classroom at all times." Her preseTerance and application to the task
at hand seemed to account in a large measure for her scholastic success.
To find her with an assignment imprepared would have been rare indeed. She
was well accepted by the group and seemed to accept them in the same manner.
Her associates about the school seemed to posses the same qualities that she
had. There was something serene and peaceful in her smiling brown eyes that
could become calmly serious when the occasion arose. Her closely-cropped
brown hair was neatly arranged and groomed at all times as was all -that
went to make-up her person. In a report card - conference with her mother
there was the observation that all was well if there was the feeling that
"Sarah" had done her best even if she did not make the honor roll.
Autobiography.— In answer to these questions from her English teacher
to tell about herself, "Sarah" wrote in the exact manner as appears below;
1. Father and Mother’s occupation
2. Quality you admire most in either of your parents
3. Do your parents usually give you what you ask for? (What
procedure do you use - just ask? nag, for weeks, know
your parents’ decision is final)
4. Name and age of sisters and brothers
5. What annoys you most at home?
6. How do you spend most of your time at home?
7. Would you like to be somebody else? Who?
millionaire, president, fame, principal (secret
ambition, favorite day dream)
8. At present iriiat do you think you might be? Why choose this?
9. Do you like or dislike school? Why?10.How would you prefer to spend your English period?
1. Father- work at ^lue Cross as a super.
Mother- housewife
2. Kindness- they are very kind to me in buying things
for me and understanding.
3. If what I asked for is something that is necessary to
have then I get it, but otherwise H6.
4. "Anna Marie" age 17
5. MMy sister is always fighting over the dishes and she
never wants to dish a little bit more
6. Watching television and doing homework
7. I want to get married and live a normal life
8. Sect because I know howto type a do things like that end
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also I'll be making the money.
9. I like school. A lot of kids don't but -when they get older
they'll be thankful that they went to school.
10. To learn more end also read.
Test Data, -^hievement, -Aptitudes and Interests.— Out of ten scores in
the city Aptitude Tests, "Sarah", scored eight on the high level, one on
the very high level and one on the average level. With an I.Q. of 110
there were good potentialities for achievement in junior high school. Her
report card for the period of this study showed that she was working well up
to capacity; however there appears a "C" in mathematics for the thirteen
weeks period of the report which was preceded by an "A" for the seven weeks,
and brought back to an "A" by the end of the term, ^ince mathematics was a
major subject this mark was of great concern to "Sarah" (English, mathematics
social studies, and science were majors all other subjects were minors).
Activities»— "Sarah's" activities in and out of school suggested the
quieter things, and were in keeping with what she expressed as her desire
as a career when she was out of schoolj "get married and live a normal life".
Her favorite subjects seemed to be the major ones, and there seemed also,
to be an indication that she enjoyed her school work.
Summary.— Although "Sarah" was not alone in being a pleasant pupil to
have in the classroom, for there were many members of her group who had the
same qualities that she had, it was good to know that such a girl as she
was planning to make a contribution to our democratic society where it is
needed most, "in the home." -Although it was early yet, and maybe even she
did not know whether she would be of the same opinion when she is old enough,
but if progress is continued the same manner, she will make worthwhile contri
butions wherever and at whatever she chooses.


















































"SARAH'S" APTITUDES AND INTERESTS
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Art A A A A A A A A A
Clothing
Instruction A A A A A A A A A
Bnglish A A A A A A A
A A
Health
Education A A A A A A A
A A
Mathematics A A A C A A A A A
Music B B B A A
A
Physical
Education A A A A A A
Science A A A A A A A A A
Social Stud¬
ies A A A A A A A A A
Adviser's
Ebting A A A A A A
Fig. 17 This was ’’Sarah’s” report for the period of this study cn
a>
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Activities 7A 7B 8A
Things I Like to -l^o-
Hobbies, etc.
Make Pot-holders Dance Dance
Read











Subjects Rated "A" Math Math Art








School Clubs Doll Clothes Knitters Quiet
Other School
Activitie s





Activities out of Girl Scouts Girl Scouts Girl
School Play Piano Play Piano Scouts
Dancing Dancing Play Piano
Lessons Lessons Dancing
Lessons
Fig. 18.- "Sarah’s” aotivities
TABLE 8
"RUTHIE"
Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"RUTHIE” Female 13 8B 59i" 89 lbs. Good
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General ^Characteristics»— "Ruthie," with shoulder length blonde hair,
and blue-gray eyes that were particularly hidden by the rather thick-lansad
glasses (that she was never without) could exhibit a rather surprised, yet
pleasant and unexpected smile when spoken to or she could utter a nasal word
of response that made one think that she was returning from a dream world
all her own* If, however, this response was in reference to an inquiry about
an assignment one seldom found her without or or having made an attempt to do
whatever was assigned her to do. She occasionally would come to a teacher
to clarify an assignment that was not quite clear to her. This showed con¬
cern for cooperation. In her autobiography she expressed as her "pet peeve"
a dislike for other children who showed for their parents disrespect. This
was explained by her in her autobiography*
During a report card conference with "Ruthie’s" aunt to whom she referred,
the aunt expressed the desire to send her to collage. "If she will try to
bring her grades up, but at the rate she is going it seems rather doubtful,"
her aunt said. These words might have indicated that "Ruthie" had some pres¬
sure from home, and "Ruthie" had never been a discipline problem in the
least, although most of the group in which she had been placed seemed to have
very little thought of doing anything but to follow the coiu*so of everyday
to wherever it might lead*
A home situation that might prove hard to adjust to, although not un¬
pleasant, was not a point to be overlooked*
A look at her rating on the test of mental-ability and her profile chart
gave to the teacher a fair picture of what possibilities she might have had
scholastically, and some of the interests to which guidance and planning
might be directed*
Autobiography.-- In response to her ^glish teacher, vho asked the class
to write short autogiographies of themselves, using these points "Ruthie" wrote
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the following just as it appears below:
Date and place of birth
Family background (number of members in familyand kind of work
done by parents)
An outstanding event in my life
My pet peeve"
My hobby
l/Vhat I want to be
I was born Peb 16, 1942, my weight was seven pounds eight
ounces
I live at Street, untill I was five years old.
Then we moved to my Grandmother’s house.
In 1950 my brother went into Navy. Two years later my father
died I attened the School One of the big events in my life
is when we wrote o\ir play for our closing exercises at school.
In 1954 I came to Shaw. Miss was the first teacher to keep me
after school. I'll never forget that day.
April 18,1955 my mother died. I was then taken care of by my
Aunt and Uncle . My brother stayed with my grand¬
parents!
My hobbies are reading and cooking I do very good in cooking
dinner and making cakes and cookies. I didn't try my hand at making
pies, but I hope to get started soon.
I dislike anyone who wishes their parents were dead or talk meanly
about their parents. Because when their parents are dead, they will
remember the day they said, I wish they were dead.
My favorite Subjects are social Studies and Spanish. I like
Spanish very much because you can learn alot about another country.
Test Data, Achievement, Aptitudes and Interests.— On the city tests in
aptitude, "Ruthie" had only one score above the average level and this score
was only one point above the average interval. Thera was also a score in 8A
Reading, -which was one point below the average with all others being on the
average level. Her report card for the period of this study showed, with the
exception of two "D's" in English the thirteen weeks and term marks and
science for the seven week period, that "Ruthie" was working up to capacity.
"Ruthie" was very upset about her mathematics and confessed that mathematics
did not come to her easily. Since both of these subjects were majors "Ruthie’s"
concern was justifiable, because -these marks if lowered to "E" would mean
that she would not have been promoted* and the fact that there was a possi¬
bility of her going to collage, a "D" which could not have been used towards










Language Numbers Other Areas kuder Preference Record
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Fig. 19»- "Ruthie's” aptitudes and interests

















Art A A A B A A A A A
Clothing
Instruction
English C B B D C D D C C
Food In-
struction B A B B A B B A C
Health Educa-
tion B B B C A B B B B
Ma thematics C C B C B A C B A
Music B B B B B B
Physical
Education B A A B A A
Science D B D C B B e B B
Social
Studie s B A B B A A B A A
Adviser's
Rating B B C C B C
Fig, 20.- This was "Ruthie's" report for the period of this study
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college credit.
Activities.—■ One was impressed with the large number of religious
activities that constantly appeared on the chart for '*Ruthie,” which seemed
to be reflected in her daily personality around the school. At school again
she preferred the less active things. Although in class group that was
restless, noisy and general "trouble-makers" she was a model of refinement
and poise.
Acti vitie s 7A 7B 8A 8B



















































































Fig. 21.- "Ruthie's" activities
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Stmunary«-•* Although pleasant and well accepted by the group, one often
wondered if there were things in "Ruthie's" life that were responsible for
her apparent dreaminess, and if these things affected her school work. How
did her home situation affect her? What vras the basic problem? What could
the teacher do to help her? Did she have the ability and capacity mentally,




Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
•'WILLIS'* Male 16 8B 64" 115 lbs. Good
General Characteristics*— '^ifillie", who was always in a hurry to jget
to class first in order that he might be able to get in a few moments of
playing and "rough-housing" before the teacher entered the room from the
hall, could be seem loping down the hall with a dark brown look of hair
falling between his bespectacled eyes. All of his bodily frame seemed to
hand loosely without any effort to be controlled by the owner. He did not
plan to do any work in class; therefore he would slyly change his seat and
hoped that he would not be caught at it* in order to be near a window so
that he could watch the moving traffic on the street below or to be near
a classmate who seemed to be of a kindred spirit. Although he was a con¬
stant nuisance to the teacher and the other members of the class, a trip to
the office for discipline would result in a few days of peace and quiet for
the classroom in general. He was not impudent when reprimanded by the teacher
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but control had to be done with great firmness, and once he decided that
his behavior would not bo tolerated he "settled down" considerably*
Teat Data, Aohievemant, Aptitudes and Interests*— Using the scores on
the city and other tests would have been seemingly to indicate that ’Millie"
was capable of doing at least average work* In junior high school "Willie"
had repeated both 7B and at the same time of this study he was repeating
8B, His attendance had been irregular at certain points dxiring the term*
On the city tests all scores were below the average with the exceptions of
Arithmetic Fundamentals in 8A, and Punctuation in 8B and these wore within
one point of the average*
Although '*Willie's" report card represented failure, he seemed very con¬
cerned when there was a possibility of any report of an unpleasant nature
being sent home, or his being sent to the office for discipline* He dreaded
the fact that his mother would have knowledge of his activities (there was
no mention of a father eind it is not clear as to whether his father lived
or not)* The fact that in art there were all "A*s" in subject matter, work
habits and behavior would have seamed to indicate a possible interest,
although he listed English continuously as his favorite subject* Did art
provide a mediiom through which he could express himself? The "E" encircled
on the report for the thirteen weeks report indicates that he at this time
was failing but that he would be passed on age at the end of the term, vhich
also indicated that ha had actually failed there*
Activities*— The activities listed by "Willie" were representative of
his attitude* The one interesting item was his indicated ability to work on
machinery well* Here as in his performance in art was the possibility that
through this medium he might have found self expression which may or may not
have been found denied in all other activities* In the school clubs again
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"WILLIE'S" APTITITDES AND INTERESTS


















Art A A A A A A A A A
English D D C (B) C C D C B
Health
Education D D D C C C C E E
Junior Busi¬
ness Train¬
ing E E E B B E E E
£
Mathematics E D C E £ E B B E
Music C B E C E £
Physical
Education £ B C C C C D C C
Science E E D £ E E E E C
Shop D C C D C D D D D
Social
Studies D D D S B C E B C
Adviser's
Rating D D C C C C




Activities 7B 8A 8A
Things I Ldke to
do«Hobbies, etc. Basketball Baseball Baseball
Mechanics





Favorite Subject English Bnglish English
Subjects Rated "A"














Fig. 24.- "Willie's'* activities
appeared the preference for the same type of activity as in the Science News,
Current Sports Workshop and Sports Clubs. Since baseball and swimming were
chosen by a majority of the pupils in this study it may or may not prove
to have been significant.
Summary.— The fact that "liVillie" who alviays appeared neat, complete with a
necktie, (before he had had a chance to allow himself to become sloppy), see¬
med to indicate that from home there had been some attempt to steer the boy
in the right direction. The obberver wondered often what were his real prob¬
lems, and if he was resigned to his fate whatever it might have been. A
question in the mind of the observer was: How can a teacher appeal to a boy
of his age who has evidently given up long ago? What were the needs that have
not yet been met by those who wore giving him guidance. Was he one of the
adolescents who had become frustrated? Where should the teacher start and
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Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"MARILYN" Femal e 14 9A 59" 89 lbs. Good
General Characteristics*— One was impressed with the exulting personality
of "Marilyn," and with the fact that she seemed to be always breathless with
a nervous excitement. Her close-cut blonde hair, was constantly being
brushed from her small, bead-like brown eyes, and now and then an imaginary
drop of perspiration was swatted from her brow from the hard thinking and
work she impressed one that she was doing. Although she still wore braces
on her teeth, and had a tendency to be plump, she always managed to be neat
and attractive. In the minds of some of her teachers was the impression that
"Marilyn" was a little "cock-sure" of herself and of her ability. Like "Sadie,"
she was a member of an exceptional group scholastically. "Marilyn" enjoyed
being a part, and an outstanding part of all activities to which she was ex¬
posed. She was mindful of the fact that due to the competition encountered
in the class group, she would have to work hard to stand out, aid her notice¬
able determination to stand-out was no doubt was largely responsible for the
nervous anxiety which characterized her personality, when faced with a prob¬
lem. She always wanted to do special assignments on the school paper be¬
cause: "It prepares me for the kind of work I want to do, andthat is to be a
newspaper reporter," is what she said constantly. In her autobiography
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’’Marilyn" has indicated her desire for the above selection and her other
dreams and ambitions* "Marilyn's", English teacher preferred to the first
part of her avibobiography as seeming to be a day dream, but the second part
was what "Marilyn" felt that she could really accomplish*
Autobiography* — "Marilyn's" class had been reading and studying the
biographies of noted people and the English teacher asked each member of the
class to write about him or herself* In response to this "Marilyn" wrote
in the words and manner that appears below:
What I Would Like to Be
Something that I have thoyght about for a long time is a
professional ice skater* I have ice skated for more than 5
years* The sport is not only exercising but professionals have
a good career* If I should ever become more advanced in skating
I would like to Join the Ice Follies* It would not only bring
entertainment to others but enjoyment for myself in knowing that
a goal eas reached*
On July 9, 1941 I was I was born in Philadelphia Pennsyl¬
vania, My father is a Dairy and Ice Cream Machinery Supply
salesman* Since that eventful day many t ings have happened to
me, but the outstanding event in my life is the day I won the
swimming title for free style swimming over 6 boys at camp. My
pet peeve are trolley drivers* Y?hen you are in a hurry they take
all day to get down town* My hobble is ice skating* But on the
serious side I am considering newspaper reporting as a definite
career*
Test Data, Achievements, Aptitudes and Interests*— It has been indicated
that "Marilyn" was a member of an "exceptional" group scholastically, al¬
though her scores were not the highest in the group in no one instance, she
showed good potentialities and capabilities for achievement* Her scores
on the city Aptitude Tests showed that ten out of sixteen were on the high
level, four on the average level and two on the very hi^ level* She showed
a score on the very high level as Literary, on the high level. Musical and
Social Service, and on the average Computional, Persuasive, Artistic and
Clerical, in Mechanical and Scientific she showed a below average score*
Though only an average score artistically, she obtained "A's" in the subject


















































































'MARILYN’S" APTITUDES MD INTERESTS
— —
Seven Weeks Thii•teen Weeks Term












Art A A A A A A A A A
Clothing In¬
struction B B A A A A A A A





guage (Latini B A A A A A A A A
Health Edu¬
cation C B B B B A B B B
Mathematics B A A B A A B A A
Music A A A A A A
Physical
Education A A A A A A
Social
Studies B B B C B A B A A
Adviser’s
Rating A A A A A
A A
Pig. 26.- This is "Marilyn’s" report for the period of this study
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of art -which was not of too serious a concern because in art a person with
low normal intelligence may ha-ve obtained an "A”, while not in ths major
or academic subjects. This is baaed upon the philosophy that gOTrerna the
grading in this school. In subjects like art, and physical education a
pupil may or may not have great mental powers to produce excellent work,
while in -the major subjects like mathematics, English, science and o-bhers
some mental ability must be prevalent. On her report card there appears
two ’*C*s** which means that in the subjects health education for the first
seven weeks, and in social studies for the thirteen weeks she did not work
up to the expected capacity. All other marks -vriiile not always excellent
were satisfactory for a girl of '’Marilyn's'* intelligence and capabilities.
Activities.— "Marilyn", in her activities both in and out of school
had expressed a preference for the things that tend to lead toward the
career that she plans to have when she is out of school and the one for
which she has expressed in her autobiography in what is believed to be a
"day-dream." She wasalso active in religious affairs. The days absent
on her report are religious holidays. Even though not as active as "Sadie"
"Marilyn" did her part -when it comes to the activities of the class.
Summary.— Although "Marilyn", showed good capabilities for excellent
■work there were instances on her report for the term of this study that she
fell below these expectations. To what then, could the fact that she had not
worked in every instance, to her capacity? In conference with theteaoher of
the indicated subjects it was made clear -that the same attitudes of being
"cock-sva-e" of her ability had caused her to take for granted that her capa¬
bilities would insure a good grade in the subjects without effort. Since the
philosophy that underlies the grading in this wchool cited that the best was
desired of each pupil, and "Marilyn," although capable did not do her best the
grade was justified.
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Activities 7A 7B 8A 8B 9A

































































































Fig. 27.- '*Marilyn's" activities
TABLE 11
'’SADIE*'
Name Sex Age Grade Height Weight Health
"SADIE" Female 14 9A 62^" 100 lbs. Good
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General Charaoteristice.— ”Sadie'8*' blonde hair -was always gleaming and
neat as were the skirts and blouses and brown and white saddle-oxfords
which she wore constantly* Her shoes were still corrective, b\it otherwise
there was nothing that did not depict a perfect state of health and happi¬
ness about her* She was always in good spirit, and an "early bird to
school with a job to do, and liked to chat with her favorite teachers before
the bell rang. TWhen one teacher remarked that these mornings visits by
"Sadie" were a nuisance, another one made this statement: "She is really a
nice grl, and will do anything for anyone," The fact that one teacher did
not seem to rate her very high in a social manner did not alter the fact
that she was a good pupil scholastically, in her opinion* This willingness
to go beyond what was required of her made her invaluable as a member of
the student council, for which she ran for president, but was defeated by
another member of the same grade* As her adviser expressed it, "she is by
no means an ordinary girl, she is capable of doing many things," "Sadie"
had confidence in her ability and was aware of the fact that she was a
member of an "exceptional" group scholastically. She was always concerned,
as well as were all the members of her class, about making the honor roll*
Which meant having all "A's" or "A's" and "B*s" in her majors and minors,
she would have been allowed a "C" in one minor if all major subjects she
had had "A's", of course there had to have been favorable marks in both
work habits and behavior*
Autobiography* — In "Sadie's" English class they had been studying auto¬
biographies, and the teacher had asked each one in the class to write about
him or herself* "Sadie" write:




Father's line; He is a supervisor for Morton Salt
Mothers line; She is a housewife
An otitstanding event in my life; Running for Presi¬
dent of Shaw
Pet Peeve; Going in town with my family
Ho'bby; My hobby is working doTwn at the hospital
What I would like to be; I would like to become the
principal of a junior~high school. I choose this
because I would like to work around teen age children.
A principal has contact with every teacher and pupil
in the school. Although this job is a hard one I
think if I were a principal it could be fun also. I don't
I will ever become a principal because I am planning to
become a niurse.
Test Data, Achievementsj Aptitudes and Interests.— As has been indi¬
cated "Sadie,” was a member of an "exceptional group scholastically. She
scored average in only one test. Locating Information in 6B -vd-iich is within
one point of the high interval, all other scores were in high or very high
intervals; Maps and Graphs in 5A, and Arithmetic Fundamentals in 7A and 8A.
She showed very high scores in Computional and Social Service, high in
Persuasive and average in all others with the exception of Mechanical and
Artistic. The one point of interest on the report card was the "C" in
English for the seven weeks report which is brought up to "A" on the final
term mark. Often the awareness of the fact that ability does not indicate
that a pupil will automatically make an "A" is good for those who at times
become "sure" of themselves. In this case "Sadie" no doubt realized that
she was not working up to expectation and gradually worked up the final "A."
Activities"Sadie's" activities in and out of school indicated some¬
thing of Tnhat she was like. Mentioned in her autobiography, and constantly
in her conversation was her desire to become a nurse, this accounted for
the dioosing of Nurses' Aide as one of her school clubs. When she listed
an activity it was not merely listed for the record, but she really worked
at it.
In her case there were listed many religious activities, and it was
























































































SADIS'S" APTITUDES AND INTERESTS













Art A A A A A A A A A
Clothing In¬
struction B B B B B B B B B
English C B A B A A A A A
Foreign Lan¬
guage (Latin) A A A A A A A A A
Health
Education B B A B B A B A A
Mathematics A A A A A A A A A
Music A A A A A A
Physical
Education A A A A A
A
Social
Studie s B B B A A A A A A
Adviser’s
Rating A A A A A A
Fig. 29.- This is "Sadie’s” report card for the period of this stxjdy
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Activities 7B 8A 8B 9A
Things I Like Swim Swim Swim Swim Swim
to i'o-Hobbies ,Cook Cook Sew Sew Sew
etc . Baby Care Skate Baby Care Baby Care Baby Care
Things I Can Cook Swim Swim Swim Swim
do Well Baby Care Cook Sow Sew Sew
Gym Skate Baby Care Baby Care Baby Care
Favorite Math Sewing Sewing Algebra
Subject Gym Gym Gy?! Gym Gym
Subjects Math Everything All "A's" Social Studies Latin
Rated "A" Spelling except 3 one "B" Math Algebra
Reading B’s Coopera- Art
Bnglish tion Adviser
School Clubs Orchestra Swimming Leaders Leaders J.C.L.
Leaders Textiles Radio Club Leaders
Party
Games
Other School Library Locker Looker Girl Help School
Activities Aide Girl Store
Activities Belong to Belong to Church Church Church
out of Church Church Girl Scouts Girl Scouts Nurses
School T.T. Club Swimming Aide
Choir Bible
Class
Pig. 30.- "Sadie’s” activitfes
evident that the entire family was very active in these affairs also. There
are not listed all of the duties and activities that she had been observed
performing. To sum it all up, one is aware of the inadequacy of the state¬
ment "she was a very active girl in and around the school." She also did
Nurses' Aide duties in her out of school time at the hospital, ani in school
at the school infirnary.
Summary.— It was evident that "Sadie's" twin sisteiCwho had made
admirable records at this school before she came served consciously or
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vinoonsciously to inspire "Sadie” to excell, for she constantly referred,
not only to their records at this aehool but the records they were making
in senior high school at the moment. There seems to be little or no
problem that would have confronted the teacher in this oase but that of
presenting a daily challenge that would usurp "Sadie's” powers and abi-
lities.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMffiNDATIO:NS
Introductory Statement.—The place of the case study in the classroom has
been established. These ten cases have shed light on the fact that much more
needs to be and can be done with this method in the classroom as a point of
depature for planning and evaluation. It must be remembered that it is bet¬
ter used as a means to an end rather than an end in itself.
Statement of Problem,— The problem involved in this study was to devel¬
op a set of profiles representative of the varying types of pupils found in
the Shaw Junior High School.
Limitations of Study,— Considerable interest has been shown in the study
of adolescent needs, interests and behavior growth problems. Most, if not
all curriculum guides have been developed on the assumption of certain norms
with regard to adolescent problems, interests, needs and behavior. The
question arises then, is there ’’a proper balance in curriculum planning and
in teaching,, between the significant facts about the individual pupil and
the significant facts about the group?" Within this scope lies the nucleus
of the limitations of this study. It must be understood that these ten cases,
due to selection procedures, school population and other evident factors, in
no way is to be regarded as a fair representation of the types of pupils
found in this junior high school.
Purposes of Study,— The major purposes of this study were*
1, To develop case studies from which ideas could be derived for use as
a possible approach to the understanding of the individual,
E, To understand more about these individuals since some of the problems
described here apply or lead to some technique that can be used as a
basis for arriving at our educational objectives.
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Definition of Terms*— The definitions used here are characterized in
the following statements!
1. ’’Evaluation” as used in this study refers to estimating the worth of
the teaching process or method.
2. "Process" as used in this study refers to a series of actions, motions
or operations definitely leading to some results; the act of proceed¬
ing.
3. "Criteria" as used in this study refers to a standard by v/hich any¬
thing is tried in forming a correct judgment respecting it.
4. "Valid" as used in this study refers to being founded on truth or
fact; capable of being justified, supported or defended.
Locale of Study.— This study was concerned with the pupils of the Shaw
Junior High School, 54th Street and Warrington Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsyl—
vania, vdiich is located in the western section of the city„.and in school
district one. These pupils live either in the district or are enrolled by
special permission from other districts.
Period of Study.— This study was conducted during the 1955-1956 school
term.
Method of Study.— The case study method was used in this study.
Procedure.-- The procedural steps used in carrying on this study were:
1. The literature related to the problem was reviewed, smnmarized and
presented in the thesis.
2, The cases were selected and studied during the fall term of 1955-1956
and represent some of the types of pupils found in this junior high
school. Each pupil represented here has at some time been in working
contact with the observer, either in an advisory or in a class. This
influenced the selection because the observer felt that this acquain—
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tance v/ould aid in the interpretation of activities under observa¬
tion. Tv/o have been selected from each grade section with the excep¬
tion of 7A, which was done because of the shortness of time that this
pupil had been in this school, three from 7B, and none from the 9B
gradoiating class. Due to the fact that the observer was interested
in natural reactions the pupils were not aware that they were being
observed for any reason other than that of a pupil in his or her
daily surroundings. Neither their brightness, scholastic promise,
unusual behavior nor their interest in being observed has influenced
their being selected. The observer v.'as aware that many others may have
made a more colorful study. Their names are fictitious for evident
reasons, but all information is true as gathered from the sources
mentioned»
3. In preparing the case descriptions only those kinds of data that can
be obtained in this public school situation have been used and were
obtained from these sources»
Autobiographies




Individual pockets containing records (including those from the
elementary schools)
Health records
Observations made in "report-card-conferences” with parents
Profile charts
Scores from city tests
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The procedures used in obtaining the autobiographies were presented
with the cases to which they refer*
Behavior descriptions by teachers were obtained either during the confer¬
ence with the teacher concerned or from comments made on the records. There
were no set methods or procedures followed in these conferences with the
teachers. Sometimes they were held in the class rooms or teachers’ lounge
when free periods availed themselves, by chsmce meeting in the halls, by
special effort on the part of the observer in seeking out a teacher in order
to obtain or clarify information, and often in the teachers’ lunch room. Any
personal observation on the part of a teacher is expressed, as such, and as such,
it must be remembered that the teacher had observed the pupil in the midst of
the school surroundings, but it was felt that each teacher had given opinions
as unbiased as was possible, vdiether with high or low regard for that pupil’s
behavi or.
The cumulative and health records were studeid, as well as the profile
charts, but since they are standard in most schools they need little explan¬
ation.
During the tern in which these cases were studied a "New Progress Report,"
was in use for the Philadelphia Schools. This report was based upon the
follow'ing facts which vrere cited for each teacher in the system:
The subject matter mark is cumulative.
Ratings for behavior and work habits will not necessarily be cumulative,
but v/ill be based upon the nature of the individual case,
1, T/Vhen giving a rating in subject matter the teacher considers the
outcomes which are unique to that particular subject. These outcomes
are judged according to the objectives set up in the curriculum guides.
The teacher also considers the scores that have been obtained in the
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city tests*
The teacher also bears in mind v/hether or not the ability of the child
enables him to compete with the rest of the children in the class*
2* Behavior*— l^en rating behavior the teacher considers whether the
child engages in or refrains from engaging in those activities which
detract from class room work* In addition to this, respect for au¬
thority, class officers, acceptance of authority, and respect for
school regulations and honesty are considered*
3* Work Habits*— When assigning a rating in work habits, the teacher
considers those outcomes v/hich are not unique to any subject and
which are common to all abjects. These elements enter into this rat¬
ing also?
Coming to class prepared for work and on time, keeping surround¬
ings neat, whether or not the pupil performs activities above
what is required and if he is working within and according to
prescribed directions*
The school year was divided into two terms (fall and spring) this tern
contained ninety-one days. There were three report periods each term, seven
weeks,.thirteen weeks, and term, which included the weeks remaining in the
ninety one day period, at which times report cards were s ent out. At the
end of these report periods the parents were invited to come to the school to
talk over with the teachers and other key personnel, any problems that both
parties were conceraed about in aiding the pupil to work up to his capabili¬
ties. A majority of the parents were anxious to come to these conferences and
often provided valuable information and cooperation in helping to attain these
goals. Observations were mentioned in the case descriptions made during these
conferenc es.
Test scores v/ere used as keys or indices in locating or determining
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points of departure by the teacher in planning for the pupils. In this
study they were shown as vital factors that the reporter felt had to be
taken into consideration if the study was to be seen in the clearest possi¬
ble light. In this study scores for grades five and six were reported as
standard scores, v/hich were defined as follcv;s;
A standard score designates postion with respect to the total
distribution and range of scores. Distribution is made on a bell¬
shaped curve and changes with the grade. A standard score is consid¬
ered accurate within one unit above or below the number obtained,
The scores in grades seven and eight have been expressed as relative
scores which are defined as;
Relative scores are designed to represent the complete spread
of abilities within a standard population. This popula.tion includes
all persons whether in school or out of it,^
Again in the ninth grade test scores were reported as relative scores,
In any case where there was unusual behavior on the part of a pupil the
counselor for that pupil was contacted. The information gathered from this
source was studied with the other records and reported wdth the case
desc ription.
Summary of Related Literature,— The related literature pertinent to this
study has brought to focus points of view from educators and scholars v;ho
have been interested in problems closely related to the one studied here.
These points of view have served as pilots in the pursuance of the develop¬
ment and identification of; (a) Case studies, (b) Analyzing criteria, (c)
Adolescent problems, (d) Improving the teaching process. Below appears the
1
Helen C» Bailey, Associate Superintendent and W, Walker Cheney, Director
of Educational Research, '*An Explanation of Standard Scores", (School District
of Philadelphia, Department of Superintendence, 1955), p, 2,
2
John G, Cunningham, Special Assistant, Division of Educational Research,
"Organizing a Testing Program for the Secondary Schools", (School District of
Philadelphia, 1955), p, 5,
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surnmari z at ion:
Case Studies,— It has been established that the case study has a
definite place in the class room as a technique for identifying and meeting
the individual needs, differences and interests of pupils. Case studies
must be real not only in actual happenings, but also must have sufficient
background material so that the social context within which the interact¬
ions took place is established. There must be some generalizations, and
applications for the situation. The case study has certain values that nei¬
ther the cross-section nor the retest method has, because the first tends to
obscure the individual and the second is slow in yielding results.
Analyzing Criteria.— It has been established that;
1. All data must be arranged in an orderly and meaningful sequence*
2. In attempt to improve vrork there is a tendency to take action on
the basis of hurried and often superficial identification of our
problems.
3. Ho analysis should be included in a study unless it has a direct
bearing on the problem at hand.
Adolescent Problems.— Many and vaii.ed, agreeable and disagreeable are
the points of viev/ under this caption, but these general statements seemed
to epitomize the general opinions;
1. The American Junior High School curriculum is based upon the
assumption that all pupils possess academic level aptitudes.
2, Although adolescence is characterized as a period of unrest
explosiveness, in many societies there is no turbulent behavior,
3* TWhen adolescents cannot adjust to a situation frustration results,
4. Children drop out of school at this level due to indifference or
lack of interest
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6* Children are confronted at this age with a barrier, because they
cannot perceive that the teacher desires a friendly, personal
relationship.
6, Adolescent interests are wider than those of the child because
his world is larger*
7* Gregariousness and a sense of belonging are critical needs at this
1evel*
8. The fact should be kept in mind that this group is fast approach¬
ing the age where they are expected to propagate the "National
Heritage."
Improving the Teaching Process.— In a democratic society for the
pui^ose of education, it is significant, that in such a culture, the claims
of the individual and of the society be compatiablej with this in mind the
literature under this caption seemed appropriately summarized as follows;
1. It has been observed that the greatest cause, perhaps, for
emotional tension in school is "goose-stepping", or regimentation.
2, Evaluation of the pupil in school must take into account the
characteristics of the school population.
3* Before educators can attem.pt to guide pupils in the needed avenues
of development, they should try to know pupils as intimately as
possible.
4. The teaching program should provide enough personal satisfaction
so that each pupil’s progress will be characterized by perserver-
ance, and contentment in his work will be likely.
Summary of Basic Findings.— The findings of these ten cases are reported
in a composite summary under the names given them for the purpose of this
study as used in the thesis.
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”Wilbur”
This boy v;ho entered Junior high school v/ith an I. Q. of 85, and four
out of six of this Aptitude scores below the average, poor visual dicidmi—
nation and hearing, and who realized his inability to produce which had
caused frrlings of uneasiness that had exaggerated his distractability; was
of great concern to the teachers and other menbers of the personnel v;ho had
direct contact with him. The fact that pressure from home for production
above his capacities had brought about this disturbance had been evident.
He vms placed in a group near his own peerage rather than a special one.
At the time of this report he v/as still attending the Guidance Clinic at the
Philadelphia General Hospital and seeing his counselor weekly at this school.
His listed preference for the quieter activities characterizes the quiet way
in vdiich he conducted himself during the period of observation. Although his
report showed ’’D's” for the first seven v/eeks of the term in health education,
mathematics and science, by the end of the thirteen v/eeks only one "D" appeared
(in English), and the term report shov/s one ''D” in mechanical drav/ing.
This report would tend to indicate, according to the philosophy by which the
grading v/as done in this school, that ’’Wilbur” v/as working up to, and in the
case of the social studies grade, above the expected capacity. Since it was
a part of the philosophy of grading that no pupil could do excellent v/ork of
an academic nature if he did not have the mental aptitude and capacity for it
(as indicated by the scores on the Intelligence and other aptitude tests
and, all other things being equal). Again referring to the philosophy that
underlies the grading in this school, the "D" was not too serious because;
in this case the ”D” w'ould indicate that the pupil had done the best of
which he v/as capable of doing in light of his capabilities,
’’SERENA”
Something about ”Serena's” expressions and mannerisms led the teacher to
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believe that she was a bit shy, but experience later proved that she v/as not,
and that beneath these seemingly subtle expressions lay an orderly mind that
gave forth willingly, worthwhile expressions that were in many cases, evident
of above group average capabilities. She entered this school with an I, Q.
of 99, two of her scores on the city Aptitude Tests were on the average level,
three on the high and one on the very high level. In referring to the report
for the term of this study, "Serena” had maintained the expectations according
to ability and capacity. Only one ''C" (which would have indicated that she
was working in that subject on the oeerage level), v/as obtained for the first
seven weeks in mathematics, which was brought to "B" by the end of the term.
Activities that are commensurate with her general manner of quiteness v/ere
shovn on the chart of activities other than class activities in and out of
school. It was interesting to note that she chose as her favorite subjects
those of an academic nature and level.
"FLOSSIE”
With a score of 107 on the Test of Mental Ability the teacher would have
expected achievement on a higher level had not the comments Vifhich appeared on
the reports from her elementary school records indicated something of the
state of immaturity and lack of stability that was characteristic of "Flossie".
Her constant "bid" for attention from teachers and class mates alike seemed
to point out a "hunger" or a need that vras still void of satisfaction. The
inability to organize her thoughts in a meaningful sequence showed a lack of
rationality for her age and apparent mental capabilities. There was a certain
shallowness in her class contributions that caused a feeling of disappointment
when a glance at the scores obtained by her on the city Aptitude Tests shov/ed
one score (Spelling 7B) on the level, and all others on the average level with
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the exceptions of Maps and Graphs 5A and Locating Information 7B, even these
fell v/ithin one point of the average. Her report for the period of this
study caused no great concern v.dth the above facts in mind, other than those
already indicated. The "D" in mathematics for the thirteen weeks part of the
report v/as raised to ’’C” by the end of the report period this and a "C" in
social studies were the only two subjects in which she received ’’C's". Other
activities in and out of school were not significantly imoortant as far as
interpretation of cause and effect v/ere concerned, but point tov;ard the gener¬
al type of activities that a girl of her age and status might have engaged in,
''MICHAtl,"
Here was a boy, the only son of a step-father and a real mother, who has
knovm the lavishness of all the attention that his mother could give him, an
1, Q, of 95, and aptitudes ranging between the average and belov; average level
and who had shovm a report that at times indicated a lack of inititative, but
vdth contentment of being able to "just get by". Glancing at the activities
in which "Mchael" engaged in and out of school provoked thoughts as to what
he would have achieved had he been forced to rely more on himself or what
effect this tension between step-father and son had onihe entire situation.
At the sarae time, there was speculation that, if the core of his problem had
been uncovered or had the mere surfactbeen scratched,
"BILL"
Knovdng that "Bill", scored 119 on the Intelligence Test, and showed
aptitude scores, out of eleven, two v/ere on the very high level, and nine on
the high level. The lag betv/een achievements and abilities as indicated by
his report card for the period of this study, showed a definite need, interest
or emotional problem existing. The "E" in mathematics according to the philos
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ophy that underlies the grading in the school shovxs that "Bill" did not
attempt to do even an average amount of work neither in class nor his
assignments for home work. There v^as no conceivable reason for the "E's"
in health education, science, shop and social studies, for it v.'as indicated
that he was capable of excellent work in these subjects. Again, the "D" in
mechanical drav/ing had no explanation that could be connected with lack of
ability, especially since he had fallen from average for the seven and thir¬
teen weeks periods of the report to a "D" by the end of the tern. The
statement in his autobiographj'' that if his mother said, "no", to areqiiest
he did not mention it again, could have been interoreted as an attitude of
obedience or on the other hand it could have been indicative of the passive
attitude that characterized "Bill" at this time in his school situation-one
of acceptance of some unknown fate that he either imagined or was actually
av/are of. Notv/ithstanding his jovality, and pleasing personaltiy, satis¬
faction v/ith himself was belied by his occasional expression of disgust
v/ith himself for non-achievement, and the fact that he chattered constantly
in class when he should have been busy, might have been an over-compensation
for some feelings of inferiority. How much this ties in with the fact th'^t
his father did not live and he v;as dependent upon his mother v/ho had to do
manual labor to support herself and her two sons, was a point of no mean
consideration. His activities in and out of school v;ere concerned with the
sports, for the most part, v/hich like most boys of his age and group and
sled no light that vrould illuminate his real problem.
"SAiuffl"
In her autobiography "Sarah" expressed the desire to, "get married and
live a normal life" when she completed school. The summary of "Sarah"
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could well be ended here, for in this statement lies the key to her i*daole
personality and deportment. She, who showed an of 110, one score on
the very high level, eight on the high level and one on the avergae level
of the city aptitude tests, exhibited on the report card for ihe period of
this study that she had worked up to and beyond the expected capacity;
however the mark in mabhematics dropped from "A” to "C" in the middle of
the term, but was back to "A" by the end of the term. Activities other
than those in class in and out of school were along the same lines, quiet,
as were her mannerisms, making pot holders, dancing, reading, playing the
pianoand others of this nature and were not problems that were peculiar to
the extent that they would have elected special attention in this case.
"ROT HIE"
"Ruthie" stated in her autobiography that she had neither mother nor
father and lived with an aunt and uncle. This home situation might have
been hard to adjust to, although not necessaid-ly unpleasant, and could
have caused "Ruthie" to escap* to her "dream-world,** which she seemed to
be constantly in. Indicated in her autobiography in the statement which
explains her pet peeve I" I dislike anyone who wishes their parents dead or
talk meanly about their parents. Because when their parents are dead, they
will remember the day they said, I wish they were dead," is support for
this assuj^ption. During the mentioned report-oard-conferenoe with her aunt
one gathered the impression that pressure for achievement (with the idea of
"Ruthie's" being sent to college) was brought to bear. No doubt she felt
her inability to meet these demands and feelings of despair were resultant.
Her I.Q. was reported as 96 and on the city aptitude Tests -with the exception
of Locating Information in 5B all other scores were on the average level.
With these facts in mind, college, for "Ruthie" seemed doubtful, or at least
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is questionable. At the same time her report card for this period shows
points of difficulty and low achievement in English, for the seven weeks
and the end of the term, and science for the seven weeks period while all
other marks are average or above. Her activities out of school were sig¬
nificant because they pertained largely to religious affairs; although much
time was evidently, spent in si«h active things as dancing and skating. To
have lost her mother during the crucial stage of early adolescence (then
the only living parent) had noticeably, affected "Ruthie” deeply. How does
this fit into the wiiole picture of her behavior, and what was the relAtion-
ship between "Ruthie”, her aunt and uncle? These questions seemed to be of
value in getting to the core of "Ruthie's” problem. How and where did they
fit into the whole picture of this adolescent girl? Could remedial meas¬
ure be sought and could they be properly applied to aid this girl?
'Millie**
As the observer has noted "Willie's” daily antics, in most cases void
of useful activity in school, there was the ubiquitous question: "Why has
this boy ceased to try?" At the time of this study he had repeated 7B
and was putting forth no effort to be promoted from SB, With an I.Q.
of 92 and aptitude scores below the average, excepting Arithmetic Fundamen¬
tals in 8A and Punctuation in 8B which were on the average level there was
no evident mental lack that would have produced a report card v/^hich repre¬
sented failure. "A" in art and "C" in health education, "D" in English,
physical education and shop were the only passing grades that "IVillie" show¬
ed on his end of term report card. The marks in work habits and behavior
presented a clear picture of how time was wasted in class in a disturbing
type of conduct. The one interest that seemed a possible point of departure
for insight into "Willie's" problem is his enjoyment of working on
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machinery. This might have been the medium through which he found an
outlet for self expression. There was no noticeable dislike for teachers
in general which often is true of an adolescent in this case, no impudence,
but a mere content attitude of biding his time until he became of age where
it was no longer necessary for him to attend school. Was it pcfissible to
salvage some of ’’Willie’s’* interest in academic ad^ievement? If so, throu^
what channel or channels could contact be directed? These questions were
the major ones in the mind of the observer.
”MARILYN**
’’Marilyn” had set for herself a goal which she made known in her auto¬
biography, the one that seemed to be a ’’dream goal (an ice-skater) probably
stemmed from her interest and ability in ice-skating. Her I.Q. was 121
and out of sixteem scores on the city Aptitude Tests there were two on the
very high level, foxir on the average level and ten on the high level. This
gave a fairly reliable index that from ’’Marilyn", all other things being
equal, "excellent" work could be expected. (This has been explained in the
school philosophy that underlies the grading). Her report card for the term
of this study showed six "A’s" out of nine grades and three ”B's”j al¬
though on the report for seven weeks there were only one "A", four ”B's" and
a "C" in health education out of seven grades given in subject matter for
that period. The thirteen weeks report showed five "A's” three ”B's", and
one ”C’’ in social studies. There was no need that was evident, from lack
of mental ability to warrant a "C" at any time. "Marilyn” listed other
activities in and out of school that supported the observers that she pre¬
ferred to do those things in which she could be active. As was pointed out
certain teachers, at times, felt that she was a little "cock-sure” of herself
and her ability. Being a member of an exceptional group scholastically.
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of which she had somehow obtained the knowledge, many of the members of
this g?“oup seemed to have thought that their reputations were established
and hard -work was no longer necessary, this seemed to be the case at
times with her. This, as the observer saw it was the greatest problem con¬
fronting the teachers that "Marilyn” had. In her autobiography she seemed
set on the idea of becoming a nevj-spaper reporter and this was constantIj'
in her conversation.
"SADIE"
"Sadie" was the girl for whom a large number of the teachers had very
high regard, both scholastically and in general performance of the every¬
day activities in and around the school, and many of them predicted that she
would be awarded the American Legion Award upon her graduation from Junior
high school. Scholastically her potentialities were good, with an I.Q.
of 122, foin:. scores on the City -Aptitude Tests on the very high level,
and only one on the average level. A glance at "Sadie's" autobiography will
show that she, like "Marilyn", had two careers toward which she looked
when she finished high school, one the "dream career," the other the one she
felt she had possibilities of really achieving. The first was that of a
high school principal, the second that of a nurse. Activities other than
those of the classroom chosen by her in and out of school, shov/ed that she
selected those which she felt would help in preparing her for becoming a
nurse. Also, like "Marilyn" she had points on her report card that indi¬
cated that she was not working up to her capacity and capabilities, which
can possibly be interpreted in the same manner. Reference is made to the
"C" on the seven weeks report in English. A discussion with the English
teacher concerning this grade verified -the assumption. Although all of
the other grades were not "excellent" they might have been interpreted as
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being "good" in the light of "Sadie's” potential. For "Sadie" the world
was a wonderful place, and the people in it made it more interesting if
one did not miss the opportunity of avfe-iling himself of the privilege of
talking with them, fiirthermore, school afforded a great opportunity for
communion with these creatures.
Glancing back at the policies that governed the grading of pupils in
this school at the time of this study it seemed appropriate to further
summarize these case descriptions under these general statements*
1. In the case of "Tllillbue" where problems were prevalent through
the elementary school up to junior high, although he was in the
low normal group as far as intelligence was concerned, yet he
worked up to and above the expected capacity was produced. Even
pressure from home for work above this level was brought to bear,
no unusual behavior was evident, which might have been due to the
attention received from the guidance clinic, the counselor,
and the understanding cooperation of the teacher.
2. In "Flossie's" case where there was evidence of average capacity
for work, but immaturity in the realm of organization of thoughts
and social behavior toward classmates and teachers, the picture
presented was one of frustration and often low achievement.
3. "Serena", of whom an average or sli^tly above average quality
of work was expected, exhibited achievement above the group
level,
4. "Michael'* who had average intelligence, but seemed to be over
protected by a well meaning mother had to be often prodded to
achieve the minimum,
5. "Sarah" who with sli^tly above average intelligence end aptitudes
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maintained the achievement of expectation*
6. "Ruthie," who seemed frustrated and in a ’’dreamworld," which
probably resulted from the loss of both parents and being fos¬
tered by an aunt and uncle who demanded performances above her
ability, was able to produce only average work.
7. ’’Bill” and "Willie" have been grouped together because; they
represent opposites in abilities and similarities in achieve¬
ments. Willie," with low average intelligence and low aptitudes
was a failure. "Bill", with above average intelligence and
aptitudes attained far below what was expected of him. In each
of these cases, however, there was evidence of adolescent
pr oblems.
8. Both "Marilyn" and "Sadie", who were capable of excellent work
showed slight lags between intelligence and aptitudes, and
achievement at certain points, which were probably caused by over¬
confidence in their abilities.
Conclusions.— From these ten case studies, certain points were out¬
standing in the mind of the observer and are indicated in the statements
below:
1. The oases did not give an accurate representation of the verities
of pupils found in this junior high school due to the method used
in the selection and the nximber of cases in comparison with the
school population.
2. Scores obtained on the Intelligence Tests and the t'ity Aptitude
Tests may serve as indices for grouping and probable achievement,
but actual achievement is based upon the nature if the individual
case .
9Q
3. Adolescent problems are largely contributory to lags between
ability, capability ana achievement.
Pressure for achievement aoove the capacity of the individual may
result in finistration and further cause a loss of interest in
academic attainment, or cause other significant problems,
5» The flexibility of study guides should be seized upon by the
teacher to accommodate the deviates, thereby making instruction
ana guidance as individualized as is possible and as the situation
seems to warrant,
6, Evaluation nas to be democratic, constant and continuous in order
that pupil and teacher growth is insured,
7« It is necessaiy to keep the picture of one whole child in mind,
and ascertain that all training leads to the propigation of the
American Heritage,
Implications, — Since the behavior of individuals is diilicuat to meas¬
ure, or interpret and problems overlap and interwine, some of these impli¬
cations apply to few situations but mar^ of these will apply to all situa¬
tions in which adolescents are being observed. The facts evident f rom this
study were sorted and presented in these statements:
1, It is necessaiy for eadi teacher to see pupils as individuals,
who may function as a group when individual problems, needs and inter¬
ests are recognized,
2, Thare are as many cases to be studied as there are pupils in any
situation,
3, There is no set norm that will apply to any one grorqpj because
no group is so hcsmogenious that the individual cases to function as such,
U, A knowledge of adolescent problems is necessarj'- to the understanding
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of junior high school pupils.
5. Reporh-card conferences provide for a valuable exchange of total
pictures of the pupils between parents and teachers and other concerned
personnel.
6. Working closely with counselors, clinics and other diagnostic and
remedial sources in individual cases is not only invalunble but impera¬
tive or absolutely essential if optimum groTrth Is to result from the
schools effort.
Recommendations.— From the implications drawn from the study of these
ten case descriptions and conclusions drawn therefrom, it seemed fitting
to make the following recommendations to those who observe behavior for the
purpose of guidance ard/or instruction:
1. Since human behavior is often elusive in interpretation, end indi¬
vidual differences is not easily tangible on the adolescent level, an
acquaintance on these bases should be established; (a) test data; (b)
achievements; (c) aptitudes; (d) interests; and (e) general health conditions.
2. Every contact with parents, ooimselors and other key personnel be
seized upon to receive and impart information that will aid in seeing
the picture of the whole child as a functioning individual.
3. Democratic evaluation be made constantly in the light of the norms
indicated in the study guides, the philosophies of the school and the school
system, and the individual potential.
4. Constant check of interests and needs whether stable or unstable
(often unstable on the adolescent level), be kept on an indiTidual basis.
5. Training for effective citizenship should be kept in mind during all
phases of planning for the group on the basis of individual differences,
and these plans should be flexible 30 sis to accommodate these differences and
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changes.
6. It should be kept in mind that no one case or group of cases will
set the pace for all cases of the same age or group level.
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PHILADELPHIA VERBAL ABIUTY TEST
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of small ?
1 little 2 large 3 tiny 4 poor 5 wrong 1
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: boy, girl, child ?
1 baby 2 man 3 tree 4 woman 5 desk 2
The first letter of the three-letter word meaning something worn on the head is
IE 2A 3W 4H 5X 3
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of polite?
1 poor 2 good 3 nice 4 unhappy 5 rude 4
Food is to man as grass is to what?
1 seeds 2 eat 3 tall 4 cattle 5 green S
How many hundreds equal ten thousand?
a 100 b 1000 c 10 d 100,000 e 10,000 6
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of back?
1 near 2 above 3 front 4 beyond 5 behind 7
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as seize ?
1 take 2 shut 3 squeeze 4 put 5 seek 8
Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others ?
1 quick 2 lively 3 fast 4 alert 5 still 9
What number comes next in this series: 1 10 100 1000
a 2000 b 10,000 c 100 d 10 el 10
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of loosen ?
1 fasten 2 find 3 lost 4 stronger 5 open 11
The name of the morning meal begins with what letter?
IN 2S 3D 4B 51 12
Which one of the five things below is most like these three; chair, bed, piano?
1 music 2 bulb 3 table 4 napkin 5 carpet 13
There is a saying, “A burnt child dreads the fire.” Which of the following has the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 There are no gains without pains. 2 A scalded cat fears water.
3 Let the cobbler stick to his last. 4 Fire and water do not mix 14
What does a pound of candy cost when you pay 23 cents for a quarter of a pound ?
a $1.15 b $.92 c $.82 d $1.00 e $.98 15
Which means the same or most nearly the same as content?
1 small tent 2 inside 3 huge 4 happy 5 instant 16
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of apart?
1 separate 2 divide 3 alone 4 together 5 all 17
Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others ?
1 rudeness 2 weakness 3 insult 4 impudence 5 discourtesy 18
Word is to sentence as cent is to what?
1 dollar 2 buy 3 candy 4 credit 5 balance 19
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of straight?
1 erect 2 circle 3 long 4 wide 5 crooked 20
Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others?
1 remember 2 keep 3 retain 4 go 5 save 21
Cat is to lion as small is to what?
1 brave 2 large 3 fierce 4 wild 5 tiny 22
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as blunt?
1 dull 2 drowsy 3 deaf 4 doubtful 5 ugly 23
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of wealth ?
1 pleasure 2 poverty 3 hardship 4 sorrow 5 pain 24
Which one of the five words below is most like these three: trot, run, canter?
1 crawl 2 hop 3 glide 4 gallop 5 roll 25
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as direct?
1 short 2 glad 3 straight 4 extend 5 form 26
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27. What number comes next in this series: 7 31 55 79
a 99 b 107 c 91 d 63 e 103
28. Quarrel is to enemy as agree is to what?
1 policeman 2 foe 3 friend 4 yes 5 disagree
29. Which means the same or most nearly the same as antiquity ?
1 ancient times 2 plantation 3 wickedness 4 neighborhood 5 atmosphere
30. What number comes next in this series :5 3 6 4 7 5 8
a 10 b6 c7 d3 ell
31. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of timid?
1 fearful 2 bold 3 boastful 4 calm 5 quiet
32. The sum of two numbers is 52. One of the numbers is 14. What is the other number ?
a 14 b 26 c 38 d 66 e 48
33. Which means the same or most nearly the same as adopt?
1 linger 2 orphan 3 pause 4 take over 5 able
34. What number comes next in this series: 103 95 87 79
a 67 b 71 c 63 d 69 e 58
35. What number doubled is half of eight?
a4 b8 c2 dl6 el2
36. Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others?
1 tardy 2 untruthful 3 slow 4 late 5 hesitant
37. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of tragic ?
1 serious 2 sorrowful 3 clever 4 courteous 5 comic
38. Friend is to enemy as love is to what?
1 spring 2 mother 3 sweetheart 4 poverty 5 hatred
39. Which one of the five below does not belong with the others?
1 lawyer 2 doctor 3 clerk 4 dentist 5 teacher
40. There is a saying, “Faint heart never won fair lady.” Which one of the following has
the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 Nothing ventured, nothing gained. 2 Married in haste, we repent at leisure.
3 Fools rush in where ange& fear to tread. 4 More hurry, less speed
41. What number comes next in this series: 2 5 7 8 11 13 14 17
a 20 b 16 c 21 d 19 e 18
42. Which means the same or most nearly the same as humiliate?
1 insinuate 2 put to shame 3 imperial 4 modesty 5 moisten
43. What is the price of a pound of cheese when a pound and a half costs $1.20?
a $.80 b $2.40 c $1.80 d $.90 e $.75
44. Which of the five words below means the opposite of retreat?
1 withdraw 2 remain 3 arouse 4 advance 5 divide
45. Which means the same or most nearly the same as classify ?
1 arrange 2 pacify 3 make closer 4 recede 5 promote
46. Which one of the five words below is most like these three: gush, explode, sally ?
1 gash 2 erupt 3 expect 4 sail 5 detect
47. Hear is to telephone as see is to what ?
1 saw 2 distance 3 telegraph 4 noise 5 spyglass
48. How many quarts are in 2^4 gallons ?
a 5^ b 20 c 8 d 11 e 14
49. Which one of the five things below is most like these three: beet, carrot, turnip ?
1 spinach 2 parsnip 3 lettuce 4 cabbage 5 cdery
50. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of unusual ?
1 beautiful 2 common 3 odd 4 casual 5 necessary
51. Choppy is to sea as rocky is to what?
1 land 2 tide 3 depth 4 stone 5 boat
52. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the others?
1 town 2 house 3 village 4 hamlet 5 city
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Which one of the five words below means the opposite of greatest?
1 smaller 2 least 3 foremost 4 surplus 5 equal 53
England is to Prime Minister as United States is to what?
1 Secretary of State 2 Chief Justice 3 President 4 Ambassador 5 Chief of Staff 54
If 2J4 tons of coal cost $65 what was the cost of 1 ton?
a $162.50 b $13 c $32.50 d $26 e $30 55
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as torrent?
1 torn 2 dress 3 torrid 4 stream 5 crown 56
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: daisy, dandelion, buttercup?
1 pansy 2 violet 3 dahlia 4 sweet pea 5 peony 57
Which one of the five below does not belong with the others ?
1 perjury 2 lying 3 fibbing 4 slang 5 deceiving 58
Rug A is 6 ft. X 8 ft. Rug B is 9 ft. x 12 ft. B is how many times as large as A?
a 1^ b 3 c d 2/3 e 2J^ 59
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of mend?
1 break 2 destroy 3 lose 4 abandon 5 repair 60
A man spent two-thirds of his money and had $8 left. How much had he at first ?
a $12 b $16 c $11 d $8 e $24 61
Which means the same or most nearly the same as disembark?
1 unearth 2 go ashore 3 dislodge 4 disparage 5 strip 62
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as skulk?
1 spine 2 hide 3 writhe 4 slime 5 skeleton 63
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of close?
1 away 2 mile 3 distant 4 near 5 absent 64
Which one of the five below does not belong with the others ?
1 alderman 2 citizen 3 mayor 4 governor 5 president 65
There is a saying, “Write it on your heart that every day is the best day of the year.”
Which of the following has the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 Never do today what you can put off until tomorrow. 2 There is no time like the present.
3 Anticipation is better than realization. 4 Everyone is the architect of his own future 66
Which one of the five things below is most like these three: cornice, shore, bank?
1 roof 2 island 3 selvage 4 bill 5 lake 67
Which one of the five below does not belong with the others ?
1 mother 2 aunt 3 niece 4 father 5 daughter 68
Which means the same or most nearly the same as sexton ?
1 cube 2 janitor 3 compass 4 archbishop 5 six singers 69
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of disperse?
1 absolve 2 disband 3 assemble 4 accept 5 dissemble 70
Which one of the five words below is most like these three: mystified, confused, non-plussed ?
1 mystic 2 lost 3 perplexed 4 complicated 5 simplified 71
How many quarters of a quarter equal half of a half?
a 2 b 1/8 c 4 d 3/16 e 1 72
What number comes next in this series: 50 43j4 37 30J4
a 24 b 27 c 27^ d 20 e 23^ 73
Eraser is to ink as water is to what ?
1 clothes 2 dirt 3 rain 4 dry 5 wash 74
Which word means the same or most nearly the same as ceremonial?
1 religious 2 intricate 3 rite 4 auxiliary 5 burial 7f
What number comes next in this series: 1/25 1/5 1 5
a 10 bo c 25 d 1/10 e 2^ 7f
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of elevate?
1 dislike 2 uplift 3 consecrate 4 deplore 5 depress 75
Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others?
1 inaudible 2 faint 3 noise 4 loud 5 deafening 7{
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79. Honesty is to deceitfulness as luxuriant is to what?1prodigal 2 vegetation 3 barren 4 abundant 5 moist
80. From noon on Sunday to 6 p.m. on Monday, a watch gained 15 seconds. How much does it
gain in half an hour?
a minute b 4 seconds c 1 second d second e 2 seconds
81. There is a saying, “Fight fire with fire.” Which one of the following has the nearest
meaning to this saying?1A burnt child dreads the fire. 2 Knavery is the best defense against a knave.
3 Sow the wind, reap the whirlwind. 4 Fire that’s closest kept burns fiercest i82.There is a sapng, “I weigh the man, not his title.” Which one of the following has
the nearest meaning to this saying?1Fine feathers make fine birds. 2 Titles are the marks of honest men and wise.
3 The rank is but the guinea stamp, the man’s the gold, for a’ that.
4 Even a cat may look at a king f83.There is a saying, “Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and digested.”
Which of the following has the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 Reading is profitable to everyone.
2 One should read only parts of some books, while others should be carefully studied.
3 People’s tastes differ in books. 4 A good book is a good friend 884.There is a saying, “They build too low who build beneath the skies.” Which of the
following has the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 Not failure, but low aim is crime.
2 He that strives to touch a star often stumbles on a straw.
3 Wouldst thou reach stars because they shine on thee? 4 Build your house upon a rock 885.There is a saying, “For himself doth a man work evil in working evil for others.” Which
one of the following has the nearest meaning to this saying?
1 Bread cast on the water will retiurn a hundredfold. •
2 The evil that men do lives after them.
3 Ashes fly in the face of him that throws them. 4 Who doth no evil is apt to suspect none 8
GO BACK AND MAKE SURE YOU HAVE MADE NO MISTAKES
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Elementary • • form BB
California Reading Test
(Formerly: Progressive Reading Test)
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is a reading test. In taking it you will show how many words you know and how well
you understand what you read. No one con do the whole test correctly, but you should
answer as mony items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - 5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
BRANCH OFFICES: MADISON, WISC.; NEW CUMBERLAND, PA. - COPYRIGHT 1950 BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU - PRINTED IN U. S. A.
DIRECTIONS: If two words ore the some or mean the some, mark S as you are told. If they
are different or mean different things, mark D.
Correct Test Correct Answer
Booklet Mark Sheet Mark




SAMPLE: B. boy girl boy girl B 1
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DIRECTIONS: Look of the words which ore given on the lower port of this page. Each line
is numbered and each word has a smaller number, ^ - or in front of it. There are four
words on each line. The examiner will pronounce one word from each line. You are to mark







SAMPLE: C. ^ cow 2 horse ^ (jQg 4 3 C C ii !i 1 ii
In this sample the word is dog,
so the 3 is marked.
12 3 4
SAMPLE: D. 1 run 2 jvimp ® throw ^ swing
You are to mark the number of
the word that was pronounced.
It is number 4.
D D 1 ii ii 1
TEST 1 — SECTION B
4 Mark as you have been told the number of the word pronounced.
26. ^ this ^ tree cc 3 W- ^ ball
26
27. 1 grand 2 growl 3 grunt great 27
28. 1 wrath ^ wreck 2 wrist write 28
29. 1 Tuesday 2 Wednesday 3 Thursday ■* Monday 29
30. 1 singeing 2 moulting 2 chattering ^ singing 30
31. 1 June 2 January 3 July ■* August 31
32. 1 thoroughfare 2 throughout 3 through ^ thought 32
33. ^ practice 2 precious 2 prairie ^ practical 33
34. 1 warship 2 watch * wanness warrant 34
35. 1 electrocute 2 efficient 3 elimination ^ elasticity 3 5
36. ^ premium 2 political ^ public ■* primary 36
37. 1 blizzard 2 blight 2 bluster * blotch 37
38. ^ associate 2 acquire 2 avenue * arrival 38
39. 1 YIELD 2 YOUNG 3 YACHT * YAM 3 9
40. 1 WHARF 2 WHISTLE 3 wholesale •* whirl 40
41. 1 recipe 2 recital 3 regime ^ receipt 41
42. 1 carnival 2 contagious 3 cautious cafeteria 42
43. 1 MASSACRE 2 menagerie 3 material ^ maximum 4 3
44. 1 chauffeur 2 chloroform 3 chapeau 4 charlatan 44
45. 1 rheometer 2 pneumonia 3 rheumatics 4 pneumatics 45
Page 4
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STOP NOW WAIT FOR ■FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS ■
Sec. B Score
(number right)
r DIRECTIONS Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or 1





SAMPLE: E. little 1 blue ^ mn ® big ■*rich 3 E 12 3 4E ii ii 1 ii
TEST 1 — SECTION C
46. high 1 crooked 2 low ^ lost ^ end 46
47. give 1 raw 2 bill ^ stem ^ receive 47
48. cry 1 mind 2 laugh ^ family 4 add 48
49. strong 1 brook 2 that ^ weak ^ sugar 49
50. sweet 1 sour 2 hint ^ feature ^ swell 50
C/I youth 1 deal 2 cause ^ age arrive 51
52. hastily ^ hate 2 aid ^ love leisurely 52
53. safety 1 danger 2 alarm ^ refuse ■* hate 53
54. attack 1 age 2 defense ^ warn ^ alarm 54
55. below ^ love 2 cause above ^ permit 55
56. despair 1 grocery 2 demolish ^ orator ^ hope 56
57. tame ^ wild 2 repeat ^ treat ^ spot 57
58. solid 1 soldier 2 liquid ^ torrid ■* whistle 58
59. east ^ under 2 ease ^ west ^ best 59
60. aloud ^ bracelet 2 chirp ^ almond silent 60
61. dainty ^ assume 2 curtain ^ dairy ^ coarse 61
62. inferior 1 conquest 2 invite ^ ideal ^ superior 62
63. peril ^ safety 2 mental ^ remote ^ purse 63
64. victor ^ statue 2 loser ^ treaty ^ wallet 64
65. sad 1 mood 2 vocal ^ glad ^ sap 65
66. unseen ^ notice 2 valor unsteady visible 66
67. traitor 1 friend 2 weasel ^ young ^ tragic 67




BB 1 r-r/'^Q NOW WAIT FOR ■J 1 k/l FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS ■ Sec. C Score(number right) I
r
DIRECTIONS: Mark os you ore told the number of the word that means
the same as the first word.
the same or about
Correct Test
Booklet Mark




F ii ii 1 ii
TEST 1—SECTION D
69. enemy
1 thicken 2 weigh 3 foe ■* subdue 69
70. promise ^ compact 2 pure 3 neutral lovely 70
71. lie 1 amateur 2 falsehood 2 denial ^ casual 71
72. trade 1 merchant 2 vein 2 exchange ^ ideal 72
73. hard ^ deed 2 hint 2 feature ^ solid 7.^
74. wit ^ hail 2 fear 2 humor 4 ink 74
75. calm ^ stucco 2 token 2 vanity ^ quiet 75
76. industry ^ business 2 infantry 2 repent ^ outbreak 76
77. consent 1 love 2 permission 2 alarm ^ cause 77
78. speech 1 defend 2 feast 2 talk ^ cure 78
79. prophet 1 mangle 2 obstruct 2 pleasant ^ forecaster 79
80. settlement 1 location 2 innocent 2 silent ^ wise 80
81. hush 1 keen 2 quiet 2 mood 4 hurl 81
82. freight ^ allow 2 easy 2 hurl ^ cargo 82
83. physician 1 doctor 2 enemy 2 leisure 4 ugly 8.S
84. magnificent 1 purchase 2 magician 2 impressive 4 stationary 84
85. abolish ^ ocean 2 cry 2 destroy 4 high 85
86. plenty ^ wonder 2 stem 2 friend 4 sufficient 86
87. tray 1 container 2 land 2 brook 4 expect 87
88. amuse ^ fertile 2 entertain 2 doubt 4 amount 88
89. hatred 1 haul 2 nurse 2 pedal 4 enmity 89





CT/^D WAIT FOR H
J 1 VJr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS ■
S«c. D Score
(number right) 1
DIRECTIONS: Read the following direc¬
tions. Mark as you are told the number or
letter of each correct answer.
96.Mark the sixth letter of the last
word in this sentence.
e a n r t .96
TEST 2 —SECTION E
91. By crossing out two letters you
can make count out of the word,
country, Mark the number of
the two letters which would be
crossed out.
1 ry 2 ct ^ nu ^ cy
97.Read the following names;
Marie Arthur Richard Mary
Mark the number which shows
the first letter of the girls’
names.
lA 2M 3R
92. Find the name of the largest
animal and mark its number.
1 dog - rat ^ cow ^ sheep
98.Read these numbers:
634852190
Mark the letter of the third
number to the right of 8.
aj ^9 *^3
93. Some of the Roman numerals
and their values are:
IX=9 XIX=19
XX=20 XXI=21
Mark the letter of the Roman
numeral for 20.
a XIX ‘’XX ‘^IX dXXI
99.When two words are spoken as
one, the shortened form is a
contraction. The apostrophe
denotes the missing letter; such
as can not, can’t. Mark the
number of the word meaning
do not in the form of a con¬
traction.
^ can’t 2 (Jo not
^ doesn’t don’t
94. Mark the number of the
seventh word in this sentence.
^ third ^ word ^ the in
95. Mark the letter which must be
added to hors to make horse.
Page 7
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100.The suffix ness is used to form
nouns meaning state or qual¬
ity of being; such as sick, sick¬
ness. Mark the number of the
word which has the suffix
ness added to the word, white.
1 sickness ^ ness
^ whiteness ^ white
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Sec. E Score
(number righrl.
DIRECTIONS: Read the following direc¬
tions Mark os you ore told the number or
letter of each correct answer.
TEST 2 —SECTION F101.The preface is found in what
part of a book?
1 beginning ^ middle ® end102.The index is found in what
part of a book?
1 beginning ^ middle 3 end





If the above words were arranged
alphabetically,103.help would come next after
1 bird 2 king ^ yard104.pail would come next after
^ quiet 2 jar ^ king
^ Look at the following and find the answers
to items 105, 106, and 107.
Table of Contents
Chapter Page
1. How Man Conquered the Wilderness 1
2. Poultry and Eggs 19
3. Transportation 43
4. Why We Need Food 50
5. The Nations of the Earth 71
6. Communication 88
7. Why the World Works 100105.Mark the letter of the page
which shows where “Transpor¬
tation” begins.
al big C43 d50 106106.Mark the number which shows
what story begins on page 88.





107.Mark the number which shows
to which chapter the material
on page 38 belongs.
1 2 3 4 5
4 Look at this partial index and find the answers to
items 108, 109, and 110.
INDEX
Ohio River, 134.
Oil: In Iraq, 383; in Manchuria, 400; in Per¬
sia, 382; in plains, 56; in Rumania, 329;
in Trans-Caucasian Regions, 377; in Yugo¬
slavia, 331.
Oil cakes, what they are, 27.
Oil seeds, in British East Africa, 355.
Oklahoma: cattle in, 141; chief city of, 147;
climate of, 132; cotton in, 137; oil in, 141;
physical features of, 135; rank of, in agri¬
culture, 140; wheat in, 157.
Olive pressing, in Albania, 333.
Olives: in Africa, 349; in Anatolia, 376; in
California, 190; in Greece, 332; in Italy, 337.108.Mark the letter which shows
on what page information
about the Ohio River will be
found.
a 8 ‘’134 c7 d337 los109.Mark the letter which shows
on what page information con¬
cerning oil in Rumania will be
found.
a 383 ‘’400 <’329 d331110.Mark the letter which shows
on what page information con¬
cerning the physical features of
Oklahoma will be found.
a 141 ‘’147 C157 dl35 no
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Sec. F Score
(number rightl.„.
TEST 2 —SECTION G
y Read this story:
4 Read this story:
Camels live most of the time on the
desert. They have padded feet, nostrils
that can be closed in a storm, and thick
bushy eyebrow^s and lashes which protect
their eyes. Their stomachs and humps are
made up of cells which store their water and
food for future use on their long journeys
through the desert wastes. They are the
principal means of transportation on the
Sahara Desert.
y Mark as you have been told the number of each
correct answer. You may look back to find the
answers.
One of the large countries in North
America is Canada.
Canada has an irregular coast line with
many fine harbors. It is lacking in large
ports because of the ice-bound harbors in the
winter, and this is a serious handicap to the
development of trade. During the warm
summer season, important agricultural
products are grown.
Canada is rich in natural resources, but
the population is still small. There are vast
areas of valuable forests; the many fur-bear¬
ing animals are a source of great revenue,
and the streams have unlimited possibilities
for the development of power.
111. The best title for the above
story is
1 Domestic Animals
2 The Camel ^ The Desert ■ 111112.Camels are useful
1 in large cities ^ food
3 in transportation113.The stomach and hump are
made up of
1 fur 2 cgiis 2 pads114.The camel eats
1 irregularly ^ regularly
2 rarely
4 Mark the number of each correct answer. Yau
may look back to find the answers.
117. The above story is about
1 North America 2 Canada
^ large countries
118. They have
1 few natural resources
2 many large ports
3 fine harbors
119. A serious handicap is
1 over-production
2 ice-bound harbors
^ a lack of streams
120. The climate of Canada is
1 changeable 2 very dry
3 equatoricil115.The camel is
1 wild 2 useless ^ useful 116
121.116.His home is in the





Choose the best statement:
^ Canada has few naturcd resources
2 The cotton is profitable in Canada




TEST 2 —SECTION G (Continued)
/ Read this story:
The Telephc«ie
The telephone is a device for transmitting
speech by means of electricity. The first pat¬
ent for this instrument was granted to Alex¬
ander Graham Bell on March 7, 1876.
Since the original invention there
have been many improvements in the
mechanical features of telephones. Sub¬
marine cables have been laid across the ocean
to permit communication between countries,
and many overhead wires have been re¬
moved by running the wires through con¬
duits under ground. As a result of a large
amount of experimentation, we can now
communicate by wireless telephone.
The principal achievement of the tele¬
phone is that of abridging space. By this
means of communication, business trans¬
actions and conversations are more quickly
completed and trade and commerce have
been greatly stimulated. Thus we see that
telephones have been a definite aid in the
progress of our nation.
^ Mark the number of each correct answer. You
may look back to find the answers.122.Alexander Graham Bell was
1 an artist ^ an inventor
3 a navigator ^ a naturalist123.Conduits have been used to
remove




C E R - B B
/ Read the six titles below. You are to select the
one that would make the best title for each of the
three paragraphs of the story.
Titles
1. March 7, 1876
2. Invention of the Telephone
3. Improvements and Developments
4. Mechanical Features
5. Effects of the Invention
6. Trade and Commerce
124. The best title for the first para¬
graph is number
1 2 3 4 5 124
125. The best title for the second
paragraph is number
2 3 4 5 6 125
126. The best title for the third
paragraph is number
2 3 4 5 6 126





The order in which the above things were mentioned
in the story is as follows;
127. Improving the telephone was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 127
128. Removing overhead wires was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
129. Wireless telephone was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
130. Granting the patent was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th













A. Word Form 25
B. Word Recognition - - - 20
C. Meaning of Opposites 23
D. Meaning of Similarities 22
TOTAL (A+B+C+D) 90
E. Following Directions - *10
F. Reference Skills - - - - 10
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California Reading Test
(Formerly: Progressive Reading Test)
DEVISED BY ERNEST W. TIEGS AND WILLIS W. CLARK
INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS:
This is 0 reading test. In taking it you will show how many words you know ond how well
you understand what you read. No one can do the whole test correctly, but you should
onswer as many items os you con. Work os fast os you con without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
BRANCH OFFICES: MADISON, WISC.; NEW CUMBERLAND, PA. - COPYRIGHT 1950 BY CALIFORNU TEST BUREAU - PRINTED IN U. S. A.
987654321
DIRECTIONS; Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or
about the opposite of the first word.
SAMPLE: A. large ^ rich 2 small
^
gone ^ away
TEST 1 — SECTION A
1. answer ^ label ^ bare
^ question ^ trim
2. save ^ date ^ solve
^spend 4 rate
3. length i gain ^ blot
^ double ^ width
4. divide ^ provide ^ multiply
^ deride ^ separate
5. center ^ edge ^ prepare
^ elude place
6. deposit i alarm ^ withdraw
^ clay ^ moisture
7. reduce ^ consume ^ modify
enlarge ^ contract
8. latitude ^ name ^ exist
^ connective ^ longitude
9. cheap ^ valuable ^ conceal
3 bright 4 gain
10. add 1 manage ^ inch
•'* seal ^ deduct
11. question ^ numeral ^ solution
^ distance ^ partly
12. profit 1 heed ^ loss
^
average ^ name
13. duty ^ trim ^ piece
^ exit ^ rebate
14. correct ^ inaccurate ^ mature
^ balance ^ lucid
15. balance ’ wheel ^ deficit
^ adjust poise
16. collect ^ interest ^ suspect
insult ^ disperse
17. bill ^ money ^ receipt
^ trust ^ charge
18. transverse ^ signet ^ complex
^ parallel ^ corpse
19. refute ^ refuse ^ expand
^
l)rove ^ se])arate
20. income ’ money ^ expenditure
^ budget ^ debtor
21. economical ^ ornate ^ scion
^ liberal ^ productive
22. tangent ’ motile ^ antagonize
















































TEST 1 — SECTION B
bitter i supple ^ pert
^ sweet ^ contract
fresh ^ calm ^ spoiled
3 delicious ^ marsh
freeze ^ melt ^ human
3 permit ^ farther
increase ^ ascend ^ refer
^ reduce produce
dye 1 madman ^ dell
^ badge ^ bleach
incline ^ definite ^ decline
® expand ^ delight
muscular ^ modish ^ brine
^ weak ^ punctual
separate ^ bleach ^ annual
3 tense unite
revive ^ congenial ^ taint
relapse ■* aloft
brittle ^ similar ^ flexible
bright harsh
tropical ^ frigid ^ luscious
ahoy ^ breeze
partial ^ complicate ^ preserve
^ complete ^ decrease
discard ^ dedicate ^ obtain
^ consume ^ obligate
dissolve ^ contract ^ pliant
lucidity ^ solidify
diverge ^ shorten ^ converge
2 stabilize ^ permit
distend ^ blithe ^ deflate
sesame ^ appease
stable 1 recent ^ spread
origin ■* fluctuating
conductor ^ factor ^ generator
destroyer ^ insulator
automatic ^ manual ^ pliable
2 similar diversified
absorb ^ emulate ^ involve
^ emit ^ abstain
acidity ^ nativity ^alkalinity
* acute lucidity
extract ^ inject 2 pollute
retract ^ interrupt
plastic 1 sophisticate ^ rigid






























Mark as you ore told the number of the word
about the opposite of the first word.
that means the opposite or 1
SAMPLE: B. large ^ rich 2 small






2 B 12 3 4
B ii I ii ii
TEST I — SECTION C TEST 1 — SECTION D
46. slave ^ master 2 next
3 important ^ article
47. defend ^ avenue 2 attack
® shower ■* district
48. free ^ title ^ value
® firm enslave
49. innocent ^ guilty 2 conditional
® previous ^ judicious
50. courage ^ position 2 timidity
2 degree ^ interest
51. slavery ^ unsavory 2 unequal
2 freedom ^ cancel
52. majority ^ compound 2 variable
2 minority * aged
53. produce ^ destroy 2 director
2 principal ^ record
54. appoint ^ suggest 2 discharge
2 censure ^ praise
55. internal ^ unequal 2 external
2 principal ^ vertical
56. convict ^ conceive 2 concoct
2 acquit ^ frame
57. ancient ^ square 2 fertile
2 modern ^ brave
58. desert ^ sandy 2 lucid
2 torrid ^ fertile
59. civilized ^ primitive 2 docile
2 sterile * brittle
60. abolish ^ repel 2 purify
2 establish * defeat
61. treason ^ manna 2 loyalty
2 ire ■* embargo
62. justice ^ commend 2 guide
2 record ■* favoritism
63. homage ^ valise 2 chapter
2 disrespect information
64. hostile ^ hideous 2 friendly
2 abundant ^ scene
65. condenm ^ exonerate 2 grudge
2 scheme ^ wail
66. prejudice ^ oracle 2 treachery
2 gesture ■* impartiality
67. evidence ^ruin 2 supposition
2 problem ^ guidance
68. exalt ^ painted 2 comply














































noise ^ silence 2 fUer
2 wallet ^ infest
absent ^ number 2 milk
2 present ^ compel
stupid 1 final 2 witty
2 effect ^ origin
please ^ cherish 2 envy
2 test ^ annoy
clear ^ dim 2 cleverness
2 humor ^ repose
laugh 1 jewelry 2 belief
2 sulk ^ charge
sincere ^ feeble 2 abhor
2 sightly ^ insincere
genuine ^ celestial 2 false
2 fluent ^ moral
usual ^ cheap 2 abnormal
2 proud ^ pass
confident ^ annual 2 g^it
2 snub ^ uncertain
shrill 1 faint 2 ashen
2 aria ^ naive
hospitable ^ unsocial 2 ^cid
2 trouble ^ mortal
complete ^ horrify 2 deficient
2 ordinary ^ ignite
thoughtful 1 thorough 2 sinister
2 inattentive * huge
flatter 1 definite 2 antic
2 slander ^ mope
prominent ^ celestial 2 historic
2 assume ^ commonplace
eloquent ^ imbue 2 entice
2 technical ^ inarticulate
reluctant ^ deceptive 2 eager
2 demure ■* nameless
polished ^ appalled 2 enlisted
2 vulgar ^ verbose
superficial ^ curious 2 cunning
2 moraine profound
stoical ^ guilty 2 (juU
2 excitable ^ thoughtful






























DIRECTIONS: Read the following direc¬
tions. Mark as you are told the number or
letter of each correct answer.
TEST 2 — SECTION E
91. Read the following- words:
eat door roof fly
Mark the number which shows
the first letters of the names of
parts of a house.
^ ef ^ fd ® dr ^ re ® ^
92. Read these numbers:
7243568912
Mark the letter of the fourth
number after 3.
ai bg c8 d6
93. The altitude of a parallelo¬
gram is found by dividing the
area by the base. Mark the
letter which shows the altitude
of a parallelogram which has
an area of 100 square feet and
a base of 10 feet.
a 10 biooo <=20 dg 93
94. Longitude is the distance east
or west of Greenwich, the
prime meridian, on the earth’s
surface. Mark the letter of the
following ship’s reading which
indicates longitude.
» North 12° 42' 20"
East 150° 36' 30"
c South 54° 14' 10" 94
95. African is the proper adjective
derived from the proper noun,
Africa. Mark the number of
the word which is the proper
adjective of the proper noun,
Bolivia.
1 Bolivia ^ Bolivia’s ^ Bolivian
96. Regular adverbs are formed
by adding ly to the adjectives,
such as sweet, sweetly. Mark
the number of the word which
is the adverb formed from the
adjective, clean.
^ cleanly ^ cleanest ^ cleaner
Page 5
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97. The plural of a noun ending in
y preceded by a consonant is
formed by changing the y to i
and adding es; as ivory, ivories.
Mark the number of the word
which indicates correctly the
plural of the noun, harmony.
1 harmones ^ harmonies
3 harmonyes
98. The suffix ous added to a noun
forms an adjective meaning jtdl
of or abounding in; as joy, joy¬
ous. Mark the number of the
word which uses this suffix cor¬
rectly with mountain.
^ mountainous ^ mountain
2 mountains ® ®





Melt butter in saucepan over
slow fire. Stir flour slowly
into melted butter, but do not
allow mixture to brown.
Gradually add the milk, stirring
constantly until mixture thick¬
ens. Add salt and remove from
fire. Mark the number of the
item which is the second thing
to be used in mixing the above
recipe.
1 salt 2 flour 9 milk butter 9®100.To find the altitude of a rec¬
tangle subtract the square of
the base from the square of the
diagonal of the rectangle and
extract the square root of this
difference. Mark the letter
which indicates in feet the alti¬
tude of a rectangle whose base
is 6 feet and whose diagonal is
10 feet (Six squared is 36, 10
squared is 100, and 8 is the
square root of 64.)
a4 b6 eg dio 100
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Sec. E Score
(number right)
DlRECTIONS. Mark as you have been
told the number or letter of eoch correct
answer.
106,Mark the letter of the page
on which “Preparation for the
Market” begins.
a 6 “35 <=57 <*19 106
TEST 2 — SECTION F101.A preface is found in what part
of a book?1beginning ^ middle ^ end 107.Mark the number of the chapterin which the material on page29 will be found.1 Growth of Coffee2 Preparation for the Market3 Coffee Ports102.The introduction is found in
what part of a book?
1 end 2 middle beginning —103.The appendix is found in what
part of a book?
1 beginning ^ end ® middle104.A glossary contains
1 index 2 pictures ® definitions
/ Look ot this partial index and find the answers to
items 108, 109, and 110.
INDEX
Ukraine, p. 452.
United Kingdom: Agriculture, 344; commerce, 354-365;
fisheries, 356, 372-74; manufacturing, 348-351; ship¬
building, 352; woolens, 369.
United States: map of, 46-47; agricultural regions, 32;
cattle, 116-118; coal, 162-168; forests, 137-144; iron and
steel, 178-183; territorial expansion, map of, 34; water¬
ways, 199-207.
Utah: map of, 76; sugar-beet production, 76-81.105.The bibliography is found in
what part of a book or chapter?
* end 2 middle ® beginning -
108.Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning
the Ukraine will be found.
a 344 b 76.81 c 452 d 359
i§ Look at the following ond answer items 106 and 107.
Table of Contents
Chapter Page
1. The Demand for Coffee 1
2. Coffee Plantations 6
3. Growth of Coffee 19
4. Preparation for the Market 35
5. Coffee Ports 57
6. World’s Trade in Coffee 65
Page 6
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109.Mark the letter of the page on
which information concerning
ship-building in the United
Kingdom will be found.
«199-207 “344 <=352 ^452
110. Mark the letter of the page on
which the map showing ter¬
ritorial expansion of the United
States will be found.
a 46-47 b 178-183 <= 137-144 * 34 .110
k
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2 — SECTION Gy Decide which are the TWO best topics to look
up in on encyclopedia or reference book for in¬
formation on the following subjects. Mark the
numbers of these two topics.
Sample C: .Skating in Holland
1 Skating ^ Wrestling
3 Baseball ^ Football
° Recreation in Holland
Answers to Sample C:
Correct Test Correct Answer
BooHet Morfc Sheet Morfc
1-2 13 14 1-5 2-3
1-5 C C ii ii ii I ii
2-4 2-5 3-4 3-5 4-5111.The Salmon Industry in the
Pacific Coast States
1 Fisheries in U.S. ^ Industries
2 Pacific Coast States ^ Meats
® Deep Sea Fishing112.The Coffee Industry in Brazil
^ Beverages ^ Grades of Coffee
^ Brazil ^ Coffee Growing
® South American Ports -113.Farming in Canada
1 Farm Life ^ Western Canada
3 Dairies ■* Fertility
° Agriculture in Canada —114.Destructive Pests of Fruit
Orchards
1 Destruction ^ Agriculture
® Pests Industry
® Horticulture115.Inter-Collegiate Athletics in
the U.S.
1 Colleges ^ Game Rules
3 Athletics College Sports
5 United States





^ Read this story:
Foreign trade was the chief commercial
activity of the American Colonies during the
Colonial period. They shipped tobacco, furs,
indigo, rice, naval stores, and lumber to
Europe. They sent fish, lumber, agricultural
products, and cattle to the West Indies.
The colonists obtained manufactured
goods from European countries, chiefly from
Great Britain, while the West Indies furn¬
ished them slaves, sugar, and gold.
During the period 1790 to 1820, European
wars changed the nature of the foreign
trade of the United States. It became to a
large extent concerned with the reshipjiing
to Europe of foreign products which Ameri¬
can-owned vessels had gathered in the West
Indies, South America, and the Orient.
The Civil War caused a temporary lull in
the country’s foreign trade. In 1860 more
than two-thirds of American trade was car¬
ried in American ships; but by 1870, it had
dropped to about one-half this amount.
There was also a general downward trend
of prices during the last quarter of the nine¬
teenth century.
In 1947, the foreign trade of the United
States was higher than any previous year.
It amounted to over $14,000,000,000, an in¬
crease of 75 per cent over the previous peace¬
time record. Imports also reached a very
high level during 1947, totaling nearly
$6,000,000,000, an increase of 17 per cent
above 1946.
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2—SECTION G (Continued) 4 i^ead this story:
4 Mark as you have been told the number of each
correct answer. You may look back to find the
answers.
116. The best title for this story is
1 Foreign Trade of the U.S.
2 Foreign Trade of the Colonies
2 Colonial Period
117. The chief commercial activity
of the early American colonies
was
1 farming 2 manufacturing
® export trade
118. Between 1790 and 1820 the na¬
ture of foreign trade of the
U. S. was changed by
1 Civil War
2 European Wars
2 Discoveries and Inventions119.Colonists obtained manufac¬
tured goods from
1 West Indies 2 Great Britain
2 South America
The olive is a tree having oblong pointed
leaves and small oval or egg-shaped berry¬
like fruit. This fruit turns from dull green
to darker hues, often purplish in color, when
ripened.
The olive is a native of the Mediterranean
region. It was introduced into South Amer¬
ica, Mexico, and California by Spanish set¬
tlers and Jesuit missionaries in the 17th
century. It is also cultivated in California,
South Carolina, Florida, and Mississippi.
Because of its high oil content, the fruit
became a symbol, not only of peace among
the Southern European nations of antiquity,
but also of national wealth and domestic
plenty. This was due to the fact that olive
oil is a substitute for the butter and animal
fats which are consumed by the races of the
North.
A report showed that in one year, Eu¬
ropean and Asiatic olive-growing countries
produced the following amounts of edible
olive oil:









120. By 1870 American trade car¬
ried in American ships totaled
about
1 one-half 2 two-thirds
2 one-third —
121. During the European Wars of
about 1800, American-owned
vessels were engaged to a large
extent in
1 storing supplies 2 foreign wars
3 reshipping —
Although the olive is valued principally
for its oil and the many uses to which this
oil may be put, the most common use of the
fruit itself is its preparation in brine as a
sort of pickle or condiment, which is often
stuffed, but usually kept with the seed in¬
tact. Besides its use as a cooking fat, olive
oil is used on salads, for packing sardines,
and in medicines.
4 Mark the number of each correct answer. You may
look back to find the answers.
123. The best title for this story is
1 Orchard Fruits
2 Uses of Olive Oil ^ Olives 123122.During Colonial times, slaves
were imported from
1 Africa 2 West Indies





124. The olive is a native of
1 California




TEST 2 — SECTION G (Continued)
125. The olive was introduced into
Mexico in the 17th century by
1 Syrians 2 Mexicans
2 A religious group
126. The country producing the
largest amount of olive oil in
one year was
1 Greece 2 Italy 2 Spain
127. About six per cent of the
total amount of olive oil was
produced in
1 Portugal 2 Syria 2 Tunis
cheaper rates than the railroad can offer.
Busses and trucks are public carriers in
cities, between cities, and across the con¬
tinent. Large fleets of trucks haul freight
to regions which the railroads cannot serve.
Airplanes are carrying passengers, mail, and
even freight at speeds impossible for surface
carriers, and over airways as carefully char¬
ted and as well rhanaged as the railroads.
Street railways continue to lead the bus
lines in urban transportation. However, both
steam and street railways are using busses
wherever trackage cannot be made to pay
a profit.
128. The Mediterranean countries
regarded olive oil highly as a
^ medicine 2 pickle
2 substitute for butter or fat
129. A common use of the fruit of
the olive tree is its preparation
as
^ Mark the number of each correct answer. You may
look back to find the answers.




1 a lean meat substitute
2 a pickle or condiment
2 an emblem of peace
RIGHT ON TO
THE NEXT STORY
y Read this story:
129
The first streetcars were run in 1832 in
New York City. They were pulled by horses.
New York also had the world’s first ele¬
vated or overhead line. This was opened in
1868 with small steam locomotives as motive
power.
Work started on the world’s first subway
in London, England, in 1853; however, it
was not ready for service until ten years
later. Steam locomotives pulled the cars.
America’s first subway was started in New
York in 1900 and put into service in 1904.
The supremacy of the railroad as a com¬
mon carrier is today being challenged by
the automobile, the bus and truck, the air¬
plane, and even steamships which are taking
freight through the Panama Canal at
Page 9
CIR-CC
131. The first street cars in New
York City were pulled by
1 horses 2 steam power
2 electricity
132. The world’s first subway was
ready for service in London in
1 1853 2 1863 3 1900
133. Modern transportation facili¬
ties challenge the railroad’s
1 right to exist 2 dependability
2 supremacy as a common
carrier
134. Most city transportation is
handled by
1 busses 2 trucks
2 street railways
135. When trackage will not pay,
street railways
1 use busses 2 borrow money
2 abandon the system
RIGHT ON TO
THE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2 — SECTION G (Continued)
/ Read this story:
The Electric Light
After great expense and nearly two years
of work, Thomas A. Edison devised, in 1879,
the first successful carbon-filament lamp in
his experimental laboratory in Menlo Park,
N.J. This lamp consisted of a thread of
carbon in a sealed glass globe from which
the air had been exhausted until only about
a millionth part of the original air remained.
Edison at first tried to make the carbon-
filament in this vacuum by charring cotton
thread, paper, wood, and many other ma¬
terials. Bamboo fibre proved superior to
other materials. Edison then secured speci¬
mens of every known variety.
Edison was now ready to give his new
light to the world. He had a row of lamps
hung from the trees at Menlo Park, and the
thousands who came to see, marvelled when
they found that the lamps could burn day
and night for longer than a week. The lamps
were small and finely made, and could be
lighted or extinguished by simply pressing
a button. Then, too, the cost of making them
was slight. Edison had given the world a
new light which was practical and useful.
Edison organized a company and trained
his own men to take charge of factories for
making lamps and everything else needed,
and to set up high-speed machines for a big
output of electricity for the city of New York.
He thus made it possible for people to use his
lamps in their homes by getting their elec¬
tricity from a central station.
The development of the electric light
brought the individual home owmer into the
same class as the wealthy man in the light¬
ing of his home. It served as an added im¬
pulse to business, made the streets safer at
night, and became a stepping stone to fur¬
ther and more modern electrical inventions.
4 Mark the number of each correct answer. You
may look back to find the answers.
136. A filament is a
^ glass globe ^ thread-like fibre
•Might 1^6
137. An exhausted globe in this
story is a
1 vacuum 2 high-speed engine
^ broken glass tube
4 Read the eight statements below. You are to
select the one that would make the best title for
each of the four paragraphs of the story. You may
look back to find the answers.
Statements
1. Making the invention more useful
2. Discovery of electricity
3. The inventor’s struggle
4. Varieties of bamboo
5. Effects of the electric lamp
6. Success
7. The practical demonstration
8. Inventions
138. The best title for the first para¬
graph is statement
1 2 3 4 5 138
139. The best title for the second
paragraph is statement
4 5 6 7 8 i-i«140.The best title for the third
paragraph is statement
1 2 3 4 5141.The best title for the fourth
paragraph is statement
4 5 6 7 8 141
The following things are mentioned in the story:
Charring cotton thread
Experimental laboratory
Electric light in homes
High-speed machines
The order in which the above things were men¬
tioned in the story is as follows:142.High-speed machines were
1st 2nd 3rd 4th
143. Experimental laboratory was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th n-*
144. Electric light in homes was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th m
145. Charring cotton thread was
1st 2nd 3rd 4th ^46
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Page 10
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E. FOLLOWING SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS:









101, 102, 1033 D ^ , L t
104, 105 J ■ ■
106, 107 .... - Table of contents
108, 109, 110 - - - Use of index
111, 112, 1131 Cl.- t
114 115 J ' ' references
G. INTERPRETATION


























PART I —PUNCTUATION AND CAPITALIZATION
Read the line below to get its meaning.
Washington D C. is the nations capital its a large beautiful city.
You will see that this line needs to be punctuated and capitalized correctly.
Now look at the line as it is written below with small numbers at certain places.
Washington* D» C. is the natioi^ capital* a large beautiful city.
U2 34 56 7 8
The correct punctuation has been added for the first five numbers. A comma has been placed after "Wash¬
ington” and a period after "D” in D. C. No punctuation or capitalization is needed above 3. An apostrophe has
been added before the "s” in "nation’s” to show possession. Above the number 5, a period has been added for the
end of a sentence and the "i” has been made a capital for the beginning of a new sentence. Now do 6, 7, and 8
by yourself. (Above 6 you should have placed an apostrophe to show a contraction. At 7 a comma was needed.












39 + 21 + 79 + 21 f
36-38 20 76-78 20
33-35 19 73-75 19
30-32 18 71-72 18
26-29 17 68-70 17
24-25 16 65-67 16
22-23 15 61-64 15
1 8-21 14 57-60 14
16-17 13 53-56 13
0-15 12 0-52 12
Junior historians at work
1 2 3
An activity of this club is to learn about places of interest
4






ross house at 239 arch
9 10 11
The president Jack Smith appointed Jane Betty and Bill to plan the trip he
13 14 ir> 16 17 18
asked for a report by monday. The sponsor, Mr Ward, thought more time should be given to
19 20 21
this committee to prepare its report “What does the group think ” asked Jack
22 23 24 25 26
Jane Logan rose and said “Jack, i think we can have the information by then thats
27 28 29 80
time enough.”
Betty shouted “I agree!” Jack ruled her out of order and said “Ill recognize
81 32 33
you when you raise your hand ” after she was recognized, betty rose and repeated her
34 35 36
comment in the form of a motion
37
The meeting returned to its former good order the group decided to have the
38 39
committees report on february 16th. This decision met with rar. Wards approval
40 41 42 43 44 46
If you finish before time is called, go over your work to be sure you have not made any mistakes. Do not turn
the page until you are told to turn to Part 11.
NUMBER RIGHT
FORM R 463 TEST IN ENGLISH USAGE, FORM A (OB) SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (MAR. 19S6)
PART II—WORD USAGE PAGE 2
Look at Sample A.
Sample A: May I go with you and_^®^?
The correct word for Sample A is HIM. The answer HE has been crossed out.
Now cross out the wrong word in Sample B.
Sample B: They the work well.
The correct response is DID, so DONE should have been crossed out.
























John all his work well.
Harry s two brothers were -pjg-gjyg
He has all his candy away.
When you have the answer, put your pencil down.
Do you know that -pggju here.'
YOU’RE
YOURLend me pencil.
Treat every dog bite as if the dog were •
TEACH
Miss Jones can you how to do that problem.
A i, * i, ij V. PLEASANTA hostess should have
pjjg'p'pY manners.
TOOHe is likely rpQ stop at the house.




^ , TOOKWeve -pAKEN trips.





115Do you know that jyjg rainingi
GONE
The bicycle belongs to of the boys.
Come quickly and your camera with you.
Many new public works were pprnN 1^34 and 1935.
A train by while I stood on the bridge.
ONThe girls waited pQp Jane after class.
He spoke neither to Henry to Joe.
































I your picture in the newspaper yesterday.
BESIDES ™®^^tain climbing and hiking, we have swimming.
Perhaps I should not have gpQ^^j^ to him about it.
SIT
gjjrj, the book on the table.
MAD
When he was the white scar on his cheek could be seen.
DON’T
DOESN’T
The cookies were cheap because they were
TEACH , .
^ . .
T T-i * T»ivT nim to write ms name.LEAKN
PRETTY
Sunday was a pLEygyNj <lay.
Inat story is as exciting as any ever
WHOSE . . , ,
WHO’S
THEY’RE . , ,1, fl
THEIR riinning down the held.
They what I told them to do.
The boat belonged to gQyg of boys.
Marion has paper to her sister.
WERE
The third act was the most dramatic, hut the others exeiting
SIT
Please
gpy down and wait.
BESIDES ‘^'^tting the grass, I have to trim the hedge.
THEIRS 1 , .1 • 1,1
THERE’S truth in what he says.
TO
You will not have chances.
WORE
,We had out our patience.
Go now, and your book with you to the library.
,, SPOKE ^ , f1 ve to you heiore.
111 tell liiin "YOUR,
No one was with Eugene and
Ihe hre alarm
ppjjy^Q*
_ r 1 BEGAN , . , .Ihe larmer has “is planting.
T,, BROKEThree eggs were gpoKEN'
GREAT





























He looked here and lor his hat.
John and I had only ten cookies to divide
SAW
Yesterday he you at the museum.
TTTAT
THOSE snake is not poisonous.
IN
James opened the door and walked the room.
WHOSE
rpi . DREW 1 j 1The cartoon was John.
ON
Paul Revere waited a signal from the church tower.
They were asked go.
ITS
Has your little kitten opened eyes?
THEY’RE
THERE
T I, RANG 1 r IIX liflvc j^XJNG -DcXl*
The water is not cold for me.
I had home from school as quickly as I could.
TOOK




Divide fifteen cents equally the three children.
I never buy kind of apples.
five cents each.
GONEYou would have enjoyed yourself if you had
We have milk for every meal today.




The car ran between you and ME*
Tj 1 GREAT , • ♦ jHe has a of money mvested.




pjg girls went on a trip.
Have you ever lu a mile race?
NUMBER RIGHT..
PAGE A




























11 11-12 24 9 16
10 10 22-23 ■ — 14 14
9 9 20-21 P 13 13 13
8 8 18-19 7 12 12 12
7 7 16-17 6 11 11 11
6 6 13-15 5 10 10 10
5 5 10-12 4 9 9 9
4 4 8-9 3 8 e
8
3 3 6-7 2 7 7
2 2 4-5 1 6
61 1 2-3 5
0 0 0-1 0 4
Grade Date
*FIND THE THIRD CHECK COUNTING FROM THE LOWEST CHECK. DRAW A



























































































































DIRECTIONS—Each block above represents a page of a dictionary. The number of the page, the guide
words, and the first and last word in each column are shown. Below is a list of words. You are to write
beside each word the number of the page in the dictionary on which you would find that word.
SAMPLES; PAGE PAGE
A. jig 32 5. jest
... 6. nomad
B. lump ^ . ■ ■
/. night ____
C. sharp ,, ,8. shaggy
9. jiffy
1. kangaroo
2. nursery Ip northern
3. jar 12. shelf
4- shall Number Right^
ORM R 356 LOCATING INFORMATION (4-6) FORM A SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (oCT. 1955)
TEST 2-USING THE TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
DIRECTIONS—The drawing represents several
pages of the Philadelphia telephone directory. The
first and last names on a page and the number of
the page are shown. Below are some names. On
the blank line after each name write the number of
the page where you would find the telephone number
of that person or firm, etc.
SAMPLES: PAGE
A. James C. Martin
B. Shore Battery Service
C. City Department of Health . . .
1. H. B. Day
2. L. N. Perry
3. Peter B. Radel
4. Dr. C. L. O’Brien
5. Mrs. Grace MacDavis
6. Dupont Meat Shop
7. McKay & Brown Shoe Co. . . .
8. Sears & Mayberry
9. Seventeenth St. Garage ....
10. U. S. Instrument Co
11. J. R. Ludlow
12. State Dept, of Highways ....
13. Post Office Station C
Number Right.
PAGE 2
TEST 3-USING THE INDEX
DIRECTIONS—A sample index of a book is printed at the bottom of this page. Several topics are listed
below. For each topic find the number of the page or the numbers of the pages on which you would find
information about that topic. Write the page numbers on the blank line after each topic. If you cannot
find anything in the index about a topic, put a cross on the answer line.
SAMPLES: PAGE OR PAGES
A. cereals . . . 185,223
B. discovery of South Pole . . —
C. What is the first aid treatment











11. duties of citizen
PAGE OR PAGES
12. railroad time tables
13. mining platinum
14. westerly winds
15. how to make cofifee
16. How is gasoline manufactured
from petroleum?
17. Find the date of Lindbergh’s
flight across the Atlantic Ocean
18. What is the best way to study a
lesson ?
19. Who discovered the Pacific
Ocean ?
20. In what year was the great Jap¬
anese earthquake?
21. Is lumbering an important indus¬
try in Alaska?
22. Where are the best diamonds
mined ?
23. Do any steamships sail from Ar¬
gentina to Europe?
24. Which sections of the United
States grow oats?
25. If someone is hurt by a batted ball,
what is the best thing to do ? . .
Number Right
INDEX
Accidents: first aid for, 5-9; prevention of, 1-4
Adventure: 302, 317
Alaska: 158
America: discovered by Columbus, 50-61; naming of, 63;
Spain interested in, 64-67; England interested in, 67-69;
Holland interested in, 70-73. See Discovery, of America
Animals: wild, cries of, 322
Automobiles: 412, 418, 429
Blood: 10, 11
Blood vessels: 11; in skin, 30
Candy: making of, 303-305
Csmoe race: 317
Caves of America: 437-439
Cereals: 185, 223
Citizens, duties of: 275-281
Citizenship: 278, 282-284
Cleanliness: 13-19; of clothing, 13-14; of food, 15; of hair,
18; of hands, 16-17; of skin, 19
Coffee: 190-195; effect on health, 43; where grown (map),
196; how to make, 416
Discovery: of America, 50-61; of Pacific Ocean, 67; of gold
in California, 112; of gold in Alaska, 142




Exercise: 22, 25, 30, 39, 48; games and stunts for, 48
Explosions: 335-341, 389
Explosives: 332-334
Eyes: 20; care of, 40-41; cinders in, 44
First aid: for accidents, 5-9; kit for, 49
Forests: of Alaska, 158; of the Amazon, 225, 227; of Canada,
206; of Central America, 213, 215; of Pennsylvania, 171;
of Southern States, 181; of the world, 189
Fractions: 268
Gas: See Natural gas
Gasoline: 217, 420
Habits: making good, 290
How to Study: 300-301
Lincoln, Abraham: 125; stories about, 307
Lindbergh, Chsurles A.: 149, 448
Love: of country, 401; of flag, 398
Maps: voyages of Columbus, 58; explorations in America,
75; forests of the world, 189; coffee production, 196;
North America, 240; South America, 241; United States,
see United States; world, 242.
Mining: of coal in Pennsylvania, 159-162; of copper, 210;
of diamonds, 237; of gold, 183, 185; of lead, 210; of
silver, 183; of tin, 210; of zinc, 236.
Natural gas: 202
New York (city) : 65, 138, 143, 221-223






Pacific Ocean: discovery of, 67
Petroleum: 217, 420
Philadelphia: 85-89, 148, 230, 402
Star-Spangled Banner: 450
Stealing: 285
Steel, making of: 243
Study, how to: 300-301
Time tables: railroad, 249
United States: 159-185; political map, 161; production map,
180; rainfall map, 1^
Vikings: 62
Voyages: of Columbus, 54-59; of the Northmen, 62; of
Vespucci, 63; of Magellan, 65; of Drake, 68; of Raleigh,
69; of Hudson, 72
Winds: hurricane, 162; tornadoes, 165; trade, 204; westerly,
182
Wool: 178-180
Yellowstone National Psu-k: 247
Zebra: 430 PAGE 3
Zinc: 236
TEST 4-FINDING THE MEANING THAT FITS
DIRECTIONS—In each sentence below there is one word that is in heavy type. Three meanings for
that word are given below each sentence. Choose the meaning that best tits the word in heavy type.
Answer
SAMPLE: children were playing in the court
court, 1. A king and his household. 2. A small place surrounded by houses.3.A judge or judges trying a case.
1. A crane rose from the water and flew away
crane, 1. A machine for raising heavy weights. 2. A bent pipe for liquids.
3. A large wading bird.
2. We saw some very old drinking vessels in the museum
vessel, 1. Anything hollow for holding foods, liquids, etc. 2. A ship.3.A tube through which blood or sap flows.
v^. The boat is going at an even speed
even, 1. Level. 2. Keeping about the same; uniform. 3. Equal.
4. The fisherman’s bark sailed merrily over the sea
bark, 1. The outside covering of a tree trunk. 2. A ship with three masts.
3. The sound made by a dog.
5. “What is thy name, thou jolly blade?” Robin Hood asked the man
blade, 1. The leaf of a grass. 2. The cutting part of a knife. 3. A dashing,
reckless fellow.
6. He took a deep draft of the clear cold water
draft, 1. A drink. 2. A sketch or outline. 3. A written order for the pay¬
ment of money.
7. A hunter must be very quiet when he stalks a deer
stalk, 1. The stem of a plant. 2. To walk in a proud and stately way.
3. To approach carefully, as in hunting.
8. In the early days each family cured meat for its own use
cure, 1. To bring back to health. 2. To relieve pain. 3. To preserve by
Salting or drying.
9. Her beautiful necklace was only paste
paste, 1. A hard glassy material. 2.- A soft mixture. 3. .A mixture that
will stick paper together.10.A joint of beef was cooking over an open fire
joint, 1. An opening which divides rock masses into blocks. 2. A large piece





















5 6 8 4
5
9 4 7 6 9
Rights
3 6 9
2 4 8 2 5
7 9
5 5 6 0
2 0 0 3




4 6 4 8
8 7
2 4 7 9
3 9 0
6 5 6 8 7
7 9
7 8 3 5 6
6 4
4 2 9 9
5 4
3 5 6 3
8 7 5 7 4
2 8 9
5 0 6 7




















16 2 3 4
-5 5 8 7
4 8 0 0 4
— 2 7 6 5
35234 74000
— 3 4 6 5 —2 4 6 5 9
6 2 2 3 8
— 4 0 3 4 3
4 0 0 0 0
— 3 2 16 8
Stop
EST 43-DlVIDE RKSHTS
0l3 6 6)3 2 4 7)273 5)545 4)720
-)3 1 9 2 9)5 7 O 3)7 9 7 8)6 O 4 8)8 482
Stop
form R 232 -DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST, FORM A (7a)—SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (FEB 1956)
Test 45-Divide. If You Have Time Left Over, Prove Your Answers by Multiplication.
Rights
6 2)8 06 5 7) 1425 7 4)3 7 7 4 9 0)5 4 6 3 C
t 9) 6 2 7 O 3 8) 9 O 4 4 9 8 5) 5 9 100 7 8 2) 5 3 17 6
STOP
TEST 53-Be Careful to See Whether It Says to Add or to Subtract, Rights
Add
8





































OF *2.40 = X 3
8 8
Stop
I. Preparation for the Test — Each pupil should be
upplied with a sharpened pencil. In addition, there should
be a reserve supply of sharpened pencils on hand. Pupils’
desks should be cleared. A watch with a second hand should
be used for timing the subtests. Do not use a wall clock.
It is important that pupils take this test under normal
classroom conditions. Avoid the impression that speed is
an important element.
II. Examiner's Directions to the Class — “Here Is a
test to see how well you eon work examples In arithmetic.
Finish all the examples In each test If you have time.
It Is more Important, however, that you work accurately
than that you work so rapidly that you make mistakes.
IN
DIRECTIONS AND SCORING KEY
PHILADELPHIA DIAGNOSTIC TEST
FUNDAMENTALS OF ARITHMETIC—FORM A—GRADE 7A
If your pencil point should break during the test, raise
your hand, and I will give you another one. When you
receive your test, put It on your desk and do not do
anything to It until I tell you what to do.” (Examiner
supervises distribution of test papers.) “Fill In the blanks
at the top of the page where It says name, group, school,
and date, and then put your pencil down. Be sure te
write plainly."
When the blanks have been filled in, say, “Look at
the first test, which Is Test 15. It scrys, ‘Add.’ If you
finish this test before time Is called, check your answers.
Do not go on to the next test until you are told to do so.
Take your pencil. Ready, begin."
TEST 15 —ADD (5 minutes)
6 9 3 3 8 6 3 3 6 9
6 (In reading an- 6 7 0 7 9 2 4 8 2 5
1 7 during the scor- 6 5 6 8 4 7 9
3 ing of the test. 3 9 2 9 5 5 5 6 0
1 6 7 say, “Eight, 7 4 9 4 7 6 9 2 0 0 3
8 8 6 eight, six,” etc.) 4 7 17 100600 3 2 8 3 6
9 7 5 2 4 8 7 7 8 3 5 6 8 7 5 7 4
3 3 2 2 4 7 9 6 4 2 8 9
6 8 3 9 0 4 2 9 9 5 0 6 7
6 2 6 5 6 8 7 5 4 3 4 5 7 6
4 6 4 8 7 9 3 5 6 3 3 8 8
2 0 2 6 3 4 6 8 7 2 2 8 6 3 3 6 127894
At the end of five minutes say, “StopI look at the next test. It asks you to subtract. Pencils up . Ready, begin."
TEST 25 — SUBTRACT (2 minutes)
7 3 8 2 1 2 5 8 5 16 3 3 1 2 5 14 16
— 6 — 2 8 — 6 4
—
6 0 8 —6 8 0
— 1 4 2
6 7 7 9 3 19 4 4555 2 4 4 S 2 2 7 4
2 6 2 3 4 4 8 0 0 4 3 5 2 3 4 74000 622 3 8 4 0 0 0 0
— 5 5 8 7 — 2 7 6 5 — 3 4 6 5 —-2 4 6 5 9 —4 0 3 4 3 — 3 2 16 8
2 0 6 4 7 4 5 2 3 9 3 17 6 9 49341 22895 7 8 3 2
At the end of two minutes say, “StopI Look at the next test. It asks you to divide. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
TEST 43—Divide (3 minutes)
3 4 5 4 3 9 7 0 9 7 8 0
4)13 6 6)3 2 4 7)2 73 5)545 4)720
45 6 6 3 (4-) 2 6 5 (+) 7 5 (+) 1 0 6 0 (+)
7)3192 9)570 3)797 8 ) 6 0 4 8 ) 8 4 8 2
R3’' R 2 R 4 R2
At the end of three minutes say, "Step! Turn te Test 4S an the next page. It asks you to divide. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
*The correct remainder should be shown in the work, or it may be written as a remainder after the quotient, or the quotient may include the correct
fraction or decimal.
FORM R 232D DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST, FORM A (7A) DIRECTIONS AND SCORING KEY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (FEB. 19S6)
TEST 45 —Divide, if You Have time left over, prove Your answers by multiplication.
(7 minutes)
U 2 5 5 1 6 0 7
6 2 ) 8 O 6 5 7 ) 1 4 2 5 7 4 ) 3 7 7 4 9 O ) 5 4 6 3 0
3 3 0 238 6 0 ^
1 9 ) 6 2 7 O 3 8 ) 9 O 4 4 9 8 5 ) 5 9 1 O O 7 8 2 ) 5 3 1 7 6
At the end of seven minutes say, “Stopl Look of the next test. Be careful to see whether It says to add or to subtract.
Pencils up. Ready, begin."






At the end of two minutes
say, "Stopl Look at the
next test. Be careful to
see whether It says to
multiply or divide. Pen¬
cils up. Ready, begin."
3
8
Test 58 — be careful to see whether it Says to Multiply or to Divide. (4 minutes)
6
2 7
I — X 8 = 1 4
4
—










At the end of four minutes say, "Stopl Look at Test 61 on the next page. Work each example In Its own bleat
Be careful to do fust what each example says. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
TEST 61 — Work each Example in Its own block. (4 minutes)
BE Careful to Do Just what each example says.
S2.00 + S3.50 15 X S .05 2 ) S .08 4 ) S5
$5.50 $.75 $.04 $7.25





At the end of four minutes
say, "Stop! Turn to Test
63 on the next page. It
asks you to multiply.
Pencils up. Ready, be¬
gin."
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
III. Scoring — Scoring should be done by the pupils.
Distribute papers to pupils so that no pupil has his own
paper. The teacher reads the correct answers. Instruct
pupils to indicate an incorrect answer by means of a diagonal
line dawn through the example. Proceed slowly at first and
be sure pupils understand fully what they are to do. A good
plan is to have each pupil follow the answer as it is read by
pointing to it with his pencil.
The number of examples correct is to be recorded for
each test. Pupils’ scoring should be verified during the next
arithmetic period by having different pupils check the marking
and the record of the number of examples right. It is more
important that the teacher spend her time in the tabulation and
interpretation of results than in the tedious work of scoring.
IV. Diagnosis — Each pupil’s progress chart will indicate
to him those areas to which he needs to direct special attention.
In addition, each pupil’s test paper should be studied by the
teacher to determine as far as possible why the pupil made his
errors. After the standard scores have been copied on the class
diagnostic summary, Form R 234, (see Item VI) each pupil
should cut his chart from the test paper and keep it as a record
of his relative strengths and weaknesses in the fundamentals of
arithmetic.
V. Class Graph and Diagnostic Summary — The use of
the class graph and diagnostic summary (Form R 234) enables
the teacher to see at a glance the particular strengths and weak¬
nesses of individual pupils. It also enables the teacher to study
the strengths and weaknesses of the class as a whole or of groups
of pupils within the class, so that the teaching of the fundamental
operations during the remainder of the term may be directed
specifically toward known needs. Papers should be ranked in
order of medians before posting scores.
VI. Class Summary — For each class make a distribution
of pupils’ median standard scores on Form R 239. This distribu¬
tion may be made most readily by copying the median scores
already recorded on Form R 234.
VII. Pupil Record on Form HV 1—The median standard
score of each pupil should be recorded in Item 67 on Form HV 1
in the column to the right of “7A Arith. Fund.”
VIII. School Summary — The summary is to show, for
the school, the total number of pupils tested, the distribution
of pupil median standard scores, and the midscore. The school
summary for grade 7A should be listed on Form R 239.
This summary is to be made in duplicate. File one copy
and forward one copy to the Efivision of Educational Research
within two weeks from the date the test is given.
1.5 O
X 4 O
TEST 63 —MULTIPLY (2 minutes]
3 4
X .O O 2
.0 6 8 6 0.0 0 or 6 0
1.2
X .O O 3
.00 3 6
7.5 .7 3
X 1.2 X 2.3
9.0 0 or 9 1.6 7 9
12 3 0
X 3.3
4 0 5 9.0
or






1 o o o o
X .3 7
3 7 0 0.0 0
or
3 7 0 0
At the end of two minutes say, “StopI Look at the next test. It asks you to divide. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
Test 64 — Divide (2 minutes)
.0 3




42) .0 2 5 2
.G
40)24
At the end of two minutes say, "StopI" and collect the papers.
.1 0




6 1 ) 2.4 4
.0 0 8
125)1
PREPARATION OF PROGRESS CHARTS
After the tests have been scored, the progress charts
should be filled out by the pupils under the supervision of
the teacher. Each pupil turns to Test IS, finds the number
right, and records this score in the proper blank at the foot
of the chart. He then draws a short horizontal line through
the appropriate munber in the column for Test IS. Each
pupil then turns to Test 2S, finds his score, copies it on the
chart, and draws a short horizontal line through the appro¬
priate number in the column for Test 2S on the progress
chart. The teacher should see that the pupils make these
entries in the proper columns. Similar procedure is followed
with the results of each of the remaining tests. (Some
teachers may prefer to have the pupils enter all the scores
before drawing any horizontal lines.)
After these graphs have been plotted, the pupils should
record at the bottom of each column on the progress chart
the standard score opposite each horizontal line.
Each pupil should then compute his median standard
score. The teacher may sav, "When voiir chart Is finished,
you will have one mark In each column. Find the lowest
of these marks and put your linger on It." (Pause) "New
find the next to the lowest mark" (pause) '^and the third
lowest mark" (pause) "and the fourth lowest mark" (pause)
"and the Httn lowest mark." (Pause) "On this fifra
mark, print the letter M. This Is the median, or the
middle score. There should be four ether marks that are
as high as or higher than this median. See what standard
score Is opposite the median. Then write this standard






























19 S 12 10 8 8 a 8 8 8 19
18 7 1 110 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 18
17 9 8 6 6 6 6 e 6 17
16 6 8 7 S S 5 5 8 B 16
14 5 7 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 14
13 4 6 B 3 3 3 3 3 13
12 3 S 4 2 3 2 2 2 12
11 2 4 3 2 2 1 11
10 1 31
2
1 1 1 1 1 1 10







charts. If apparent in¬
congruities are found,
the scoring and plot-
ting should be
checked. Such an in¬
spection of each pu¬
pil’s chart will reveal
most instances of
gross error in scoring.
Rights
Test 61-Work Each Example in Its own Block.
Be Careful to Do Just what Each Example Says.
$2.00 + $3.50 15 X $.05 2 ) $.08 4 ) $5
















X 2 . 3
1 2 3 0 1 O O O O




1 2) . 3 6 4 2) . O 2 5 2 2) . 2 O 6 1)2.44
5 O) 3 4 0)2 4 1 3 5)2 7 1 2 5) 1
STOP
CUT ON THIS LINS
PROGRESS CHART IN FUNDAMENTALS OF ARITHMETIC
NAME : GRADE 7A. DATE OF TEST.
STANDARD
SCORE


























19 8 12 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 19
18 7 1 110 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 18
17 9 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 17
16 6 8 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 16
14 5 7 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 14
13 4 6 5 3 3 3 3 3 13
12 3 5 4 2 3 2 2 2 12
11 2 4 3 2 2 1 11
10 1 31 21 1 1 1 1 1 10









D = Slow progress
E = Unsatisfactory progress
FIRST TERM
SUBJECTS
7 WEEKS 13 WEEKS TERM


























Homeroom participation and out-of-
classroom activity, not rated above
~
Where a pupil meets with the teacher one or two class
periods a week, ratings in Work Habits and Behavior a • j /-t i
may or may not appear on this card. Assigned tO Grade.
EXPLANATION OF ITEMS RATED
SUBJECT
Progress in relation to the work prescribed for this grade.
Rating from the beginning of the term to date.
WORK HABITS
Makes good use of time and materials.
Does neat and careful work.
Comes to class prepared.
BEHAVIOR
Cooperates in developing and obeying rules.
Respects the property of self and others.
Works and plays well with others.
Is courteous in speech and action.
Assumes responsibility.
SECOND TERM
7 WEEKS 1 3 WEEKS TERM
SUBJECTS
PROGRESS IN PROGRESS IN PROGRESS IN





















Homeroom participation and out-of¬
classroom activity, not rated above
Where a pupil meets with the teacher one or two class
periods a week, ratings in Work Habits and Behavior
may or may not appear on this card. Assigned to Grade.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXAMINATIONS■13
Health plays a vital part in a pupil’s success. The State law requires that
the pupil be given complete medical and dental examinations periodically. After
each examination, the school sends to the home a statement of any physical con¬
ditions that need correction.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO THE PUPIL THAT SUCH PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
BE CORRECTED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. These corrections should be reported
to the school nurse promptly. Follow-up steps are taken by the school from time
to time to learn of Oie progress that has been made.
Whenever you need special help with your son’s or daughter’s health problems,
you are invited to contact the school office to make an appointment with the school
nurse or counselor.
HOMEROOM ADVISER'S COMMENTS - FIRST TERM
END OF 7 WEEKS:
END OF 13 WEEKS:
END OF FIRST TERM:
HOMEROOM ADVISER'S COMMENTS - SECOND TERM
END OF 7 WEEKS:
END OF 13 WEEKS:
END OF SECOND TERM:








ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS, GRADES 7 AND 8
PROGRESS REPORT OF
FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR ENDING JUNE 19.
TO THE PARENTS OR GUARDIAN:
The home and school share a common aim — the progress of
your son or daughter.
This report gives you much information about the progress of
your son or daughter in school subjects, work habits, and behavior.
Please return this report after signing your name to show that
you have examined it carefully.
You are cordially invited to call at the school office for further








7 Weeks Total for13 We^s
Total for








1. Irregrular attendance or lateness interferes greatly with a pupil's progress. It is im-
portant, therefore, that the pupil be present and on time every day. When your son or
daughter is absent, a note giving the reason should be sent to the school.
2. Absence from school Is excused only in ease of illness of Uie pupil or for reasons which
must be approved by the principal or by the Division of Pupil Personnel and Counseling.
8. Work lost by absences may be made up by arrangement with the teachers.







































19 8 12 10 8 8 8 8 8 8 19
18 7 1 110 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 18
17 9 8 6 6 6 6 6 6 17
16 6 8 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 16
14 5 7 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 14
13 4 6 5 3 3 3 3 3 13
12 3 5 4 2 3 2 2 2 12
11 2 4 3 2 2 1 11
10 1 31 21 1 1 1 1 1 10














































FORM R 234—DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST <7A) DIAGNOSTIC SUMMARY—SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (fEB. 1986)
































DIRECTIONS: Find the answers to as many of these problems as you can.
Write the answers on the answer lines.
^ Grace is 7 years old. Her little brother is
years old. Grace is how many years older
han her brother?
WORK HERE when you




















years2.Last Saturday 4 boys took a long walk.
Along the road they bought 16 apples. How
many apples should each boy have received?
Answer, apples3.A softball team needed a new ball that
cost $.75. The captain collected $.20 from
some of the team. How much more did he
need to buy the ball? Answer, $4.A man took some money to the bank. He
put in $.30 in nickels and $1.60 in dimes. How
much money did he put in ? Answer, $
. Jane bought 3 yards of ribbon at $1.00 a
ard. How much change should she receive
■ she handed the storekeeper a five-dollar bill?
Answer, $
. A farmer has 280 little chicks. He has 14
small chicken houses. How many chicks
should he put in each house? Answer, chicks
7. Henry made a mark on the wall. Henry’s
head came to of an inch above the mark
and Robert’s head came to of an inch above
the same mark. How much taller was Henry?
Answer, inch
8. A dealer buys brooms at $6.00 a dozen
and sells them at $1.00 each. How much does
he gain on a dozen brooms?
Answer, $
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE Rights
FORM R 210—PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC, FORM C (7B)—SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (APRIL 1956)
WORK HERE9.John was sending a package by parcel
post. It weighed ^ of a pound. Just before
he mailed it he decided to open it and put
pound of candy in it. How much would
the package weigh then? Answer, poun10.A pupil made a score of 12 on one test,
17 on another, and 10 on still another test.
What was his average score ?
Answer,11.Mrs. Brown is buying material for two
dresses. She needs 2% yards for one dress
and 2^ yards of the same material for another
dress. How much material should she buy
in all? Answer, yard12.A barrel filled with apples weighed \A7%
pounds. If the barrel alone weighed 14J4
pounds, how much did the apples weigh?
Answer, pound
13. John’s mother bought a table on the time
payment plan. The table cost $60. She made
5 payments of $8 each. How much did she
still have to pay?
Answer, $
14. Mrs. West needs ^ of a pound of sun¬
flower seeds. How many ounces should she
buy?
Answer, ounce
15. A man wanted to haul a ton of bricks.
His truck would haul 500 pounds of bricks at
a time. After 3 trips, how many pounds of
bricks did he have yet to haul ?
Answer, pounds
16. Mary picked a quart of berries in % of
an hour. At the same rate, how many quarts
could she pick in 3 hours ?
Answer, quarts
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE Rights
WORK HERE
17. There are going to be 12 people at Dan’s
party. He wants to give them each a S-cent
chocolate bar. How much can he save if he
buys these bars at the rate of 3 for 10 cents
instead of S cents a piece ? Answer, $
18. Some Boy Scouts wanted to buy a $40
tent. The father of one of the boys said he
would give them one-eighth of the money.
How much money would the boys have to get
in other ways? Answer, $
19. An aeroplane flew a distance of 4 miles
in 48.4 seconds. At this rate, how many
seconds would it take to go a mile?
Answer, seconds
20. Mr. Gray earns $40 a week and saves
$8. What fractional part of his income does
he save?
Answer,
21. Bob spent $.30 for dessert on Monday,
$.25 on Tuesday, $.15 on Wednesday, $.10 on
Thursday, and $.20 on Friday. If he had spent
the same amount of money each day, how
much would this have been per day?
•
Answer, $
\2. In March the rainfall was 2 inches, and
n April 4.02 inches. How much rain fell
rom the first of March to the end of April?
Answer, inches
23. Mr. Brown bought a radio for $250. He
arranged to pay 20 per cent down, and the
balance in equal monthly payments for 10
months. How much must he pay each month?
Answer, $
24-. Mrs. White’s gas bill averaged $3 a month.
She read in the newspapers that the cost of gas
was to be increased 10 per cent. If she used
the same amount of gas, how much more
would her bill be each month?
Answer, $
GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE Rights
WORK HERE2S. Mary wanted to buy a radio. The price
was $32. The catalogue said “25 per cent of
the price with the order, and the balance $3.00
a month.” How many monthly payments
would she have to make? Answer, payments
26. Three girls are making some lemonade to
sell. They want to make $.20 profit. One
gallon of lemonade costs them $.40. If they
can get a dozen glasses out of a gallon, how
much should they charge for each glass of
lemonade? Answer, $
27. An automobile was being timed over a
1-mile race track. It took 15.23 seconds to go
down the track, and 14.81 seconds to come
back. What was the average time for 1 mile?
Answer, seconds
28. Mr. Williams had an annual salary of
$3000. At Christmas, he was given 8 per cent
of his yearly salary as a present. What was
the total amount he received for the whole
year? Answer, $
29. A mining town had a population of 3000
in 1941. At the close of the year 1944 there
were 2850 people in the town. Find the per
cent of decrease in the population.
Answer, per cent
30. Tom found some old brass in the cellar.
He found a junk dealer who weighed it and
offered him $1.38 for it. The brass weighed
11.5 pounds. How much was Tom offered per
pound? Answer, $
31. Henry and Robert were promised a cer¬
tain amount of money for weeding the garden.
Henry weeded 5 rows and then got tired and
went home. Robert weeded 15 rows. What
per cent of the money should Robert get?
Answer, per cent
32. A grocer bought 80 pounds of beans at
I2yi cents a pound. If he gave 10 pounds to
his wife, how much did he gain by selling the
rest at 20 cents a pound?
Answer, $
RightsEND OF TEST-LOOK OVER YOUR WORK
SCHOOL CODE No.
DIVISION OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC
GRADE 7B
CLASS AND SCHOOL SUMMARY
SCHOOL DATE


















♦the "MIDSCORE" is the score of the middle paper, count the middle
PAPER AS THE FIRST PAPER ABOVE ONE HALF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PAPERS (N) .
EXAMPLES; N=3S, '/2N=17Vi. MIDDLE PAPER IS THE 18TH FROM THE BOTTOM.
N=36. ’/2N=I8. middle PAPER IS THE 10TH FROM THE BOTTOM.
FORM R 200 PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC (7B) SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (APRIL 19561
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TEST
I. Examiner's Directions to the Class — After pupils have filled in
the blanks at the top of page 1, use the following directions word for
word:
"Read the directions at the top of the page: ‘Find the answers
to as many (rf these problems as you can. Write the answers on
the answer lines.’ Now find the place where it says, ‘WORE HERE
when you need to do any figuring’.” (Hold up a test booklet and
point to space provided for working problem.) ‘Tfou may work in these
spaces whenever you need to. Work the problems in order. Do not
hurry, but if you cannot do a problem, go on to the next. Do not
stop at the bottmn of the first page, but go right on to the next
pages. If you finish before the time is up go back and check your
work to be sure you are right.” (Pause slightly.) "Ready, b^in.”
Allow exactly 30 minutes; then say: "STOP.” Collect papers
immediately.
II. Scoring — To check the pupils’ answers, use Form R 210A,
scoring key for Problems in Arithmetic, Form C. Find the total number
right in the complete test and record this score by putting a check mark
beside the "standard score” opposite the appropriate “total number right”
in the table on page 1 of the test.
The object of this test is to see whether the pupil knows how to
find the correct answers. If the example is i correctly worked it is con¬
sidered right even though the answer is not written on the answer line
and is unlabeled. The answer is correct even though not written in the
exact form indicated by the printed answer line, e.g., $. ..520... However,
$. .52.. is incorrect because the decimal point is omitted.III.Pupil Record on Form HV 1 — Enter each pupil’s standard
score on Form HV 1 under item 67 in the column to the right of “7B
Arithmetic Problems.”IV.School Summary — The school summary should be made on
Form R 200. Where there is more than one 7B section, results should
be combined before entering on Form R 200. The school summary is
to be made in duplicate. File one copy and forward one copy to the








( FORM R 210A)





























FORM R 210A PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC.
FORM C (78) SCORING KEY SCHOOL

























































5 4 8 7
2
6 2 4 19
7 9 8
6 3 2 4 9
6 4
2 6 5 9
3 0 0 6






4 8 3 6 6
5 7 7
5 2 9 0 3
4 2
3 6 5 9 9
3 8
8 7 6 0
6 7
7 9 5 7 5
8 5 3 6 9
9 8 3 8
8 5 0 6
6 5 3 7 7
8 2 5
PEST 25—SUBTRACT
9 7 6 4 5
— 8 —5 9
9 4 14
2 7 6 5
17 0 0 3
—
5 1 2 9
8 3 6 4 2 9 6
—
7 4 —3 O 7
28154 65000
—
6 2 7 8 —3 9 7 4 8
STOP
RIGHTS
3 2 17 2 4 3 8
—
8 5 0 —19 5
8 2 17 9
—
6 12 9 3
9 0 0 0 0




7) 8 7 5 45) 1 530 97) 5626 8 O) 56480
18) 3960 60 3) 37386 78 4) 39200 2 9) 7163
STOP
ORM R 238 DIAGNOSTIC ARITHMETIC TEST. FORM B {8A) SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA f FEB. 1956)

























T2st 58—be careful to see whether it says to multiply or to divide. Rights






S . 4 O
X 4 3 — X *2 =
8
STOP
DIRECTIONS AND SCORING KEY
PHILADELPHIA DIAGNOSTIC TEST
IN FUNDAMENTALS OF ARITHMETIC—FORM B—GRADE 8A
I. Preparation for the Test^—Each pupil should be
supplied with a sharpened pencil. In addition, there should
be a reserve supply of sharpened pencils on hand. Pupils’
desks should be cleared. A watch with a second hand should
be used for timing the subtests. Do not use a wall clock.
It is important that pupils take this test under normal classroom
conditions. Avoid the impression that speed is an important
element
If your pencil point should break during the test, raise
your hand, and I will give you another one. When you
receive your test^ put it on your desk and do not do
onyfliing to if until I tell you what to do." (Examiner
supervises distribution of test papers.) "Fill in the blanks
at the fop of the page where it says name, grade, group,
school, and date, and then put your pencil down. Be sure
to write plainly."
II. Examiner’s Directions to the Class — "Here is a
test to see how well you can work examples in arithmetic.
Finish all the examples in each test if you have time.
It is more important, however, that you work accurately
than that you work so rapidly that you make mistakes.
When the blanks have been filled in, say, "Look at
the first test, which is Test 15. It says, ‘Add.’ If you
finish this test before time is called, check your answers.
Do not go on to the next test until you are fold to do so.
Take your pencil. Ready, begin."
TEST 15—^ADD (S minutes)
3 8 4 7 5 4 9 7 9 8
3 6 7 0 5 9 6 3 2 4 9
2 6 5 5 4 8 7 6 4
5 2 1 3 4 2 2 6 5 9
2 5 2 6 9 6 2 4 1 9 3 0 0 6
6 7 0 2 9 5 3 6 8 0 7 6 6 9 7 7 6
5 4 8 3 8 9 4 3 6 5 9 9 8 5 3 6 9
7 4 5 4 8 3 6 6 3 8 9 8 3 8
8 4 5 7 7 8 7 6 0 8 5 0 6
4 9 5 2 9 0 3 6 7 6 5 3 7 7
4 16 5 4 2 7 9 5 7 5 8 2 5
5 9 8 8 7 7 0 7 9 8 2 7 2 5 0 3 9 7 6 9 9 7 5
At the end of live minutes say, "Stop! Look at the next test. It asks you to subtract. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
TEST 25—SUBTRACT (2 minutes)
9 7 6 4 5 8 3 6 4 2 9 6 3 2 1 7 2 4 3 8
— 8 — 5 9 — 7 4 — 3 0 7 — 8 5 0 — 1 9 5
89 586 762 3 9 8 9 2 3 6 7 2 2 4 3
3 9 4 14 1 7 0 0 3 2 8 1 5 4 6 5 0 0 0 8 2 1 7 9 9 0 000
— 2 7 6 5 — 5 12 9 — 6 2 7 8 — 3 9 7 4 8 — 6 1 2 9 3 — 53 4 8 6
3 6 6 4 9 7 7874 27 8 7 6 2 5 2 5 2 2 0 8 8 6 3 6 5 7 4
At the end of two minutes say, "Step! Look at the next test. It asks you to divide. Pencils up. Ready, begin. rt
Test 45—Divide (5 minutes)
7 2 5 3 4 5 8 7 0 6
7) 8 7 5 4 5) 1 5 3 0 9 7) 5 6 2 6 8 0) 5 6 4 8 0
22 0 6 2 5 0 2 4 7
1 8) 3 9 6 0 6 0 3) 3 7 3 8 6 7 8 4)3 9 200 2 9) 7 1 6 3
At the end of five minutes say, "Step! Turn to Test S3 on the next page." (Directions continued on the next page.)
FORM R 235D~DIAGNO$TIC ARITHMETIC TEST, FORM B (SA) DIRECTIONS AND SCORING KEY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA (FEB. 1956)
"Look at Tost S3. Be careful to see wbetber It says to add or to subtract. Pencils up. Ready, begin."










































At the end of three minutes say, "Stop! Look at Test 58. Be careful to see whether It says to muiflply or to divld
Pencils up. Ready, begin."
Test 58—be careful to see whether it says to multiply or to divide.
(4 minutes)
S2.40 X 2 = $5.40
4







16 35 X 3 —^ =110
S . 4 O
8
$7.65
3 X S2 = $6.75
8
At the end of four minutes say, "Step! Turn to Test 61 on the next page.'
Test 61—Work each example in its own block. (4 minutes)














At the end of four minutes say, "Step! Look at Test 62. Be
Pencils up. Ready, begin."
careful to see whether It says to add or to subtract.
PEST 62—BE CAREFUL TO SEE WHETHER IT SAYS TO ADD OR TO SUBTRACT.
'3 minutes)
Add
.7 + .02 .05 + .6 .025 + 1.5
SUBTRACT
.04 — .002 3.27 — 1.036 5000 — 40 75 — .25 1 — .0625
7.02 .65 7.525 .038 2.234 4960 74.75 .9375
At the end of three minutes say, "Stop! Turn to Test 63 on the next page."
GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
III. Scoring — Scoring should be done by the pupils.
Distribute papers to pupils so that no pupil has his own paper,
rhe teacher reads the correct answers. Instruct pupils to
ndicate an incorrect answer by means of a diagonal line drawn
hrough the example. Proceed slowly at first and be sure pupils
mderstand fully what they are to do. A good plan is to have
ach pupil follow the answer as it is read by pointing to it with
is pencil.
The number of examples correct is to be recorded for
ich test. Pupils’ scoring should be verified during the next
rithmetic period by having different pupils check the marking
id the record of the number of examples right. It is more
mportant that the teacher spend her time in the tabulation and
nterpretation of results than in the tedious work of scoring.
IV. Diagnosis — Each pupil’s progress chart will indicate
o him those areas to which he needs to direct special attention,
n addition, each pupil’s test paper should be studied by the
eacher to determine as far as possible why the pupil made his
:rrors. After the standard scores have been copied on the class
liagnostic summary. Form R 237, (see Item VI) each pupil
hould cut his chart from the test paper and keep it as a record
►f his relative strengths and weaknesses in the fundamentals of
rithmetic.
V. Class Graph and Diagnostic Summary — The use of
the class graph and diagnostic summary (Form R 237) enables
the teacher to see at a glance the particular strengths and weak¬
nesses of individual pupils. It also enables the teacher to study
the strengths and weaknesses of the class as a whole or of groups
of pupils within the class, so that the teaching of the fundamental
operations during the remainder of the term may be directed
specifically toward known needs. Papers should be ranked in
order of medians before posting scores.
VI. Class Summary — For each class make a distribution
of pupils’ median standard scores on Form R 239. This distribu¬
tion may be made most readily by copying the median scores
already recorded on Form R 237.
VII. Pupil Record on Form HV 1—The median standard
score of each pupil should be recorded in Item 67 on Form HV 1
in the column to the right of “8A Arith. Fund.”
VIII. School Summary — The sununary is to show, for
the school, the total number of pupils tested, the distribution
of pupil median standard scores, and the midscore. The school
summary for grade 8A should be listed on Form R 239.
This summary is to be made in duplicate. File one copy
and forward one copy to the Division of Educational Research
within two weeks from the date the test is given.
"Look at Test 63. It asks you to multiply. Pencils up. Ready, begin."













.0 0 4 8 4 8.0 0
or 4 8









3.4 0 2 8.0 5 2 5 0.0 0 0
or 2 5 0
At the end of two minutes say, "Stop! Leek at Test 64. It asks you to divide. Pencils up. Ready, begin."
2 9 4 8.0
or 2 9 4 8
TEST 64-DIVIDE (3 minutes)
. 0 3 .0 8 .0 4 .1
1 3 ) . 3 9 3 0 ) 2.4 2 5 ) 1 4 o r 4
40 or 40.00 f 0 0 0 .0 0 0 6 9.0 6
S.6 O ) S 2 4 8.0 5
At the end of three minutes say, "Step!"
)850 42).0 252
Collect the papers immediately.
3 4 2 ) 3 0 9 8.5 2
PREPARATION OF PROGRESS CHARTS
After the tests have been scored, the progress charts
should be filled out by the pupils under the supervision of
the teacher. Each pupil turns to Test IS, finds the number
right, and records this score in the proper blank at the foot
of the chart. He then draws a short horizontal line through
the appropriate number in the column for Test 15. Each pupil
then turns to Test 25, finds the number right, copies it on the
chart, and draws a short horizontal line through the appro¬
priate number in the column for Test 25 on the progress
chart. The teacher should see that the pupils make these
entries in the proper columns. Similar procedure is followed
with the results of each of the remaining tests. (Some teachers
may prefer to have the pupils enter all the scores before drawing
any horizontal lines.)
After these graphs have been plotted, the pupils should
record at the bottom of each column on the progress chart
the standard score opposite each horizontal line.
Each pupil should then compute his median standard score.
The teacher may say, "When your chart Is finished, you
will have one mark In each column. Find the lowest of
these marks and put your finger on It." (Pause) "New
find the next lowest mark" (pause) "and the third lowest
mark" (pause) "and the fourth lowest mark" (pause)
"and the fifth lowest mark." (Pause) "On this fifth mark,
print the letter M. This Is the median, or the middle
score. There should be four ether marks that are as high
as or higher than this median. See what standard score
Is opposite the median. Then write this standard score
in the last block of your chart under the word 'median'."
STANDARD
SCORE



























21 8 12 8 8 8 a 8 8 8 21
19 11 7 7 7 19
18 7 10 7 6 8 7 6 7 7 18
17 9 6 8 8 6 8 6 6 17
16 6 8 8 4 4 5 4 8 8 16
14 8 7 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 14
13 4 6 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 13
12 31 81 21 1 1 21 1 21 21 12







charts. If apparent in¬
congruities are found,
the scoring and plotting
should be checked.
Such an inspection of
each pupil’s chart will
reveal most instances of
gross error in scoring.
RIGHTS
TEST 61—Work each example in its own block.
BE CAREFUL TO DO JUST WHAT EACH EXAMPLE SAYS.
55 + 51.05 5 X $.31
2)$.06 4)53
20 X $.05 52 — 5.43
5.15)5.90 5.10)53
STOP
TEST 62—BE CAREFUL TO SEE WHETHER IT SAYS TO ADD OR TO SUBTRACT. RIGHTS
TEST 63—Multiply Rights
1.2 1.6 0 2 0.0 3 2 a
X.o O 4 X 3 0 X.O 5 x.o 0 3
.8 1 3.5 1 o o o o 1 3 4 0
X 4.2 X 2.3 x.o 2 5 X 2.2
STOP
TEST 64—DIVIDE Rights
13) .39 3 0)2.4 25) 1 40)4
S.60)S24 S.05)S50 42).0252 342)3098.52
STOl
CUT ON THIS LINE-
PROGRESS CHART IN FUNDAMENTALS OF ARITHMETIC
NAME GRADE DATE OF TEST
STANDARD
Score



























21 8 12 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 21
19 f 1 7 7 7 19
18 7 10 7 6 6 ■7 6 7 7 18
17 9 6 S 8 6 8 6 6 17
16 6 8 5 4 4 8 4 8 8 16
14 5 7 4 3 3 4 3 4 4 14
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APTITUDES
The profile chart on the other side is ar¬
ranged so that you can see certain impor¬
tant facts about your abilities, interests,
and activities. This knowledge will help
you when you select your high school course
or your future work.
LANGUAGE—Do you make high scores in
language tests? Four fields are listed on the
profile: locating information, reading, spell¬
ing, and English usage. Writers, clergymen,
lawyers, teachers, printers, and secretaries
need to have a high degree of aptitude in
the language area.
NUMEER—Three fields of number aptitude
are tested: reading maps and graphs, solv¬
ing arithmetic problems, and computation
in the field of arithmetic fundamentals.
Among workers who need a high degree of
skill in this area are accountants, bankers,
bookkeepers, draftsmen, engineers, machine
designers, and other workers who estimate
cost or quantity.
DIFFERING NEEDS—Most of the tests which
we have just been discussing measure
skills that are important for reading and
studying. The professions, such as teach¬
ing, medicine, law, nursing, or engineering,
require years of reading and study. Only
a few people enter these fields. Unless about
half of your test scores are high or very
high you may find preparation for these
professions difScult.
The great majority of people, including
many with very high test scores, work in
business, in industry, or in the home. In
these occupations they find a full and
happy life and often high salaries and some¬
times great wealth.
AREAS NOT TESTED—Other aptitudes not
often tested are important in happy and
successful living. Among these are the fol¬
lowing:
General—good health, pleasing tone of
voice, courtesy and good manners, perse¬
verance.
Special—skill with your hands, mechani¬
cal ability, fine cooking skill, physical
strength or athletic ability, artistic and
musical ability.
Personal Relations—ability to get along
well with people, skill in handling children,
ease in starting a conversation, a good mem¬
ory for people’s names and faces.
If you have any of these aptitudes in a
high degree, make a note of them under
ACTIVITIES or REMARKS.
In planning for your life work you
should be guided by the things you can do
best. Plan your activities so that you can
get the most out of the particular abilities
that you have.
ACTIVITIES
In this part of the profile, you have the
chance to name a few things that you like
to do and that you can do well. It is im¬
portant that you think about your hobbies,
favorite subjects, school clubs and activi¬
ties, out-of-school activities, and any other
experiences such as after school or summer
employment.
Very often these activities may lead to
the development of skills in such fields as
photogrraphy, chemistry, plastics, music,
dancing, child care, and many others too
numerous to mention.
INTERESTS
A high score on the Philadelphia Interest
Inventory in a particular field of interest
shows that you like this type of activity bet¬
ter than some other types. It does not neces¬
sarily mean that you have the ability to
succeed in this area. However, if you do
have the ability and find an opportunity to
engage in this type of work, the high inter¬
est score shows that you are likely to be
happy there.
If your profile is fiat, that is, if most of
your scores are average, it may be that
you have many interests widely scattered
among the nine tested. It is also possible
that your major interests lie in areas that
are not included in this test.
Interests covering physical activity and
using your hands are not shown in this test
as separate areas. Activities such as wood¬
carving, sculpture, cooking, athletics, farm¬
ing, and truck driving are representative of
types of interest not included in the test.
Below you will find a list of some of the
workers who might be expected to have a
high degree of interest in each of the areas
covered by the test.
MECHANICAL—aviator, bus driver, carpen¬
ter, electrician, engineer, laboratory techni¬
cian, machine operator, mechanic, motor-
man, plumber, repairman, teacher, textile
worker.
COMPUTATIONAL — accountant, aviator,
bookkeeper, carpenter, cashier, clerk, drafts¬
man, engineer, musician, restaurant man¬
ager, timekeeper.
SCIENTIFIC—aviator, chemist, dentist, de¬
tective, dietitian, engineer, florist, labora¬
tory technician, nurse, pharmacist, physi¬
cian, teacher.
PERSUASIVE — bill collector, bus driver,
clergryman, detective, editor, lawyer, milk¬
man, motorman, physician, policeman,
radio announcer, reporter, restaurant
manager, salesperson, secretary.
ARTISTIC — actress, artist, beautician,
dancer, dressmaker, florist, milliner, phar¬
macist, tailor, textile worker, window
decorator.
LITERARY—actress, composer, lawyer, li¬
brarian, proofreader, reporter, secretary, so¬
cial worker, stenogapher, teacher, writer.
MUSICAL — composer, dancer, musician,
piano tuner, singer.
SOCIAL SERVICE — clergyman, counselor,
nurse, personnel manager, playground su¬
pervisor, policeman, social worker, teacher.
CLERICAL—bookkeeper, clerk, mail carrier,
oflke machine operator, salesperson, secre¬
tary, stenographer, stock clerk, telephone
operator, timekeeper, typist.
SCHOOLS AND COURSES
In choosing a higher school, you may
choose the senior high school in your neigh¬
borhood, an academic high school, or a
vocational-technical school. Are you plan¬
ning to go to college? Will it be necessary
for you to find full-time employment before
you graduate? What courses does each
school offer? What does your profile chart
reveal about your aptitudes and interests?
The way should be left open for changes
in plans. Many young people change their
plans during senior high school years. It is
wise, therefore, to consider plans that may
lead to a number of different careers. For
example, if there is any likelihood that you
may wish to go to college or enter a par¬
ticular profession such as nursing, do not
close the door by failing to select courses
that may be necessary.
Your parents play a very important part
in helping you to decide which school to
attend and which courses to select. Your
teachers and counselor are glad to talk with
them, as well as with you, as you make
your decision.
OCCUPATIONS
You are not expected to make a final
choice of your life work now, but you
ought to begin to think seriously about it.
You should get all the information you can
about some of the occupations that now in¬
terest you. What preparation is required? ^
What are the opportunities for training, the
working conditions, and the employment
opportunities?
Your homeroom teacher, shop teacher,
counselor, and librarian will have a great
deal of occupational information for you
and will be able to help you find the facts
you need. People who are working in the
fields in which you are interested will often
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